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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a study on the perspective of Islamic Law of the present 
commodity futures trading commonly found in commodity futures markets for 
example those in Britain, United States or Malaysia. The study examines the legal 
and contractual aspects of commodity futures contracts based on the rules and 
principles of Islamic Commercial Law with particular emphasis on the concept and 
mechanism of these contracts some of the trading practices by which such a contract 
becomes a commercial instrument. Firstly, the basic concept of a commodity futures 
contract and the fundamental elements of a legally binding contract are discussed. 
Secondly, the mechanism of such a contract in the commodity futures market is 
analysed; a discussion of the vital role of the exchange and clearing house is 
included. Thirdly, the real profitable function of a commodity futures contract is 
explored where the activities of hedging and speculation become its main concern. 
Finally, present trading in commodity futures is shown to be generally permissible 
within the Eramework of Islamic Law. 
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Introduction 
INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 
BACKGROUND OF COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACT AND BASIC 
CONCEPT OF ANALYSIS IN ISLAMIC COMMERCIAL LAW 
A. The commodity futures trading: Past and present 
Futures contracts are believed to have evolved in the mid-nineteenth century 
in Chicago. The farmers used to suffer losses in spot grain transactions due to 
limited storage for their huge supply of wheat and lack of buyers of the short-term 
demand,, and in the years of crops failures, the dealers or manufacturers suffered big 
losses due to insufficiency of raw materials for their products. Such problems of 
supply and demand, storage and transportation led the farmers, together with the 
dealers, to commit to future exchanges of grain for cash. ' At first, their agreements 
appear to be merely an exchange of written contracts stating the amount of grain, the 
2 
cost and the future date of delivery, with nominal fees representing a guarantee. 
It was also reported that for similar reasons, a kind of futures contract was 
exercised in 1863 in Liverpool, where sales of specific cargoes 'to arrive' of cotton 
became inadequate to supply the market. To meet the great demand, cotton 
contracts began to be concluded for much later periods. 
3 Such transaction, which 
were also called 'to arrive' sales,, were later developed with a system of inspection 
and grading. 
' Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago-, Chicago Board of Trade, 1994 pp. 
3-4. 
' Oasis Publishing, www, pr-success. com/OASIS/coursel accessed on, 24/02/1998, 
3 Rees, G. L. Britain's Commodity Market London: Paul Elek Books, 1972 p. 90. 
4 Baer, I B. & Woodruff G. P. Commodity Exchanges. London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 
1929 pp. 3-4. 
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In 1730 in Japan, a 'forward contracting' trading in rice on the Dojima Rice 
Market was exercised. Such a transaction resembled partly a cash or spot 
transaction, and partly a futures contract,, except that it was not standardised. The 
contracting parties negotiated on the terms of the contract including the price, 
quality and quantity of the rice and the future date of deliveiy. 5 
Similar forward contracts were used in the Chicago Board of Trade during 
its early years for grain trading. Founded in 1848, the Board of Trade provided a 
market place for the farmers and grading facilities for the grain upon delivery. 6 
Initially, futures contracts were privately negotiated between the traders, then in 
1864 such trading was officially recognised by the Board. However, in 1868, as the 
traders often did not fulfil their commitments, the Board took the initiative of 
developing a standardised agreement known as a futures contract in which a 
margining system was also introduced to overcome any default. 7 In other words,, the 
Board had first introduced the modem principles of futures contract in commodity 
trading as we can see at present, although they had already been applied in the 
financial market at an earlier date. 
The appliance of futures contract practices in commodities markets 
expanded gradually to different categories of commodities and their respective 
exchanges and countries. Commodities may be classified into agricultural, metals, 
tropical and others, such as forest and petroleum. Usually, commodities that are 
subject to futures markets are tangible and physical, suitable for standardisation and 
grading, and deliverable. They are generally storable, either for a short time or 
indefinite. 8 Therefore, commodity futures contracts are defined in many references 
5 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p 2. 
6 Markham, J. W. Ae History of Commodity Futures Trading and its Regulation. New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1987 p. 4. 
7 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p 5. 
8 Herbst, A. F. Commodity Futures Markets, Methods of Analysis and Management of Risk. New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1986 pp 201-202. 
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as transactions standardised in every aspect except the price which is detennined by 
the parties at the time of the execution of the contract through a process which is 
known as open outcry auction held on a commodity futures exchange trading floor. 
For example, Baer and Woodruff define commodity futures contract is defined in a 
classical but comprehensive manner as a contract for the future delivery of some 
commodity, without reference to specific lots, made under the rules of some 
commercial body, in a set form, by which the condition as to the unit of amount and 
the price is left open to the contracting parties. Although classical, this definition 
clearly explains the fundamental nature of a commodity futures contract. By 
entering into such contract, a person is obliged to perform his side of the transaction 
according to the standard terms under the surveillance of a commercial body. 'O 
It is not necessary for commodity futures traders to be the commercial 
undertakings that actually sell or purchase the underlying commodity, but it is 
understood that at the expiry date, the traders should perform their duties by 
whatever means,, or if they default they will be subjected to the rules and regulations 
of the said body. However, it will be shown later that such situations rarely occur. 
A commodity futures contract is also defined as an obligation, 
" a binding 
coi, nmitmentl2 or a legal agreement13 to purchase or sell a commodity in which the 
terms are standardised by type, quantity, quality, delivery time and place, at a price 
agreed upon when the contract is made. It is worth to note that there is no special 
emphasis on the terms 'obligation', 'commitment' and 'agreement' are used in this 
definition even though they are significant and carry distinctive implications in other 
'Baer & Woodruff, Commodity, p. 6. 
Practically, it is more appropriate to regard a commercial body as an exchange. 
Markham, Ae History, p. 203. 
12 American Bar Association. Futures and Derivatives: Basics. Orlando: American Bar Association, 
1996 pp. 107 & 144, 
13 Cl-&ago Board of Trade. www. cbot. com/points of interest/visitor/news faq, html accessed on, 
04/06/1998. See also, Strauss, D. W. Handhook of Business Information. Colorado: Libraries 
Unlimited, Inc., 1988 p. 376. 
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legal contexts. Briefly, a commodity futures contract creates an obligation or 
commitment (or whatever the term is) to deliver or to take the delivery of the 
underlying commodity according to the terms of the contract (contract 
specification), which the contracting parties have no legal authority to alter or 
amend them. Fortunately, the obligation created under a commodity futures contract 
need not end in delivery made by the seller and payment furnished by the purchaser, 
for, as such a contract is standardised and uniform', it becomes interchangeable. This 
interchangeability (or sometimes called fungibility) allows the futures traders to 
offset their commitments under the contract by entering into an equal but opposite 
contract before the expiration date that is a stipulated date determined by the 
exchange. 14 Usually, this date is stated in the contract specification. In other words, 
a purchaser may offset his position by entering into a contract to sell the same 
underlying commodity,, and the seller may buy an exact amount of the same 
commodity to offset his obligation. 
From a study of the original purpose of a futures contract in commodity 
trading and its later development, it is clear that initially futures contracts were 
undertaken by the real traders who owned the physical underlying commodity and 
the dealers or manufacturers who wished to secure a consistent supply for their 
products. For example, a farmer who anticipates that the price of his grain would 
fall in a few months time or during harvest time, would execute a futures contract to 
secure the current price for the future sale and delivery of his grain, or, a 
manufacturer who felt that grain prices are likely to rise within the forthcoming 
months or, who feared a lack of raw material for his products due to certain 
economic factors,, might wish to lock-in the current price or guarantee the flow of 
supplies for his operations by buying a specified futures contract for a certain 
amount of grain for a certain month of delivery. 
14 American Bar Association, Futures, p. 107. 
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As stated earlier, because of the uniformity of the terms the contract 
becomes fungible. As a result, not only the real futures traders are having benefits 
from trading in futures, but also public investors and professional speculators can 
take the opportunity of making a profit from the rise and fall of commodity futures 
market prices. The interchangeable nature of the contract allows them to come in 
and go out of the trading at any time as they wish. Furthermore, the mechanism of 
this contract becomes more complex where a clearing house interposes itself 
between the seller and the purchaser, and then assumes the role of the counter party 
for both of them. The futures traders in this latter framework have to pay a margin 
deposit (known also as initial or original margin) of a small percentage of the total 
contract value before any initiative of making an order of selling or buying the 
commodity. This margin is actually paid to the clearing house through their broker 
as a performance bond or financial guarantee to ensure that they will fulfil the 
obligation of the futures contract. When the broker receives an order, he transmits 
the order to other broker/s on the floor of an exchange. When they reached an 
agreement after the bid and offer of price, the transactions are reported to the 
clearinghouse to clear. At this moment, the clearing house interposes itself between 
the parties and guarantees the performance of the contract. 
While the traders need to maintain the margin fund at the level of minimum 
margin (also known as maintenance or variation margin) set by the exchange, the 
actual price of the underlying commodity has to be paid upon delivery. They must 
observe this maintenance margin throughout the time or as long as they keep their 
futures position open until the expiration or maturity of the contract. When they 
offset their positions before the expiration by takiing a futures position opposite 
but 
equal to the initial one, their obligations under the initial contract are terminated, 
which most of the traders prefer. 
5 
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By terminating the contract prior to its maturity, a trader may make a profit 
or a loss. Since the market price of the underlying commodity fluctuates between 
the time of the order was made and the offsetting of position, the trader may either 
gain or lose by the difference between the initial agreed selling or purchase price 
and the cost of the offsetting transaction. To illustrate, suppose a customer 
anticipates a rise in com prices, he then instructs his broker to buy one com contract 
(5000 bushels of corn) in an exchange, to be delivered in September for E3.00 per 
bushel. He may remain in this position until maturity, or alternatively, during the 
interval, offset his position by selling the same quantity and delivery month. If the 
corn market price rises from E3.00 to E3.10 a bushel, he will make a profit of 
E500.00. But if the price falls below 0.00, certainly he will have made a loss. 
B. Basic concept of analysis in Islamic Commercial Law 
Theoretically, commodity futures contracts comprise the basic fundamental 
elements of a forward contract; the prospective buyer and seller, the underlying 
commodity that will be delivered sometime in future and the price which is paid 
upon delivery of the commodity. Initial attempts were made to analyse the 
formation of these contracts by comparing them with commercial instruments used 
under Islamic Law. It seems that such transactions partly resemble the contract of 
bay' al-salam (forward sale) and baj)ý al-istiýnd (sale by manufacture) which are 
generally permissible under Islamic Law. However, further examination needs to be 
made of other aspects of commodity futures contracts that are still questionable and 
have become the main sub ect of discussion among modem Islamic scholars. As 
discussed in the following chapters, some scholars invalidate this contract totally 
since its formation is similar to bajý' al-ma'darn (sale of a non-existent object) or 
bay' al-dayn (sale of debt), which are relatively prohibited in Islamic 
Law. 
Supported by a few Quranic verses and some ýadith of the Prophet (peace be upon 
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him), they decided further that futures contracts are constituted with an inherent 
degree of uncertainty which could possibly render the contract as void. 
On the other hand, among the Islamic scholars who maintain the 
permissibility of futures contracts, it had been suggested that the uncertain elements 
of these contracts have been virtually eliminated by the standardised formation and 
procedures of ftitures contracts. In addition, it has been held that these transactions 
should be treated as a new case and therefore the fundamental maxim of al-aýl ft al- 
ashyd' al-ibdýah (the original position of everything is permissible) is applied until 
it is proved otherwise. So far, they found that there is no element to prove otherwise 
and the supporting traditions used by the first group lack authenticity, and so could 
not apply when determining the validity of these contracts. 
The above attempts made by the modem Islamic scholars in determining the 
permissibility of commodity futures contract illustrate the importance of 
understanding the basic concept of analysis of a new non-regulated subject in 
Islamic Law. Such a subject or issue that has yet to have its own rules or legal 
position in the framework of Islamic Law must be carefully examined in order to 
define its legal status. The Islamic scholars have unanimously agreed that, when 
examining any new subject or incident that has no rule or legal value, the provisions 
of the primary bases of Islamic Law must be referred to. These are the Quran and 
the Sunnah that includes the Prophet Muhammad's (peace be upon him) words, 
deeds and tacit approvals. In a case where there is no equivalent rule provided by 
these two non-arguable sources, usually Islamic scholars will subsequently resort to 
the secondary or dependent sources of law, the ljma (general public consensus), the 
Qiyas (reasoning by analogy), the Maýlaýah mursalah or Istiýldý (reasoning by 
7 
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public interest), the Istiýsdn (preference), the 'Urf (customs or common practice) 
and Sadd al-dhard'i' (blocking the means). 15 
These secondary sources, though disputed among the Islamic scholars,, are 
the most applicable compared to other secondaiy sources, in determining the (ýukm) 
legal value of a particular subject in the past and at present. Based on these sources,, 
the classical scholars formulated Qawa id Fiqhiyyah (legal maxims) to be a sort of 
code or guidelines in drawing up legal rules. In addition to the above sources and the 
legal maxims, the analysis must also adhere to the divine restrictions', especially on 
16 
commercial dealings. There must be no element of riba (usury or interest) , maysir 
(gambling) 17, gharar (risk and uncertainty) or any impediments of consent, like 
ikrdh (duress), ghalat (mistake) and tadlis (fraud) that will generally lead to 
unlawful acquisition of property. 
B. I. The primary sources of Islamic Law 
As mentioned earlier, the primary bases for legislation of the principles and 
rules of Islamic Law are the Quran and the Sunnah of the Prophet Mulýamrnad 
(peace be upon him). These two primary sources must both be referred to in order to 
detennine a specific rule for any case or subject. 
15 There are a few other secondary sources that scholars rarely resort to, they are, Shat' man qabland 
(the divine rules of other Prophets), Madhhab al-ýaýdbi (words and deeds of the companions of the 
Prophet) and al-Istiýýdb (ruling on the existence or non-existence of a thing or incident based on its 
original state). 
16 Literally, ribd means increase or addition, while technically, it refers to usury and interest. In Islamic 
Law, riba denotes any unjustified increase of capital for which no compensation is given. It covers 
transactions with a fixed time limit and payment of interest, as well as speculation of all kinds. Ribd is 
forbidden based on the provisions of the Quran, 3: 130 and 2: 275. See, Bosworth, C. E. et al (eds. ). 
Yhe Encyclopaedia of Islam. Leiden: E. T Brill, 1995 v. VIII, p. 491, Failaka International, Inc. 
Glosswy of1slamic Financial Tenns, at, www, failaka. com/Glossai3ý accessed on 12/05/2000. 
17 Maysir is a form of gharar that denotes any types of risk, uncertainty or ignorance of the 
contracting party of the subject matter or result of a contract. See, Failaka International, Inc., 
Glossmy. 
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(a) The Quran 
The Quran is a compilation of Islamic teachings and rules that were 
gradually revealed to the Prophet (peace be upon him)18. In relation to Islamic Law, 
the provision of the Quran may, in some instances, be specific and detailed (tafg1i) 
in its terminology and meaning. For example, in the provisions on the distribution of 
an estate, the proportions for the heir have been clearly defined. On the other hand, 
most of the Quranic provisions pertaining to rules and regulation are revealed in 
general terms or in summary (ijmali) needing finiher elaboration, for example, the 
verse that provides the permissibility of any commercial dealing that is based on 
mutual consent. For such instances, the Sunnah plays an important role in 
interpreting and accomplishing the rule laid down in the verse. 19 
The flexible provisions of the Quran have, in fact, allowed the principles of 
Islamic Law to become applicable anywhere, anytime. Except the provisions related 
to family matters that have been detailed and must be followed strictly, most of the 
legal provisions of the Quran are open for further interpretation and adaptable in any 
situation. Thus those principles stated in the verses become extendable and 
2 k- adjustable without affecting the core principles of Islamic Law. () For instance, the 
provision on the permissibility of sale and prohibition of riba is revealed in general 
without any specification. The Prophet (peace be upon him) in his Sunnah had 
illustrated a few types of permissible sales and a few kinds of merchandise that are 
subjected to the prohibition of riba. Based on the Quran's general provision and a 
few specifications given by the Sunnah, the Islamic scholars developed the related 
18 Abu Zahrah, Muhammad. Uý171 al-Fiqh. Cairo: Ddr al-Fila al-'Arabi-, 1958, pp. 70-71, AI-Bughd, 
Muýýafa- D-lb. Athdr al-Adillah al-Mukhtalaf Rhd ft al-Fiqh al-IsldmT. Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 
1993 p. 19. 
19 Abu Zahrah, UýCll, pp. 83-85, AI-ZarqR', Muqafal Atmad. Al-MaAhal al-Fiqh al-Am. Damascus: 
Dýu al-Fila, 1968, v. 1, p. 61. 
20 AI_Zarqq" AI khal, _Mad pp. 61-62. 
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rules to allow a few other transactions and to forbid some more dealings that contain 
a riba element. 
(b) The Sunnah 
The Sunnah of the Prophet Mulýammad (peace be upon him) is legally 
referred to as the words,, deeds and approvals of the Prophet (peace be upon him) 
that contain Islamic principles on religious, social and legal matters transmitted by 
his companions. Although the terms ýadith and Sunnah are quite identical, the 
former is confined to the statements of the Prophet (peace be upon him) . 
21 Hence, 
the Sunnah is classified into three kinds,, sunnah qauliyyah (verbal sunnah), sunnah 
fi hyyah (practical sunnah) and sunnah taqririyyah (affirmative sunnah). 22 The 
Sunnah may also be divided according to its authenticity into ýaýiý (authoritative 
tradition), the most authentic one followed by ýasan (reliable tradition) and ýdif 
(disputable tradition). This classification is significant in determining the strength of 
the Sunnah as a dald (evidence) in the formation of laws or a ground of judgment. 
As mentioned earlier, the Sunnah takes an important position next to the 
Quran as one of the sources of Islamic Law. Since most of the Quranic legal 
provisions were revealed in general and precise terms, the Sunnah becomes the 
second primary basis of Islamic Law for its role in interpretation and specification 
of these provisions. In some instances, the Sunnah also provides new rules besides 
the Quran but without overruling any of its general principles. In other words, the 
Sunnah elaborates and illustrates the precise term of the Quran and sometimes came 
with its own rule where the Quran is silent on that particular matter. Should there be 
21 A-ZarqW, AI-Madkhal, v. 1, p. 63, Aghnides, Nicolas P. Mohammedan Theories of Finance. 
Lahore: The Pren-ýier Book House, (No Date), pp. 13-14, Al-Bughd, Athdr, p. 21. 
22 A 
. bU Zahrah' U#II, p. 
97. 
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contradiction between the provisions of the two, both shall be harmonised whenever 
- 23 possible. Otherwise,, the provision of the Quran shall prevail. 
B. 2. The secondary sources of Islamic Law 
The secondary sources of Islamic Law are a list of methods for the formation 
of rules for cases or subjects which have no specific position provided in the Quran 
and the Sunnah. Depending on the provisions of these two primary sources, the 
companions of the Prophet (peace be upon him) and later Islamic scholars 
developed a few methods for finding the appropriate rules for such cases. 
(a) The Ijmd (general consensus) 
Although the Ijmd is a form of dependent basis of Islamic Law after the 
Quran and the Sunnah, its recognition is actually rooted in the primary sources as 
the Prophet (peace be upon him) is reported as having said, "My nation shall never 
unanimously agree on an error. " By virtue of this ýadith, Ijma deserves to be a 
24 
major resource in the determination of legal rules. Legally, the term Ijmd refers to 
an agreement or consensus among Islamic scholars of certain era in relation to a 
legal rule. Such a consensus is attained after due consideration of the two primary 
sources, the Quran and the Sunnah. ConcelVably, there can be no ljmif without a 
basis in the Quran or the Sunnah. 25 For an example of a valid Ijma', the consensus of 
the Prophet's companions on the allocation of one sixth for a grandfather from the 
estate of the deceased was based on one-sixth proportion of a father since the 
grandfather may assume the father's position in the absence of the latter. 7--- 
23 Al-Zarqd, AI-Madkhal, pp. 63-64, Abu Zahrah, Uýal, pp. 103-104, Weeramantry, C. G. Islamic 
Jurisprudence; An InternationaI Perspective. London: Macmillan, 1988, pp. 34-35. 
24 AI-Zubayll, Wahbah. Uýal al-Fiqh al-Isldmi. Beirut: Dar al-Fiqh al-Mur-dýir, 1998 v. 1, pp. 542- 
543, 
25 AI-ZarqA, AI-Madkhal, v. 1, pp. 64-65. 
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may take two forms, ijmd qauli or ijmd prih (verbal consensus) and 
tima -C suati (silent consensus). The former, which is unanimously accepted by 
Islamic scholars, is the express acceptance of all the scholar involved in the Ijmd. 
Each of them expressly accepted the same opinion on a certain legal rule, whereas 
the latter is a consensus with no refusal but Without express acceptance from every 
scholar. Thus, some of the Islamic scholars do not consider such an Ijmd to be a 
26 legally binding Ijmd . 
The classical Islamic scholars unanimously accepted ljmd as a source and a 
method of legislation, despite their different bases of Ijmd. The Ijanaft scholars 
based their acceptance of Ijmd on equity and would abide by the Ijmd of scholars 
of any age, whereas the Ijanbal! and Mdlik! scholars confined their acceptance on 
Ijmd only to the consensus of the companions of the Prophet and of the scholars of 
Medina respectively. 27 Furthermore, they also differed in accepting an Ijmd whose 
basis is Qiyas or Maýlaýah. Basically, there is no Ijma based on these two since 
both Qiyas and Maýlaýah methods are not unanimously accepted and recognised by 
Islamic scholars. If the opinion or rule was discovered through Qiyas or Maýlaýah 
based on the Quran or the Sunnah provision or the '111ah (effective cause) is a clear 
and distinctive (; dhirah) attribute, then the Qiyas may be accepted as the basis of 
Ijmd. However, such recognition is actually made to the provision of either the 
Quran or the Sunnah and not the Qiyds or the Maýlaoh per se. 28 
(b) The Qjy, 9s (reasonIng by analogy) 
The Qiyas is recognised as the fourth basis of Islamic Law in rank for its 
strength and significant method for formulating rules. It is an extension of a legal 
rule from al-aýl (the original case) to al-far' (a subsidiary case) for the existence of 
2' Abu Zahrah, Uýal, pp. 191-193, Al- Zubayff, UýW, v. 1, pp, 5 51-5 5 3. 
27 Weeramantry, Islamic, pp. 39-40. 
28 Abu Zahrah' Uýfij' pp. 195-197. 
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a similar 'illah common to both cases. It obtained its recognition as a source of law 
for it is a reasoning by analogy that is strongly emphasised in a few of QuraniC 
verses 29 and the Prophet (peace be upon him) himself used to decide a case by taTI 
al-ýukm (reasoning). For instance, it is reported that the Prophet (peace be upon 
him) said, "Verily, permission is required (before entering into someone's house) 
for the sake of eyesight. " The Prophet (peace be upon him) had used reasoning in 
justifying the prohibition of entering into someone's house without permission in 
order to prevent the visitor from viewing forbidden scene. 30 
In legislation by Qiyas methodology, there are always four fundamental 
elements, the original case, the subsidiary, the rule for the original case and the 
'Wah 
.31 An attribute that satisfies all the conditions of 
'illah must be discovered 
between the two cases so as to apply the same legal rule. The 'illah, which is 
actually the foundation of Qiyds, is a form of a wasf (an attribute) that must be ýdhir 
(clear) to be the ground for the underlying rule, mun4abit (constant), mundsib 
(proper or convenient), muta'addi (transitive) and in conformity with the principle 
of Islamic Law. 
32 
The 'illah must be an attribute that is obviously causal in nature; meaning 
that the existence of such an attribute was clearly the reason for the underlying rule, 
such as an admission of a person should effectively affirm his lineage with someone. 
The attribute must also be a constant attribute, which is unchanged by different 
times or persons, for example, the intoxicating effect of alcohol. It is also required 
that the attribute must be proper and convenient with the rule from Islamic Law, 
without the need for further elaboration, such as the prohibition on the consumption 
of alcohol because of its intoxicating effects which can damage human's reasoning. 
29 For instance, in the verse 59: 2 that read, 
insight. " 
30 Abu Zahrah, Uýal, p. 208. 
31 Abu Zahrah, UýW, p. 213. 
32AbU Zahrah, Uýiil, pp. 221-222. 
"... Learn a lesson then, o you who are endowed with 
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It is further required that such an attribute can be applied to other cases, for example 
the intoxicating effects of other substances such as drugs and certain chemicals. 
Finally, the attribute should not contradict any provision of Islamic Law so that it 
overrules an existing rule that relies on a dalil. 33 
Relatively, a legal rule may be determined through Qiyds methodology once 
the requirements of 'illah are fulfilled, However, Qiyds is not allowed in matters 
that are expressly limited to the original case only, like the testimony Khuzaymah, in 
which a testimony of one witness is admitted as legal evidence contrary to the 
general requirement of two witnesses. There must be no Qiyds too in cases that are 
contradictory to the concept of reasoning, for instance, the numbers of raka'dt 
(prostrations) in prayers, where the human mind cannot understand the reason for 
the rule. Despite the status of Qiyds as a source of law, a Qiyds cannot be practised 
on a legal rule that is established by another Qiyjs., It must be based on a legal rule 
derived from the Quran, the Sunnah or the Ijno'. In general, a Qiyds is accepted as a 
source of Islamic Law and a method law-making provided that the requirements are 
satisfied and the established rule does not contradict any basic principle or any 
34 provision of the Quran or the Sunnah . 
(c) Maylafiah or IstiyMft (reasoning by public interest) 
Legally, the term Maýlaýah refers to the protection of the five objectives of 
the Islamic Law,, the preservation and protection of mankind's faith, life, intellect, 
offspring or lineage and property. It also includes protection of any element that is 
directly or indirectly related to these five objectives. The consideration given to 
these interests must be based on Islamic Law, not on the interests of individuals. In 
other words, in determining the position of a specific subject, the reasoning must be 
33AbU Zahrah, UAI, PP- 223-225. 
34 Abu Zahrah, Uýal, pp. 218-220, Aghnides, Mohammedan, pp. 61-62. 
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based on the concept of protection of these interests and the prevention of hazard 
and loss. Therefore, a case that has no legal rule provided by the primary sources 
must be evaluated through Qzyas methodology. If there is no eligible attribute to be 
the 'illah, then it shall be decided in accordance with Istiýldý methodology. 35 
Maýlaýah may be divided into categories. It is classified into three groups 
according to the strength of their effect, 4arfiriyydt (absolute necessities) such as the 
protection of life, ýajtyydt (expedient necessities) such as the legality of a contract 
of leasing and taýSiniyydt (accomplished interests), for example the promotion of 
good morals. Maýlaýah may either be a specific interest or a general interest that 
involves the public at large. Finally, it may also be divided according to its 
recognition in Islamic Law, as interest that is required and allowed, interest that is 
expressly disregarded and interest that is neither required nor disapproved by the 
Islamic Law. 36 Based on the classification of Maýlabah above, the Maýlabah or 
interests that may be accepted in the legislation by the lstiýldb method are those that 
are recognised by Islamic Law without contravening a specific provision. 
Furthermore,, they must also be considered as necessities for individuals and people 
in general. 37 
(d) Istifisin (preference) 
Istiýsdn is the method of legislation that usually overrules an opinion based 
on Qiyas. Literally, Istiýsdn means to hold something for its righteousness, but in 
legal terms, Isti&dn denotes the deviation from a ruling derived from Qiyas to 
another rule ecause there is a stronger reason for such a deviation, or a deviation 
from ýukm kulli (a general rule) to ýukm istithndi (a specific exceptional rule). A 
35 AI-Zarqd', Al-Mao%hal, v. 1, p. 90, Al- Zubayli, Uýal, v. 2, pp. 706-709. 
36 AI-Z,, uqa', Al-Madkhal, v. 1, pp. 92-94ý Al- Zubayli, Uýal, v. 2, pp, 770-773. 
37 Al- Zubayll, Uýal, v. 2, p. 774. 
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rule based on Qiyas may be abandoned because stronger evidence has been found in 
the Sunnah or the Ijmd, or on the basis of necessity. If the necessity arises, the rule 
that was discovered through Qiyds must be abandoned in preference to common 
practice, Maýlabah or another Qiyas. 38 
The departure from the rule or opinion based on Qiyas due to evidence found 
in the Sunnah or ijmd shows that the Sunnah and Ijma should prevail when they 
are contradict Qiyds. Similarly, in a case of necessity where something forbidden 
has to be made permissible to a certain extent, a rule sought through Qiyds may be 
put aside . 
39 Furthermore, where a rule derived from Qiyas methodology conflicts 
with another rule based on Qiyas, the priority must be given to the one that is easier 
and more flexibile rather than more difficult and complex . 
40 Thus, although the 
Qiyds that has been overruled may be a Qiyas jali (a definite Qiyds) than the other, 
which might be a Qiyds khafi' (an indirect Qiyas), the latter is to be preferred if it 
increases the benefit and simplicity, 
From the above, the basis of legislation by lsti&dn may either be a provision 
from the Quran or the Sunnah, a rule or opinion sought through Ijmd, Maýlabah or 
Qiyas, a common practice or a necessity. Any of these may become the evidence for 
a departure from a legal opinion discovered through Qtyas to another opinion or 
from a general r-ule to a specific rule, for instance, the legality of a will executed by 
a safi-h (a profligate or a spendthrift) for a beneficial cause. A sqfM is generally 
impeded from executing any transaction under the Islamic Law in order to protect 
his rights and interest over his property. However, by Istihsan methodology, such a 
will is acceptable since the purpose and effect of the Will do not encroach on his 
rights and property, The will of course, only takes effect upon his death and the 
38 Abu Zahrah, Uýfil, pp. 245-246, A]-Zarqd', AI-Maclkhal, v. 1, p, 77, A]- Zubayll, Uýal, v. 2, p. 736. 
39 This principle is based on the maxin-4 'Necessities may justify the forbidden things', AI-Zarqd', Al- 
Madkhal, v. 1, p. 8 1. 
40 Abu Zahrah, Uýfil, p. 247. 
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reason for this exception is that through his charitable actions he may receive 
blessings after death. 
41 
(e) 'Urf (public or common practice) 
'Urf- or in some cases known also as 'adah or ta'dmul, legally means a, 
custom,, tradition or common practice 42 that may take two forms, camali (practical) 
and qauli (verbal). 43 Islamic scholars unanimously accept it as a basis of legislation 
in Islamic Law,, 44 provided that all the requirements of a valid cUrf are satisfied. The 
common practice of the people may be legalised and recognised in Islamic Law 
when there is no specific provision of the Quran and the Sunnah to determine the 
status of the matter concerned. Public usage has also been referred to by classical 
scholars, especially the Ijanaft and Maliki, in order to clarify ambiguous provisions 
of the Quran and to specifý its general terminology. 45 
The application of 'Urf in legislation may sometimes abrogate the rules 
discovered through Qiyas that were based on an ambiguous provision, 46 especially 
when the issue concerns the public interest, as in the public recognition of bajf al- 
ist4na , the 
interest of the people should be given priority though the contract is 
forbidden through Qiyds. Such a transaction is a void contract in Qiyds methodology 
as there is no capital deposited at the execution of the contract as in the permitted 
bW al-salam. However, as adapted by the Ijanafi- and Malik! schools, the rule 
47 
obtained through Qiyas is ignored since it is against the public need . 
41 Al-7. arqd', AI-Maa%hal, v. 1, pp. 77-78, Al- Zuhaylj, Usal, v. 2, p. 746. 
42 CoWan' J, Milton (ed. ). The Hans Wehr Dictionary ofModern Written Arabic. New York: Spoken 
Language Services, Inc. 1976 p. 606. 
43 AI-Zarqa', AI-Madkhal, v. 2, pp, 845-846, Al- Zoayli, Uqfil, v. 2, p. 829. 
44AI-ZarqR', AI-Madkhal, v. 1, pp. 132-133, Al- Zuýayri, UqC21, v. 2, p. 838, 
45 Abu Zahrah, Uqal, p. 254, Al- Zubayl-1, Uqiil, v. 2, pp. 835-836. 
46 AI-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 1, p. 13 5. 
47AbU Zahrah' Uýal, pp. 255-256. 
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In order to obtain recognition or to be adaptable in legislation under Islamic 
Law, a practice must fulfil the requirement of a valid 'Urf. The practice must firstly, 
have been followed continuously and be well known to the people of a certain place 
or of a certain profession. 48 Secondly, such a practice must have been applied from 
antiquity and not a recent phenomenon. For instance, in the interpretation of the 
Quranic term of ibnu sabil, according to the usage during the revelation of the verse, 
such tenn refers to the one whose journey is disrupted. At a later period, people also 
used the term to include a foundling child. In such a case, the earlier interpretation 
must prevail. 49 
Furthermore, a practice may also become a binding rule in Islamic Law if 
such a practice has not been expressly refuted by any of the people of the place or 
profession concerned. If, in any particular case, there is an express statement 
providing a position different from the common practice, then such a practice 
should be applied therein. For example, according to common usage, the period for 
a tenancy agreement is two years. However, if the contracting parties expressly 
stated in the terms of agreement that the period of tenancy was to be three years, the 
common usage has no effect on this agreement. The contractual terms must be 
applied so that they are consistent with the maxim, 'No consideration for inference 
(dildlah) in the existence of express provision. ý 50 
Most importantly, a practice needs to be in conformity with any divine 
provision or definite basis or doctrine of Islamic Law so as to be recognised as a 
binding practice. Thus, if a practice contravenes any of these provisions, it must not 
48 AI-Zarqd', AI-Madkhal, v, 2, pp. 874-875. 
49 AI-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 2, pp. 876-878, Al- Zubayl!, UýCil, v. 2, pp. 846-848. 
50 Art. 13, The Mejelle (An Enlish Translation of Majallah al-A#am al--Adliyyah and A 
Complete 
Code on Islamic Civil Law), translated by C. R. Tyser, D. G. Demeiriades 
& Ismail Haqqi Effendi, 
Lahore: Law Publishing Company (No Date), AJ-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 2, pp. 879-880, 
Al- Zulýayli, 
Uýal, v, 2, p. 848, 
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be accepted unless the provision is a general rule, when the practice may be deemed 
a specific exception to the rule. 51 
(f) Sadd al-dbarfff (blocking the means) 
Literally, the term al-dhardi' is referred to the means of doing an act that 
will have a destructive (4arar) or forbidden (maýýflrah) result although the act itself 
may be legal. 52 For instance, it is forbidden for a judge to decide a case based on his 
personal infori-nation or knowledge of the accused since such a decision may cause 
injustice. Basically, the legality of the conduct or action of a person is determined 
from the consequences of such conduct. If the consequences are good or in the 
public interest, the said act is deemed as legally recommended since it establishes 
what is required in Islamic Law. However,, if such an act causes damage or loss, it 
will be prohibited and must be avoided. 53 
In examining an act to see whether it is forbidden or not according to the 
concept of Sadd al- dharai', an evaluation must be made of either the purpose or 
reason for such an act or of the act itself and its effects. In the former approach, 
consideration is given to the motive of the act, whether it is sinful or against the 
act's legal purpose and whether such a motive could nullify the whole dealing in 
which the act was involved. To illustrate, the prohibition of a marriage that is 
intended to enable the former husband to remany his ex-wife whom he has divorced 
three times. Such a marriage will be judicially rendered as void in accordance with 
the evidence proving such a motive for it is a denial of the legal purpose of a 
contract of marriage as required in Islamic Law. 54 - 
51 Al- Zubayli, UA-1, v. 2, pp. 849-850. 
52 Abu Zahrah, UýW, pp. 268-269, A]-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 1, p. 98, Al- Zuhayli, Usfil, v. 2, p. 902. 
53 Al- Zuýayrl, Usi7l, v. 2, pp. 906-907. 
54AI_ Zuhayll, Uýal, v. 2, p. 908. 
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On the other hand, in the second approach of Sadd al-dharai' methodology 
in which an evaluation is made of the act and its effect, consideration is given to the 
result and consequences of the act. Although the act is initially permissible, it must 
be automatically deemed as void or forbidden if its consequences are illegal, 
harmful or detrimental to any person or property. If it has had beneficial or 
permissible effects, whether intended or not, the act maintains its permissibility. 55 
For example, bargaining over a price offered by another buyer is prohibited since it 
contravenes the rights and interests of the buyer. Although offering to buy a goods at 
a certain price is allowed, in this case such a conduct would result in the denial of 
the first offerer's right to have a fair trade. Therefore, the act is forbidden based on 
such consequences. 
In determining whether a particular act is permissible or not, al-Shatib-1 
classified acts into four types in accordance with the strength of their results. First, a 
malicious act that will certainly lead to corruption or wickedness (mqfsadah), 
second, an act that will be most unlikely to cause detriment or deprivation, third, an 
act that generally cause detriment or damage and fourth, an act that usually leads to 
forbidden consequences. Based on this classification, the first and the third 
categories are generally prohibited, unlike the others where the legality of the act 
56 must be determined on an individual basis. 
B. 3. The Qa wfi'ld FIqhIyyah (legal maxims) 
As mentioned earlier, the classical scholars formulated qawa idfiqhiyyah to 
simplify the course of legislation. These qawa -id fiqhiyyah are simply the basic 
principles derived from the Quran and the Sunnah. Literally, the term 'qdidah' 
refers to a universal law that is applicable to almost every related aspect. For 
55 Al- Zuýayff, UýCll, v. 2, p. 909. 
56 Abu Zahrah, Uýal, pp. 271-272, Al- Zubaylý UýW, v. 2, pp. 914-915. 
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instance, the maxim 'Everything is determined by its purpose' implies that the status 
of every thing or action may be established by examining its motive and objective. 
In legal terminology, the term 'qa idah fiqhiyyah' is defined as the general basic 
legal principles, which are expressed in precise constitutional terms or simple 
statements or slogans that consist of certain legal rulings and doctrines applicable to 
the events or matters concerned. 57 
The numerous qawdidftqhiyyah that still exist were gradually formulated 
over a long period of time. Classical scholars formed the qawdidfiqhiyyah from 
time to time based on the provisions of the Quran and the Sunnah or resulting from 
their study of the doctrines of Islamic Law, of the effective cause of legal rules and 
of decisions based on reasoning. Usually, the terms of the qawdid fiqhiyyah 
originate from the Sunnah, like the maxim, 'Id 4arar wa /a 4irar' (No damage and 
no mutual infliction of damage), but many were formed as a consequence of the 
scholars' study of the derivation of laws, of their reasoning and their interpretation 
of the primary provision . 
58 Thus, it is clear that these qawa idfiqhiVah do not act as 
a source of lslamic Law but rather corroborative and affimative evidence for 
decision-making. 59 
These qawdid fiqhiyyah cover every aspect of Islamic Law, from Islamic 
Family Law to Islamic Criminal Law. They originated in and developed from five 
major qawa idfiqhiyyah, which were rooted in the provision of the Quran and the 
Sunnah. The five original maxims later generated a number of qawa id fa? liyyah 
(subsidiary maxims). 60 The following are the above-mentioned five major qawa id 
fiqhiyyah and some of the subsidiaries: 
57 A]-ZarqA', Al-Madkhal, v. 2, pp. 946-947, Schacht, Ae origins, p. 188. 
58 AI-Zarqa', Al-MaaWhal, v. 2, pp. 951-952, 
59 Al-Bomo, Sudqi. Al-Wajizft Qawdid al-Fiqh al-Kulliyyah, Riyadh: Maktabah al-Ma'drif, 1990 pp. 
31-32. 
60 Al- Sayaq, Jalaluddin A. Rahman. Al-Ashbah wa al-Naýdir ft Qawdid wa Furd! Fiqh al- 
Shafi'iyyah. Egypt: Maktabah al-cUlfim wa al-Ijikam, 1959 pp. 7-8. 
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(a) 'The status of everything is determined by its purpose 961 
This maxim means that the words and conduct of a person, in whatever 
dealing, are judged individually, as the motive and purpose of similar acts may vary 
from one person to another. 62 This provision is based on the hadith,, "Verily, all 
action shall be judged by their intentions or motives". 63 The application of this 
maxim is extended to the determination of the legal rule of the dealing involved, 
where the scholars had composed another maxim that has a similar effect'. 
'Consideration is given to the purpose and meaning of the contracts, and not to the 
words and forms'. 64 
(b) 'There shall be no damage and no mutual infliction of damage 65 
The term 4arar (damage) includes any action that may cause damage or 
injury to others. This maxim spells out the doctrine of promoting public interest and 
preventing damage and injury that becomes the basis for Istiýldý methodology. This 
maxim,, which is based on the hadith, "No damage and no mutual infliction of 
damage"',, also provides that an injury or damage occurred must be compensated 
with a better alternative rather than inflicting an equal damage since it would cause 
more damage and give no benefit. 66 Other similar maxims to this maxim are, 'A 
damage must be prevented as much as possible ý, 67 and 'The prevention of damage is 
preferred to the acquisition ofIbenefit', 68 which means, when elements of damage 
61 Art. 2, The Mejelle, Ibn Nujaym, Zainuddin Ibrahim. Al-Ashbdh wa al-Nagdir (commenta? y by Ibn 
Abidin, MuhammadAmin Umar andMuhammadMuti'al-Hqfiz). Damascus: Ddr al-Fikr, 1983 p. 22, 
Al-Nadw-1, 'Ali AbMad. Al-Qawdid al-Fiqhiyyah. Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 1994 p. 282. 
62 Al-ZArqd', A1-Ma&chal, v. 2, p. 965, Ibn Nujayn-4 Al-Ashbdh, p. 22, Al-Borno, Al-Wajt-z, p. 61. 
63 Al- Sayiatl, Al-Ashbah, p. 8. 
64 Art. 3, The Mejelle, A]- Nadw-1, At-Qawdid, p. 286, Al-Borno, Al-Waftz, pp. 84-85. 
65 Art. 19, The Mejelle, Ibn Nuj aym, p. 94, Schacht, Yhe Origins, p. 18-3 )- 
66 Al-Zarq5, Al-Madkhal, v. 2, pp. 977-980, Al- Nadw!, Al-Qawdid, p. 287. 
67 Art. 3 1, The Mejelle . 68 Ail. 30, The Mejelle. 
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and benefit meet in a situation, the benefit must be ignored in order to avoid any 
further infliction of damage. 
(c) 'Hardship (masAffqqab) causes the giving of facilitation or flexibility 
( taySiry 69 
This maxim provides principles on the prevention of hardship, damage or 
loss. Based on the verse, "... Allah intends every facility for you, He does not want 
to put you to difficultieS)%70 this maxim states that hardships and burdensome 
actions must be avoided .71 The term 'mashdqqah in the maxim refers to those 
extraordinary hardships that may cause damage, loss or injury. 72 Especially in a case 
of necessity, an alternative must be provided to overcome the difficulties, such as 
the legislation of rukhýah (permission or concession) in joining two prayers 
together. Unless there is no other means,, then any prohibition may be lifted, as 
provided in the maxim, 'Necessities make forbidden things become permissible . 
73 
A similar principle is also provided by the maxim 'Where a matter is narrow it 
becomes wide% 74 meaning whenever there is a necessity, there must be an exception 
from the general rule of the restriction or prohibition as long as the necessity 
exists. 75 
69 Art. 17, The Mejelle, Al- Sayoti, Al-Ashbdh, p. 76, Al- Nadwi, Al-Qawdid, p. 3 02. 
70 The Quran, 2.185. 
71 A]- Say0j, Al-Ashbdh, p. 76, Ibn Nujayrn, Al-Ashbah, p. 84, Al- Nadwi, Al-Qawa id, p. 303. 
72 Al_ Say0ti, Al-Ashbah, p. 77-78, Ibn Nujaym, Al-Ashbdh, p. 98, AI-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 2, pp. 
991-992, 
73 Art. 21, The Mejelle, A]- Sayflo, Al-Ashbdh, p. 84, Ibn Nujayni, Al-Ashbdh, p. 94, Al- Nadw-1, Al- 
Qawdid, p. 308. 
74 Art. 18, The Mejelle, Al- Nadwil, Al-Qawdid, p, 308, 
75 A]-Zarqd', Al-Madkhal, v. 2, p. 994. 
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(d) 'The custom is of force' 
76 
This maxim underlines the recognition of the 'urf (common practice) as a 
source of Islamic Law. Another similar maxim, 'A thing known by common practice 
is like a stipulation that has been made )77 provides that the common practice among 
the people shall be binding in the absence of any provision of the superior sources Of 
law. 78 In another subsidiary maxim, 'A thing known among the merchants is as 
though fixed by stipulation between them '79also affirms the precedence of common 
practice within a group of people working in a certain field or profession. However, 
such practices are obligatory only on that specific group with no effect on the 
general public. 80 
(e) 'The original status (al-a#) of everything is permissible's' 
The classical Islamic scholars held differing opinions regarding the original 
rule for every non-regulated thing or subject. Some of the Hanafi scholars held that 
the original rule for everything is that it is forbidden until proven pennissible, unlike 
the ma ority of Islamic scholar's view that said each thing or action is considered 
permissible until proven otherwise. 82 The latter view is based on a few verses of the 
Quran that state that every creature is made for mankind's consumption except those 
expressly forbidden by the divine provisions. For instance, the verse that reads, 
"Say, I find not in the waýy (the divined message) revealed to me any food that is 
forbidden to be eaten by anyone unless it is a dead meat or blood poured forth or the 
flesh of swine - for it is an abomination - or what isfisq (impious) on which a name 
76 Art. 3 6, The Mejelle, Al-Say-atil, Al-Ashbah, p. 89, Ibn Nujayrn, Al-Ashbah, p. 10 1, Al- Nadwi, Al- 
Qawdid, p. 293. 
77 Art. 43, The Mejelle, 
78 Ibn Nu aym, Al-Ashbah, p. 10 1- 102, AI-Zarqal, Al-Madkhal, v. 2, p, 999, i 
79 Art. 44, The Mejelle. 
8() AI-Zarqa', Al-MaaWhal, v. 2, p. 1001. 
81 Ibn Nujayrn, Al-Ashbah, p. 73, M-Sayiiti, Al-Ashbah, p. 60, Al-Bomo, Al-Waftz, p. 129. 
82 Ibn Nu aym, Al-Ashbdh, pp. 73-74, Al-Bomo, Al-Wajt-z, pp, 129-132. i 
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has been invoked other than Allah' S., )-)83 Based on this provision, everything should 
be deemed as permissible as long as there is no proof of it being forbidden. 84 
Significantly, this maxim determines the permissibility of every consumable 
object and any act or conduct. By this position, anything that has no specific 
provision or, has not been proven prohibited by any legal methodology is deemed as 
permissible in Islamic Law. Thus, by virtue of this maxim, should there be an 
analysis of any particular subject so as to determine its legal rule,, the approach is to 
maintain its permissibility until proof of prohibition of such a subject is discovered. 
C. Objective and scope of this study 
As explained in section A earlier, it is evident that the use of commodity 
-C. , tutures contracts is a method of reducing risk and cost as well as an investment 
device. Trading in commodity futures contracts implies, in present practice, the 
placing of an order with a futures broker to buy or sell the commodity futures traded 
on a specified commodity futures exchange and cleared by its associate or an 
independent clearing house. The exchange, which provides an organised regulated 
market place and other trading facilities, trades standardised futures contracts after 
its designation as a contract market by the local authority. The clearing house, on 
the other hand, plays an important role in guaranteeing the performance of each 
traded contract through its clearing process. These two institutions,, however, only 
allow their members to execute the contract and use their trading facilities. These 
members, as well as the general public who trade through the members, may be 
futures investors, speculators or pure commercial -traders,, who are usually known as 
the hedgers. Certainly, with such different motives for trading in futures, the 
commodity futures traders, especially the speculators and hedgers, have their own 
83 The Quraiý 6: 145. 
84 A]-Bomo, Al-Wajiz, pp. 129-130. 
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strategies in order to manage their business. Thus, this study will attempt to analyse 
the contractual aspects of trading in commodity futures with a further examination 
of the activities and practices of the futures traders. 
In order to determine the permissibility of every aspect related to the 
execution of a commodity futures contract and the activities of the traders, this study 
is divided into three parts, the first of which deals with the basic concepts of 
commodity futures contracts, the second is a discussion of their real mechanism. In 
the first two parts, the components and elements that relate to the contractual 
aspects of commodity futures trading are examined so as to determine its position in 
the framework of Islamic Law. Practical alternatives are provided at the end of the 
chapters whenever the element concerned needs alteration in order to be in 
conformity with the principles of Islamic Law. In part three, the activities and 
practices that represent the present function or purpose of trading in commodity 
futures are analysed. Emphasis is laid on hedging and speculative activities since, at 
present, most commodity futures are traded with these motives. It is worth 
mentioning that the concept, mechanism and practices of commodity futures trading 
are almost the same in every designated commodity futures market, whether it is, for 
example, Chicago Board of Trade in the United States or the Commodity and 
Monetary Exchange in Malaysia. Hence, the analysis in this study is based on a 
general approach towards commodity futures trading With specific reference to 
certain contract markets where necessary. 
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PART ONE 
BASIC CONCEPT OF A COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACT 
1. Commodity futures 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE CONMODITY FUTURES AND THE CONCEPT OF AL-MA'Ql7D 
'ALA YH(THE CONTRACTUAL OBJECT) IN ISLANHC LA W 
I. I. Traded commodity futures 
In the nineteenth century, futures trading was developed due to the need for a 
system for marketing agricultural products. Beginning with the centralised trade in 
eggs, butter, vegetables and grain in the United States in the late 1700's, agricultural 
futures trading was evolved to undertake the problems of the supply and demand of 
these commodities and eventually to overcome the financial risk and price 
fluctuation, which accompanied the marketing of these agricultural products. ' 
Section 2(a)(1) of the'United States Commodity Exchange Act 1968,2 listed all the 
actively traded agricultural products including grain, edible oils, cotton, wool, 
livestock and juice. The definition of commodity futures was later expanded by the 
United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act 1974 to include metals, 
foreign currencies, stock indexes, bonds and many other goods and articles. 3 
Besides the definition given by the United States commodity regulations above, 
the regulations of other countries provide a more indefinite meaning of commodity 
' American Bar Association. Futures and Derivatives: Basics. Orlando: American Bar Association, 
1996 pp. 10 1- 102. 
2 Most of the provision of this Act were amended in 1975 by the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission Act 1974. See, American Bar Association, Futures, pp. 100-10 1. 
3 Johnson, P. M. & Hazen, T. L. Commodities Regulation. Boston: Little, Brown & Company, v. 1, 
1989 pp, 3-4. 
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futures, such as, in the Malaysian Futures Industry Act 1993 (amended 1997). 
futures instrument are defined as, 
"Anything that is capable of delivery under an agreement for its delivery, 
including a commodity or a document creating or evidencing a thing in action, 
1, )4 or any other thing that is prescribed to be an instrument... 
By virtue of the above definition as well as the United States Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission Act provisions, it seems that any type of commodity 
may be traded as commodity futures on any designated futures market. Most of the 
futures exchanges at present specialise in trading a certain type of commodity, for 
instance, the Chicago Board of Trade majors in trading grain while the New York 
Cocoa Exchange exclusively trades in cocoa futures. However, some exchange may 
trade only in commodity futures of one type of goods, which may be traded in by 
other exchanges as well. 5 
Thus,, anything may be the subject of a futures contract so long as the item is 
prescribed by the authority or regulatory body concemed, it becomes a commodity 
that may be traded on that particular futures market. 6 Usually, a commodity futures 
contract involves standardised terms of contract pertaining to the type, quantity, 
delivery time and place of the underlying commodity. 7 Thus, any object that could 
possibly be standardised according to such specifications is a prospective subject of 
a futures trading. However, although securities, services, rights and interests may 
4 Sec. 2, Futures Industry Act 1993 with the amendment of Futures Industry (Amendment & 
Consolidation) Act 1997. 
5 Hieronymus, Thomas. Economics of Futures Trading for Commercial and Personal Profit. New 
York: Commodity Research Bureau, Inc. 1981 p. 19. 
6 Johnson & Hazen, Commodities, v. 1, p. 7. 
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well become a subject of futures trading, the commodities that are usually subjected 
to the futures market are those which are tangible and physical in nature, making 
them deliverable and suitable for standardisation and grading. These commodities 
may also be storable for a short or indefinite period. 
Any type of commodity futures that is traded on any designated futures market 
must have its own contract specification. This contract specification contains all the 
standardised terms of a designed commodity futures contract, the quantity, grade, 
time and place of delivery, price limitations and other related requirements. (For 
example, see Figure 1.1) By this contract specification, a futures trader, either buyer 
or seller, has no opportunity to negotiate on the terms of the contract. Nevertheless,, 
he is allowed to negotiate on the price of the commodity, which he does in the 
process of open outcry auction. 9 
As the trading in commodity futures is done through standardised and uniform terms 
of contract, the contracting parties only need to bid for the best price. Once the 
parties agree to a price, the seller is obliged to deliver the underlying commodity in 
accordance with the contract specification. On the other hand, the buyer reserves the 
right to demand such delivery as well as being responsible for paying the price upon 
delivery. In addition to these rights and obligations, both parties must deposit an 
initial margin as a security or financial guarantee for their performance of the 
futures contract obligations. This margin usually represents a certain percentage of 
7 American Bar Association, Futures, p. 107. 
8 Herbst, A. F. Commodity Futures Markets, Methods of Analysis and Management of Risk. New 
York: John Wfley & Sons, 1986 pp. 201-202. 
9 Johnson & Hazen, Commodities, v. 1, p. 11. 
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the total value of the traded commodity futures in the contract they have executed, 
but it does not necessarily form a part of the commodity's price. 10 
CRUDE PALM OIL (CPO) FUTURES CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS 
Contract Size: 
25 metric tans 
Delivery Months: 
Current and the next 5 succeeding months, and thereafter, alternate months up to 12 months forward 
Price Quotation: 
Malaysian Ringgit (RM) per metric ton 
Minimum Price Fluctuation: 
RM 1.00 per metric ton 
Daily Price Limits: 
RMIOOO per metric ton above or below the Settlement Prices of the preceding day for all months, except current 
month. Limits are expanded when the Settlement Prices of all three quoted months immediately following the current 
month, in any day are at limits as follows: 
Day Limit (RM) 
First 100 
Second 150 
Third 200 
Daily price limits will remain at RM200 when the preceding day's settlement prices of all the three quoted months 
immediately following the current settles at limit of RM200. Otherwise it shall revert to the basic limit of Rml 00 
Reportable Position: 
100 or more open contracts, either long or short, in any one delivery month 
Speculative Position Limit: 
500 contracts net long or net short for any delivery month or all delivery months combined 
Transaction Limit: Each single floor transaction shall hot exceed 20 lots 
Last Trading Day: 
A contract month expires at noon on the 15th of the month, if the 15tý'is a non-market day, the preceding business day 
Tender Period: 
First business day to the 20'hday of the delivery month, if the 20th is a non-market day, the preceding business day 
Contract Grade and Delivery: 
Crude Palm oil of good merchantable quality, in bulk, unbleached, in Port Tank Installations located at the option of 
the seller 
Free Fatty Acids (FFA) of palm oil delivered into Port Tank Installations shall not exceed 4% and from Port Tank 
Installations shall not exceed 5% 
Moisture and impurities shall not exceed o. 25% 
Deliverable Unit: 
25 metric tons, plus or minus not more than 2% 
Settlement of weight differences shall be based on the simple average of the daily Settlement Prices of the delivery 
month from the I" business day of the delivery month to the day of tender, if the tender is made before the last 
trading day of the delivery month, or the 1" business day of the delivery month to the business day immediately 
preceding the last day of trading, if the tender is made on the last trading day or thereafter 
Figure I. I. Contract specifications of crude palm oil (CPO) fiaures as traded on 
the Commodity and Monetary Exchange Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur. 
10 New York Institute of Finance. Futures; A Personal Seminar, New York: New York Institute of 
Finance Corp. 1989 p. 52. 
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1.2. The commodity futures in the perspective of Islamic Law 
As mentioned above, a commodity futures contract is formed by an 
agreement between the original seller and the original purchaser who are 
accordingly making and taking delivery of an underlying commodity sometime in 
future. The seller, initially, does not have the said commodity in his possession, but 
he agrees to produce the exact amount and grade of the commodity as specified in 
the terms of the contract upon the maturity date. In fact,, there is no exchange of 
goods and price at all between the contracting parties, only an exchange of promises 
to sell and to buy a specified commodity that must be delivered on a specified date. 
Normally, the purchaser pays a certain percentage of the whole value of the 
commodity at the time of contract. Thus, in this chapter, the discussion will be 
based mainly on the concept of bqyý' al -ma'dam (sale of non-existent) in order to 
determine the permissibility of commodity futures to be an object of a contract 
within the purview of Islamic Law. 
Before any further discussion, it is worth noting briefly the basic elements, 
which constitute a valid contract of sale 11 in Islamic Law. According to the Ijanafl- 
SchooL a valid contract of sale must have an offer12 and an acceptance". In fact, the 
offer and acceptance are the foundations of the other elements of a sale 14 that are 
11 A contract of sale or beV literally means an exchange of a thing for another, and legally means an 
exchange of ownership of a property for another, namely a consideration. See, Al-Jazili, 'Abdul 
Rabman. Al-Fiqh 'ald al-Madhahib al-Arbdah, v. 2, Beirut-, Dar al-Kitab al-'Ian-ýyyah, (no date) p. 
147. 
12 In Arabic term, it is al-ijab, made by the seller, which includes pronunciation of any words that may 
mean 'I sell to you' or 'I make you the owner of and conducts that infer the same meaning thereof 
13 It is called as al-qabal, made by the purchaser that includes any pronunciation or act that indicates 
the meaning of 'I buy' or 'I accept the ownership'. 
14 A]- Jaziff, AI-Fiqh, p. 155. 
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enumerated by Islamic scholars other than the Uanafi- as the famous four elements; 
the congruence of offer and acceptance (al-ýighah), the contracting parties (al- 
muta'dqidan), the object of sale (al-macqfid calayh) and the consideration or the 
price (al-badao. 15 Specific stringent requirements are attached to these elements. 
For example, the contracting parties must be of full contractual capacity (ahliyyah 
add' al-kamilah) when entering into such an agreement. 
As the main focus of this chapter is the object of the contract of sale, it is 
worth mentioning its major requirements as prescribed by most scholars. There are 
various conditions imposed on the object of sale, and the most important ones are 
that the object must be existent, 16 valuable, 17 capable of delivery 18 and determinably 
known'9 to both parties. Impliedly, the sale of a commodity which does not exist or 
which cannot be delivered at the time of the contract will generally be rendered as 
void A initio. 'O Different opinions and analyses have been made concerning this 
matter, i. e. the validity of a sale in the absence of the subject matter, either the 
object or the price or both. Most of the views that mitigate the strict requirement of 
the existence of the object rely on the recognition of certain exceptional transactions 
in which the object of the sale does not exist at the time of the contract, despite of 
the opinions that held that exceptional cases is not analogous. It is worthwhile to 
15 Al-Khafif, 'AR. Aýkdm al-Mu'dmaldt al-Shariyyah, (No Place), Dar al-Fiqh al-Arabi, (No Date) p. 
369. 
16 Art. 197, The Mejelle (An English Translation of Majallab al-Aýkdm al-'Adliyyah and A Complete 
Code on Islamic Civfl Law), translated by C. R. Tyser, D. G. Demeiriades & Ismail Haqqi Effendi, 
Lahore: Law Publishing Company, (No Date). 
17 Art. 199, AM 11 e eje e 
18 Art. 198, The Mejelle. 
19 Art. 200-20 1, The Mejelle, Usmani, Muhammad Taqi. An Introduction to Islamic Finance. Karachi: 
Idaratul Maarif, 1999 pp. 97-100, 
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have a clear picture of the exceptional transactions that are legal under the Islamic 
Law even though the object does not in exist. 
1.2.1. The principles of the non-existence of a contractual object in Islamic Law 
There are varieties of contracts, which are invalidated under the Islamic Law 
framework due to the non-existence of the contractual object or the uncertainty of 
its existence in the future. This rule is generally based on the tradition in which the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) was reported to say, 
"Do not sell what you do not own (what is not in your possession). 
The above tradition however, does not actually infer that the sale of a non- 
existent is totally prohibited. Instead, it implies the prohibition of the sale of an 
object that is uncertain in terms of its existence in the future or upon the settlement 
of the sale. Therefore, a few contracts of sale, which involve a non-existent object, 
were made permissible in Islamic Law since the element of uncertainty is carefully 
avoided though the object does not exist at the execution of the contract. Some of 
the relevant exceptional contracts are, ba)f al-salam (forward sale), bay al-istiýna' 
(sale of manufacture), bajf al-'arayd (sale of fresh dates by estimation), ba)f al- 
istiyar (continuous sale), bay' a-muajjal (deferred sale), and bay' al- dayn (sale of 
debt). 
20 It is also treated as ghayT munaqid, means, that there is no contract at all. See, rbn Muflib, Ab! 
Isbaq Burhdnuddin. Al-Mubdift Sharý al-Muqni'. (No Place): A. 1-Mak-tab al-Islanii, 1980 v. 4, p. 18, 
Al-Khafif, Mkdm, P. 372. 
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(i) Bay' al-Salam (the forward sale)22 
This is a contract of sale in which the price is paid in advance for specified 
goods that to be delivered at a fixed date and place. This contract is formed by an 
agreement between a buyer who pays the cash price (ra's al-mdl), and a seller who 
will make the delivery of the contractual object at a later date agreed by the parties. 
Thus, the cash price must be paid at the time of contract otherwise it becomes a 
void contract of sale. 23 The majority of Islamic scholars laid down such a 
requirement for a valid bay' al-salam contract, but some scholars of the Malik! 
school ruled that the price might be paid at a later date with no condition. There is 
however,, no indication given by these scholars as to whether the price had to be paid 
in full or whether it might be paid in part. 24 
It is further required in this contract of sale that the object of the contract or 
the goods must be measurable, weighable or quantifiable in nature, 25 so that the 
terms of the contract can be specific and certain. Thus, anything, which cannot be 
detennined by these specifications , is not allowed to be an object of a ba C al-salam Y 
21 Quoted in, Al-]? arir, al-ýiddiq Mubammad al-AmIn. Al-Gharar wa A tharuhu ft al-Fiqh al-Islami, 
Beirut: Dar al-Jill, 1990 p. 355. 
22 It is also known as al-salaf, which carries the same meaning, to advance payment in a contract 
without any inimediate consideration. See, Al-Yusufl, M. H. Zdd al-Muslim. Beirut: Ddr Ehyd' al- 
Turdth al-'Arab-i, (No Date) p. 71. 
23 Al-Shdfi'l, Abil Abdulldh Mubammad ldris, Al-Umm (with commentary by Mahmiid Matraj! ). 
Beirut: Darul Yjtab al-'llmiyyah, 1993 v. 3, p. 116, Al-Sharbini, Mubammad al-Khati-b. Mughn! al- 
Mu#tdj, Shar# 'ald Matn Minhdj al-Talibin. Damascus: Ddr al-Fikr, (No Date) v. 2, p. 102, Ibn 
'Abidin, Mubammad Amin. Radd al-Mu&dr 'ald Durr al-MukhtdrUdshiyah Ibn 'Abidrn. Pakistan: 
Maktabah Majidiyah, 1399H v. 4, p. 226, AI-Zarkashi, Shamsuddlin MOammad. Sharý al-Zarkash! 
cald Mukhtaýar al-Kharqf. Riyadh: Nlaktabah al-'Abikdn, 1993 v. 4, pp. 3,4 & 13, Ibn Muflib, v. 4, 
p. 177. 
24 Al-jazK Al-Fiqh, v. 2, pp, 305-306. 
25 Al_ SharbInT, Mughni, v. 2, p, 105, Ibn 'Abid7m, Radd, v. 4, p. 226, A-Zarkashl, Sharli, v. 4, pp. 8- 
9, AI-Zoayri, Wahbah. Al-Fiqhal-IsldmTwa Adillatuh. Damsyik: D5ral-Fikr, v. 4,1989 p. 603. 
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contract. Briefly, the object must be made known by its specifications and be 
deliverable at the contractual maturity date. 26 On the other hand, the deferment must 
also be specific 27 for the finalisation of the contract, i. e. the delivery of goods. To 
illustrate, A, the purchaser, pays B the seller,, f. 50 for 200 kilos of unbleached wheat 
flour, which is to be delivered in three months, which means that A paid E50 as the 
price for the said flour which B is willingly to deliver three months after the date of 
the contract. 
This contract of sale had been legalised by virtue of the Quranic verse that 
reads as follow,, 
"0 you who believe, when you deal with each other in any dealing involving 
future obligation in a fixed period of time, reduce them to writing. Let a 
scribe write down faithfully as between the par-ties, let not the scribe refuse 
to write as Allah has taught him, so let him write. Let him who incurs the 
liability dictate, but let him fear Allah, and not diminish aught (anything) of 
what he owes... And get two witnesses out of your own men, and if there are 
not two men,, then a man and two women such as you choose for witnesses, 
, &1- 
28 
so that if one of them errs, the other can remind her. 
The above verse,, which is known as ayah muddýyanah (the loans and credits 
verse) clearly authorised transactions involving future obligation in a fixed period of 
26 Ibn Muflib, v. 4, pp. 178, Al- Sharbin-1, Mughni, v. 2, pp. 106-109, In ', ý, bidln, Radd, v. 4, p. 23 0, 
AI-Zarkashi, v. 4, pp. 9-10, Al-BUtli, Mubarnmad Taufl-q RamaOým. Al-Buya' al-Shat'ah wa Athar 
Pawdbýt al-Mab! "ald Sh&'iyyatiha. Damsyik. Ddr al-Fikr, 1998 p. 145. 
27 Al-Qurtubi-, Abil 'AbdullAh Muýarnmad. Al-Jdmi' li Aýkdm al-Quran. Cairo-. Matba'ah Ddr al- 
Kut0b al-Miqriyyah, 1935 p. 377, A]- Sharbini, Mughni, v, 2, p. 105, AI-Zarkash-1, Shar#, v. 4, p. 12, 
A]-Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 607. 
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time as long as it was recorded or witnessed. As Al-Qurtubi- says in interpreting this 
verse, some of the Maliki scholars had gone finiher by saying that this verse 
includes all types of transactions involving muddyanah (loan and credit) '29although 
its cause of revelation (sabab al-nuzal) is to approve the practice of bay' al-salam. 
This contract is further recognised by the Prophet (peace be upon him) where 
he is reported to have said,, 
"Whoever pays money in advance for something (to be delivered later) 
should pay it for a known specified measure, weight and time (to be 
delivered). 30 
From the above verse and tradition, it may be summed up that such a speculative 
transaction is legal if the object of contract is known and guaranteed,, and the seller 
is able to ftdfil his obligation in time, since this transaction is permitted in 
consideration of some traders who are unable to deliver the goods immediately. In 
addition, the specification of time of delivery, weight and measure of goods is 
regarded as evidence for the existence of the goods. " In other words, the 
specifications act as the main factor in removing the elements of risk and 
uncertainty in baj,, 'c al-salam. 
28 Translation of the Quran, 2: 282. 
29 Aj_QUrtUb-j, al-Jami, v. 3, p. 377. 
30 A]-Yusufi, Zdd al-Muslim, p. 71. For other traditions, see, Hasan, Ahmad. Sunan Abu Dawud 
English Translation. India: A]-Madina Publication (P) Ltd., 1985 v. 3, p. 275-276. 
31 Hasan, Abdullah Alwi. Sales and Contracts in Early Islamic Commercial Law. Islamabad: Islamic 
Research Institute, 1994 p. 67. 
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(ii) Bay' al-Ist#, 7Y (sale of manufacture) 
This transaction is another contract of sale involving non-existent objects in 
which the seller agrees to produce or manufactures something according to the 
detailed specification given by the buyer. The raw material may be provided by the 
buyer or from the seller's property, 32 and the price may be paid at any time, totally 
or partially, or even in instalments. 33 For example, a baker asks a flour manufacturer 
to produce for him 200 kilos of wholemeal flour for a total cost of E100. The buyer 
may advance a deposit of E50 and pay the rest in instalments or pay the whole sum 
%I& F. at the time of contract or at the delivery time. 
In this transaction, there is no requirement to fix a period or date of delivery, 
which makes it different from bayi' al-salam. In fact, according to Ijanafl- scholars, 
both parties may set aside their respective obligations at any time before the delivery 
is made. 34 However,, it is required for the validity of this contract, just as for a ba), i' 
al-salam contract, that the underlying contractual object must be fully specified by 
its measure, quality, quantity or any other relevant attribute. Furthermore, the object 
must also be a property that conforms to common usage. In addition, there should be 
no specification of date of delivery since, if there is one, the contract will become a 
bay' al-salam contract. According to Ijanaft scholars, if the last two requirements 
are not fulfilled, then the rules of bayF al-salam contract shall apply thereto. 35 
32 Ibri 'Abid-in, Radd, v. 4, p. 23 6, AI-Zubayri, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 63 1. 
33 In 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 23 6, Al-Ashqar, Shabir et al. Buhath Fiqhiyyah ft Qa4dyd Iqtiýddiyyah 
Mucdýirah. Amman: Ddr al-Nafa-'is, v. 1,1998 p, 227 & 232. 
34 Ibn'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 237, Al-Ashqar, Buhath, v. 1, p. 235. See also, Al-SdIfIs, AI-Iqtiýdd, v. 2, 
p, 973, 
35 Ibn'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 236-237, Al-Khafl-f, AI-Aýkam, p. 398. 
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The majority of scholars did not allow this contract on the ground that it is a 
sale of non-existent goods whose formation is different from that of bW al-salam 
and it therefore contravenes the concept of Qiyas. However, if the contract observes 
all the requirements of ha ' al-salam then it is legal and considered as a bay' al- y J, 
salam transaction in manufacturing. 361n a ba)f al-salam contract of manufacture, 
both the price and the object must be made known by stipulating their grade,. type, 
quantity and criteria. Furthermore, the money must be deposited at the execution of 
the contract. Upon its conclusion, the seller is entitled to the money and the buyer to 
the forward delivery of the goods. 37 
On the other hand, the Hanafif scholars considered that &V al-istisnd is not 
a type of ba)f al-salam and should not therefore be restricted to the requirements of 
bay al-salam. In other words , it is a legal transaction on 
its own by virtue of the 
concept of lstiýsdn (preference). 38 The Ijanaft only differed on the nature of this 
transaction, whether it is a promise or a contract of sale. It appears that the stronger 
view between the two is that it is a contract, 39 which is not obligatory on the 
contracting partieS40 so that the parties may waive their rights and duties at any time 
before delivery. 
36 Al-S510s, AI-Iqtiýdd, v. 2, p. 942-948. 
37 Al-BUJI, AI-Buyd, p. 170. 
" Istihsan consists of two types; a preference of qiyas khaft than qiyas jali and an emergence 
from a 
general rule for a daIII (proof) which may be in the form of tradition, ijmd' 
(consensus) or necessity. 
Pertaining to ba)ý al-istiýnd, the dalil of its legality is ijmd al-tadmul (customary consensus). 
See, 
Al-SRWs, Al-Iqtiqdd, v. 2, p. 959. 
39 Al-Sal0s, Al-Iqtiqdd, v. 2, p. 956. 
40 In cAbid-in, Radd, v. 4, p. 236, AI-Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, vA, p. 633. 
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Generally, it seems that this non-obligatory contract, though speculative in 
nature, establishes a perfect model of a ba)f al-ma'dam in order to analyse the 
commodity futures contract as this is also speculative and non-obligatory in nature. 
The detailed specification of the ob ect to be produced or manufactured serves as j 
evidence for its existence in future. This, of course,, makes the transaction more 
certain and less risky. 
(iii) Bay' al-'Arayff (contract of barter in dates or sale of fresh dates by 
estimation) 
This contract of bay' al-'arayd may be considered as a type of bay' al- 
P, harar (aleatory sale) rather than ha C), - ý' al-madam 
(sale of non-existent) group. Such 
a contract involves the sale of an existent object, the fresh dates which are yet to be 
harvested with no specific weight. It is made permissible as an exception to the 
forbidden bay' al-muzabanah (sale of non-estimated fruit on the tree for a specified 
measure of fruit). The latter is forbidden 41 as it consists of an uncertain amount of 
object of sale for a determined price, whereas in bqjJ' al-'arayd, a person is allowed 
to sell his fresh clates while they are still on the palms, by means of estimation as 
-1. dried harvested dates. Its legality is based on the tradition in which the Prophet 
(peace be upon him) is reported to have approved this sale since it is made upon a 
calculated amount; in fact, the buyer may have the fruit while they are fresh. 
" 
41 The prohibition was laid down in a tradition reported by Ibn 'Umar, saying that the 
Prophet (peace 
be upon him) forbade the sale of ffifit on the tree for fruit by measure, and sale of grapes 
for raisins by 
measure, and sale of harvest for wheat by measure. See, Ijasan, Sunan, v. 
2, p. 955. 
42 Ijasan, Sunan, p. 955-956. See also, Vasan, Sales, p. 74. 
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It is noted that as long as the invalidating elements of uncertainty in the 
object of sale are carefully removed, like the estimation of non-specified dates in a 
ba5f al-'arayd, a prohibitory contract may be made permissible under Islamic Law. 
In other words,, a contract which is initially regarded as a type of ha),, ' al-gharar or 
bqyý al-nia'dam can be legalised if the elements of risk and uncertainty attached to 
such contracts are carefully removed from its formation through standard rules and 
conditions. 
(iv) Bay' al-istlihir (continuous contract of sale)43 
This transaction is called a continuing sale as the buyer, in most cases,, 
continuously takes goods from the seller where the prices are calculated later and 
paid at the expiry of an agreed time, for example a week or a month. In other cases, 
the buyer may pay a sum of money in advance and spend it accordingly. For a 
simple illustration, X needs a kilo of sugar and a kilo of flour to fulfil his weekly 
requirement. He then enters into an agreement with Y, the seller, in which X will 
take his needs from Y every week and pay the total price at the end of the month. 
Most Islamic scholars , including the 
1janafl and the 1janbali, allow this 
transaction although there is no prior agreement on the specific price of each good 
taken, since in most cases both buyer and seller know the exact Price of the goo s. 
44 
Furthermore,, if the goods taken are ones which have no consistent market price the 
43 Some scholars categorised this contract as a loan transaction (qar4 al-dyan) while others classified 
it as a guarantee or security agreement (4aman al-mutlaft). See, Shalabli, 
Muýammad Mu§tafa-. A/- 
Madkhalft al-Fiqh al-IsIdmT. Egypt: AI-Ddr al-Jam'iyyah, 1985 p. 502. 
44 Ibn cAbidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 14. 
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seller is allowed to calculate the price of the goods according to the most recent 
market price. 
45 
In addition, the scholars upheld that even though this contract is a type of 
bayF al-ma'dam, it is exempted from the general prohibition as they found that the 
public's need of this sale had attained the degree of necessity. 46 To fulfil public 
necessity is preferable to strictly enforcing the general stringent requirement of a 
valid contract. This view meets the meaning of the legal maxim that says, 
47 "Necessities justify the forbidden things"(al-4arfirdt tubiý al-maýzardt). 
(v) Bay' al-muajjal (deferred sale) 
Technically, this contract of sale is formed in the opposite way to bay' al- 
salam in terms that the price is deferred in this contract, while in bW al-salam the 
object of sale is deferred to a fixed date. In terminology, this sale includes several 
types of deferred sales. The most commonly practised are ba)f bi thaman ajil 
(deferred payment sale) and bay' al-'inah (cash sale for a deferred payment sale). 
Bay' bi thaman ajil is a type of sale where the buyer has the possession of 
the goods while paying the price at a later date. For instance, nowadays, a buyer who 
purchased a car may effectively possess the car and make the payment in 
45 Shalabil, AI-Mcu&hal, p. 502. See also, Ibn Qayyim, Abil 'Abdullah Bakr. I'Idm al-Mawaqql in.. 
Beirut. (No Publisher), 1970 v. 3, p. 302. 
46 Shalabi-, AI-Madkhal, p. 503. 
47 This legal maxim had been derived from a few Quranic verses, among others, "... But if any one is 
forced by hunger, with no inclination to transgression, Allah is indeed oft-forgiving, most merciful, the 
Quran, 5: 3. See, A]-Nadwi, cAll Abmad. AI-Qawdid al-Fiqhiyyah. Damsyik: Ddr al-Qalam, 1994 p. 
308. 
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instalments to the seller. On the other hand, bqy' al-'inah is not a solid contract of 
sale but is formed by two different sales, the first sale (immediate cash sale) and the 
second sale (deferred payment sale, i. e. bay' bi thaman ajio. It is worth noting that 
the intention of this contract is to create a sum price difference between the two 
sales. 48 To illustrate, a prospective vehicle purchaser goes to a financier asking him 
to purchase a car on his behalf The financier later,, buys a car from a dealer for say 
E10,000 cash. He then sells the car to the real purchaser for E12,000 on credit. The 
purchaser may advance a deposit and pay the instalments for a fixed period, 
depending on their terms of contract. 
The majority of Islamic scholars disapprove of such transactions and 
declared them void and sinful. They consider that the formation of this contract is 
nothing but a bilah (legal device or stratageM)49 to legalise a riba transaction in the 
face of a sale and purchase agreement 50 They further argue the legality of bay' al- 
'inah by quoting a few traditions that forbid such transaction on the basis of sadd at- 
dhard'i' (blocking the means) since the ultimate purpose of this contract is to give a 
loan with interest. However,, according to lmdm Al-Sh5fi'i, this transaction is a valid 
contract as it fulfils all the requirements of a valid contract. In addition, the intention 
of the contacting parties behind the agreement is a matter belonging to Allah and is 
51 
not considered in determining its legality in Islamic Law. It seems that Imdm Al 
48 Ibn 'Abid-In, Radd, v. 4, p. 272, Al- Zubayll, Al-Fiqh, pp. 466-467, Wan Ibrahim Wan Ismail. 
, pital 
Market Bay' al-'inah as a useful Islamic Instrument" presented in, International Islamic Ca 
Conference '97 at Kuala Lumpur, p. 5 (1997). 
491 ffilah is a practice of accommodating the existing law or principles to fit the changes in the society 
and its usage. Most of the classical scholars recognised this concept based on 
its practicability but to a 
certain limited extent in that it must not be immoral in terms of it permits a 
forbidden subject. See, 
Rayner, S. E. The Theoryof Contracts in Islamic Law. London: Graham & Trotman, 1991 pp. 23-25. 
50 Ibn cAbidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 272, Wan Ibrahim "Ba)f ", p. 6. 
51 Al- Zuýayft, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 469. 
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ShafiTs view is preferable when considering the apparent mechanism of bay' al- 
'inah in terms of its validity because this approach is similar to the precedent taken 
by civil courts at present. In other words., it may be inferred that if the formation of 
bqy' al-'inah complies with its standard rules that can eliminate risk and 
uncertainty, there is no reason why it should not be allowed. 
(vi) Bay' al-dayn ( sale of debt, either for another debt or cash ) 
Ba)f al- dayn may be classified into two, bqýF at-dayn nasiah 52 (sale of debt 
for another debt) and ba)f al-dayn naqdan ft al-hal (sale of debt for cash on spot). 
Islamic scholars are unarnmously agreed that the former is totally forbidden, 
although they differ in the basis of the prohibition. Most refer to the tradition in 
which the Prophet (peace be upon him) clearly forbade such transactions 53 while 
others who allege the weakness of this tradition consider that the prohibition is 
(i Md). 54 based on public or general consensus j The prohibition is applied in both 
cases, either the sale is made between the creditor and the debtor or between the 
creditor and a third person. For instance, P owes Q 100 kilos sugar returnable in four 
months. Prior to the expiry, Q sells the sugar to P or a third person for f50 payable 
in two months. This sale is unlawful since it involves exchange of debt for debt in 
which a risk of unavailability for delivery at the completion of the contract arises. 
52 This transaction is also termed as bW al-dayn bi al-dayn or &V al-kdli'bi al- WIV. 
53 Al-Shawkdni, Mubammad 'Ali Mubanunad. Nayl al-Amýtar Shar4 Muntaqd al-Akhbar. (No Place). 
Maktabah a]-Ayn-idn, (No Date) v. 5, p. 156. 
54 AI_ZUbayll, AI_Fiqh, v. 4, p. 432. 
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Unlike bW al-dayn nasiah, ba)f al-dayn naqdan does not leave room for 
such a risk, especially if the sale is made between the creditor and the debtor. For 
example, Q agrees to sell the 100 kilos sugar, which P owes to P himself for a price 
of E50 that Q has borrowed from P. This contract does not involve any risk, as there 
is no need of delivery or exchange of goods and price. However, Ijanaff and Zdhir! 
scholars disallow such transactions if the sale is made to a third party, because it 
involves the risk of delivery whereas other scholars still approve provided that the 
debtor has guaranteed to pay his debt. 
55 
Having considered these different opinions, it may be concluded that the sale 
of debt is regarded as unlawful until it is devoid of any risk and uncertainty by 
means of a guarantee on behalf of the debtor but it seems that this transaction is not 
really analogous to the discussion concerning the object of contract in a commodity 
futures contract as there is no debt owed by the original seller and the ultimate buyer 
or vice versa. 
1.2.2. The position of commodity futures in Islamic Law 
Generally, the above-mentioned contracts of sale axe among the transactions 
that have been categorised as ba)f al-ma'dfim which are legal although there are a 
few juristic opinions that oppose to the legality of some of them. While the other 
categories of bW al-macdam are not permissible due to the existence of gharar 
fdýish (excessive risk), for example, sale of flying birds and bay' al-muwdýqfah 
55 Al- Zubayl-i,, 41-Fiqh, p 433-435. 
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(sale of goods by description without inspection or possession). Furthermore, the 
prohibition is extended to those contracts which carry the possibility of ghubn 
(fraud) that deter one or the other of the contracting parties from having a fair trade, 
for instance, sale of prospective inheritance and baDf al-kdli' bi al- UP (sale of 
credit for credit). 
56 
Muslim jurists have unanimously agreed that sanction is only given to the 
above-mentioned exceptional transactions after the inherent factor of prohibition is 
lifted, i. e. the element of gharar is avoided by forming various standard conditions 
and rules. These conditions and rules are outlined in order to establish some sort of 
guarantee or evidence of the existence of the object of sale. Referring to al- 
SanhUrl's analysis in his work (Maýadir al-ffaq), the yardstick to determine whether 
a non-existent object could constitute a valid contract or not is that assurance must 
have been given of the ob ect's existence in the future (muhaqqaq al-wujad ft- al- 
mustaqbao. This concept covers also the object which most probably will exist, 
such as the sale of flour which is still in the fon-n of wheat grain. 57 
It has been agreed by past and present scholars that the 'Wah (effective 
cause)58 of forbidding the sale of a non-existent object is the risk of producing the 
object upon the maturity date, and not its non-existence at the time of contract per 
se. This was clearly shown in the legality of a &V al-salam contract, though it is a 
sale of a non-existent object , it was approved 
by the Prophet (peace be upon him) 
56 HaSan' SaleS, pp. 50-65. 
57 Al-Sanhari, 'Abdul Razzdq. Maýddir al-flaqq ft al-Fiqh al Islam!. B eirut: DRr Ehya' al-Tur-ath al- 
'Arabi-, (No Date) v. 3, p. 31-33. 
58 For further explanation, please refer to the preceding introductory chapter. 
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for the assurance that the object of sale will exist in future by a full description of 
the object concerned and by fixing a date for its delivery. Based on this, it is shown 
that some scholars invalidate other types of bay' al-madam as they find that the 
conditions attached to those contracts do not actually remove the risk. 
Therefore, if there is any factor in the fon-nation of a contract that can 
primarily eliminate the risk by adducing evidence or establishing a guarantee or 
assurance for the existence of the object, such a contract is then legal and valid 
under Islamic Law. For instance, the above bajf al-salarn was approved by the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) as the seller agreed to produce the specified goods 
using the capital which had been advanced by the purchaser as the price of the 
goods. It does not render a ba)f al-salam contract a risk-free transaction since the 
seller might turn up with a different object, which is not in accordance with the 
specification. Pertaining to this matter, the Prophet (peace be upon him) is reported 
to have ordered a seller to return the buyer's money, as he was incapable of 
producing the goods in a bW al-salam contract . 
59However, the probability of risk 
is insignificant to the transaction and should not render the contract void. 
SirMlarly, in other speculative transactions that fall within the ambit of the 
exception from the general prohibition, the remaining slight risk (gharar yasir), 
which cannot be avoided, can be dealt with by providing certain conditions and 
rules. For example , in a 
bay' al-istiýnd transaction, the parties are entitled to set 
aside their obligations, or reserve the right of option or khiydr, in case of default 
in 
59 ijasan, Sunan, v. 3, p. 276. 
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payment of the price or in the event that the object of sale fails to meet with the 
agreed specifications. 
Applying the above principles to non-existent contractual objects, the 
underlying commodity in an agricultural commodity futures contract is more or less 
the same as the objects of ba)f al-salam and bW al-istiýnd. The traded commodity 
futures is comparable to these two transactions rather than the other types of 
contract mentioned earlier,, since the underlying commodity in a commodity futures 
contract has been specified in standard ten-ns in the contract. The future delivery of 
the commodity must be made according to the specification and the commodity 
delivered at a pre-determined time and place. 
Comparing the object of a commodity futures contract with a ba ' al-salam y 
transaction, it seems that a commodity futures contract could not be considered legal 
as a ba ' al-salam contract according to Islamic Law, because there is no y 
requirement of paying the whole price of the commodity at the contracting time in a 
commodity futures contract as required in a &V al-salam contract. Although one of 
the Malik! scholars allow such a payment to be made at a later time, the deferment 
is approved only for three days after the contract, because the original purpose of 
advancing the price in the beginning is to provide capital for the seller in producing 
the goods. Therefore, it is believed that a bay' al-salam contract is not sufficiently 
analogous a commodity futures contract. Even if it could be established that the 
initial margin paid by the buyer at the time of contract fonns a small percentage of 
the price of the commodity, it still could not serve the purpose as intended in a 
baY' 
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al-salam contract. Furthermore, an additional margin is paid by the buyer based on 
the current market value or price of the commodity, and not as an instalment for the 
fixed price as agreed in the contract. However, it may be established here that the 
specified commodity in a commodity futures contract could form a valid contract 
under Islamic Law although it does not exist at the time of contract. 
If the formation of a commodity futures contract does not conform to the 
rules of a hay' al-salam contract pertaining to the requirement to pay the price of the 
commodity, a bW al-istiýna transaction could be an alternative. There is no such 
requirement in a baýF al-istiýnd contract according to Ijanaff scholars, who legalise 
it based on the concept of Istibsdn (preference) on the ground that the public in 
those days was agreed on the practice of bay' al-istiýnd. Similarly, if there is public 
consensus and need for a commodity futures contract, it is possible to legalise such a 
transaction under Islamic Law based on the same grounds as a &V al-istiýnd 
contract. 
1.3. Conclusion and Summary 
A commodity futures contract is a modem version of a bay al-istiýnd 
contract despite of its technical procedures stardardIsed by the respective 
authorities. The underlying commodity is definitely specified and a particular date 
and place determined for its delivery. Although it is not necessary to specify the 
time and place of delivery in a bay' al-istiýnd contract , it 
is preferable in order to 
have a more convincing transaction. In addition to this feature, it 
is also required 
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that an initial margin should be paid at the time of contract. Theoretically, this 
margin forms about ten percent of the whole value of the commodity, but in reality, 
this money is treated as a deposit, which is forfeitable in the event of default or 
failure to maintain the margin account. It seems unjust to the one who pays the 
margin. 
The issue on payment of a forfeitable deposit had been dealt with by the 
Islamic scholars in their discussion on bay' al-'urbi7n (sale by deposit) . 
60 They 
finally annulled this practice as it causes injustice to the buyer. However, modem 
scholars prefer to legalise this transaction since it is currently necessary to have a 
conclusive obligatory contract so as to minimise losses or possible default cases, or 
at least,, on the ground that this practice has become customary. 6 1 Thus, by virtue of 
the latter view,, it is deemed that there is no need for any modification to the present 
design of commodity futures contracts in order for them to be legal contracts under 
Islamic Law. In addition, a few studies organised by some contemporary scholars 
have found that the standardised commodity futures contract is permissible within 
Islamic Law based on the reduction of nsk elements and added guarantee for the 
perforniance of futures contract obligations. 62 
Generally, in the above discussion on the subject matter of a commodity 
futures contract, it is hard to find any inherent factor in its ftmdamental structure 
60 For further explanation on this transaction, please refer to chapter four, 4.2.1 (ii). 
61 A]-Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 448-450. 
62 Bakar, Mohd Daud. "Pasaran Hadapan Komiditi Minyak Sawit Mentah: Perspektif Shari'ah", (in 
Malaysian language) presented in, Seminar Pakar Shariah Ketiga, 1998 organised by Securities 
Commission at Melaka, Malaysia on October 30,1998 pp. 1-7. See also, Kainali, Mohd Hashim. "The 
Futures Contact: A Shariah Perspective" presented in, International Islamic Capital Market 
Conference '97 organised by Securities Commission at Kuala Lumpur on July 15-16,1997 pp. 4-10. 
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that may render it void under the framework of Islamic Law. The specifications of 
the underlying commodity have been carefully standardised in the terms of the 
contract issued by the authorities and there is a further conducive guarantee for the 
perfon-nance of the contract given by the clearing house by interposing itself 
between the buyer and seller. Even though this legality is not established through an 
. ýf al-salam contract, nor 
that this commodity futures contract is analogy on a ha 
considered as a modem version of bay' al-istiýnd due to certain technical 
differences,, it is safe to conclude that the position of a commodity futures as an 
object in a futures contract falls under the basic principle of permissibility (al-aýlfi' 
al-ashyd' al-ibdhah) as long as there is no element of excessive risk, fraud or ribd 
(usury). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE CONTRACTUAL PARTICIEPANTS OF A COMMODITY FUTURES 
CONTRACT AND THE CONCEPT OF AL-MUTAAQIDAN (THE 
CONTRACTING PARTIES) IN ISLAMIC LAW 
2.1. An Overview of the Futures Contract Participants 
A distinctive feature of a commodity futures contract is that the real buyer or 
seller does not need to know his counterpart. Non-nally, in making a contract, a 
buyer or seller will place an order' to buy or sell a specified commodity at a pre- 
determined month through his brokerage fin-n. The broker will transmit the order to 
the floor broker, who executes it according to the procedures. The contract is 
executed when the floor broker gets the best price for the order through the open 
outcry auction, which is held on the trading floor of a commodity exchange. After 
the matched order is recorded in the exchange, it is then reported to the brokerage 
firm who confirms the execution with his client as well as the clearing house. 
Before this entire event takes place, a commodity futures trader, either an 
individual or a company firm, who is not a member of the commodity exchange, 
must first of all open an account with a brokerage firm, who is a member of the said 
1 There are various types of order in the commodity trading. The most common order, named as 
market order, contains all the particulars except the price. Such order will direct the floor broker to 
sell or buy at the best available price. 
2 Gould, Bruce G. Yhe Dow Jones-Irwin 6ýiide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
1981 p. 116. 
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exchange. 3A member may either be an individual, association, corporation or trust. 
In other words, a prospective futures trader may participate in commodity futures 
trading by opening an account with a brokerage firm, or he may deal indirectly in 
such trading by becoming a shareholder of a company or investor in an investment 
trust which trades in commodity futures. ' 
Upon opening an account, a client (the futures trader) of a brokerage firin 
must deposit a margin and sign a few documents to protect the interest of the 
parties, the client and the brokerage firm. The margin is paid as a guarantee that the 
client will meet his obligations in the futures trading. ' While the documents that he 
has to sign, inter alia, the risk disclosure statement,, will ensure that the client is 
aware of the risk of dealing in futures as well as the rights of the brokerage firm as 
his agent andJor principal and his consequent duties (See Appendix 1). Among the 
duties that are stated in many agreements are that the client is bound to abide by the 
rules of the commodity exchange and to pay the margin call and any brokerage fee, 
clearing house fee and taxes incurred. The client is also responsible for bearing any 
losses and ultimately, to make or take delivery of the underlying commodity. The 
broker on the other hand., is only made responsible for any losses that result from an 
error on his part or from a trade which was not executed in accordance with the 
client's order. 6 These terms of agreement basically outline the legal relationship 
3 This requirement is common to every exchange. So as to be eligible to trade on its trading floor, any 
individual, firm or trust must be the exchange member. 
4 US Feed Grains Council. "Trade Partners in Feed Grains Risk Management", at, www. wains. org 
accessed on 01/08/1998. 
' Gold, Gerald. Modern Commodity Futures Trading. New Jersey: Commodity Research Bureau, Inc. 
1975 p. 18. 
6 US Feed Grains Council. "Futures Market Orders", at, www.. "a accessed on 01/08/1998. 
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between the dealer and the client and the degree of their exposure to any futures 
trading risk. 7 (See Appendix 2 for a sample of a customer agreement) 
A trader may also participate in commodity futures trading by contributing 
capital to a trust, investment ftind or finance institution which deals in commodity 
futures. Usually, these bodies do not carry on business in commodity futures trading 
themselves, but rather appoint an asset management or fund management company8, 
which specialises in the futures industry. This fund management company, which is 
licensed or registered as a dealer,. would normally open a portfolio account for any 
trust or institution that is interested in investment in commodity futures trading. In 
contrast to a brokerage firm's client account, the money that has been deposited in 
this account will act as the capital for the said investment. 9 
A P-L 
After opening a client s account, the dealer, either a brokerage firm or a fund 
manager, will accept any order to buy or sell from the client. The order must be 
specific without any ambiguity as to the quantity, delivery month and price in order 
to be properly executed in the open outcry auction. " However, such acceptance is 
always subject to the terms of the agreement. Among the common ingredients of the 
client's agreement is that the dealer may refuse to accept the client's order at any 
7 Futures Industry Association. Financial Integrity Recommendation for Futures and Options 
Markets and Market Participants. Washington: Futures Industry Association Global Task Force, 1995 
p. 17. 
8 These terms are a few names for companies, which are recognised as fund managers. 
9 For instance, sec. 83(2)(a) of the British Financial Services Act 1986 provides that a fund 
management company may either be a unit trust scheme or a collective investment scheme which 
invests the contribution of its participants and pays them the resulted profits accordingly. 
10 US Feed Grains Council. "Futures Market Orders", at, www. wain accessed on August 1, 
1998. 
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reasonable time depending on the client's position and the dealer's interest. " Any 
accepted order is then transmitted to a floor broker who will execute it, whenever 
possible, on the trading floor. Once the order is matched, the floor broker confirms 
the execution with the dealer. " (See Figure 2.1) Thus, a floor broker in this case not 
only a represents the dealer but also ultimately executes the order on behalf of the 
client. 
CLIENT Places a, DEALER 
----Conveys 
FUTURES BROKER 
contract order 
order 
Executes the 
order 
Reports the 
nfirmation of the 
executed order 
Confirms the 
execution of the order 
OPEN OUTCRY 
AUCTION 
PROCESS 
Figure 2.2 The sequence of the execution of a contract order of a commodity futures 
contract 
It is worth mentioning here that the dealer also may transmit orders for his 
own margin account. Even the floor broker may sometimes execute the trade for 
himself Such an individual is usually known as floor trader. In practice, at present it 
is possible for the dealer or the floor broker to become the counter party for a 
client's order, but, as required by any exchange's rule, any execution must be made 
through the open outcry auction process. 
11 For instance, item 4 of the customer agreement of Robbins Futures, Inc., a commodity futures 
brokerage firm, provides that the broker has an absolute discretion in accepting or declining the 
customer order for the purposes of limiting the customer's positions. See, Robbins Trading Company 
at, www. robbinstrading. com/71. htm 
'2 Gold, Modern, pp. 24-27. 
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Beyond this process, a client may find that it is appropriate to seek advice 
and information regarding his trading from a commodity trading advisor. Such 
services could be a necessity for any trader, prior to or after his agreement with 
dealer,, in order to protect his interest and position as well as possibly maxim'se his 
profit and minimise any losses. In other words, a trader may get information and 
assistance in his effort to reduce any risk in his trading. 
2.2. Role of the Participants of Commodity Futures Market in the Perspective of 
Islamic Law 
It seems that any individual, association or company wishing to trade in 
commodity futures must first participate in a few deals prior to trading. Briefly, he 
must be a competent contracting party in the agreements with the dealer, the 
commodity trading advisor and their representatives. Since these individuals 
perform a major role in the execution of the commodity futures contract, their 
functions should be examined under the purview of Islamic Law as well as the 
competency of the real futures trader. Therefore, the issues that should be dealt with 
are the basic requirements of a contacting party, the relationship between a client (a 
futures trader or an investor) and a dealer (a brokerage firm or a fund manager), the 
position of a floor broker and the relationship between a trader and a commodity 
trading advisor. 
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2.2.1. Islamic Law Principles Regarding the Basic Requirements of a 
Contracting Party 
In general, issues pertaining to contractual capacity are governed by the law 
of contract. For example, as provided by the Malaysian Contracts Act 1950, a person 
who attains the age of majority and is of sound mind is said to be competent to 
contract. 13 Furthermore, he must be of free will in order to make an enforceable 
contract. 14 This general provision, like any other Common Law provision, is deemed 
to be applied over any contracts made within its jurisdiction. Therefore, unless 
provided otherwise, most of a client's agreements presume the natural competency 
of the client according to Contract Law. In other words., these agreements imply the 
application of the legal capacity requirement as provided by the governing law of 
contract. 
Similarly, under the provisions of Islamic Law (but subject to a difference of 
opinion among the scholars), a party to a contract must satisfy the requirements that 
he has attained ahliyyah al-ad& al-kdmilah (a full contractual capacity) and given 
his free consent with no element of mistake, fraud or undue influence. 15 In addition, 
he must also have the al-wildyah 'ald al-nol (absolute power of disposal) to dispose 
of the subject matter of the contract. As long as there is no legal interdiction in the 
interest of a third party, a fully competent person has absolute right over the 
13 According to the Malaysian Age ofMajority Act 197 1, the age of majority is 18. 
14 Sec. 10- 11, Malaysian Contract A ct 195 0. 
15 Al-Sanhari, 'Abdul RazzFLq. Masadir al-Haqq ft al-Fiqh al Islami. Beirut: Dar Ehya' al-Turdth al- 
'Arabi-, (No Date) v. 5, p. 97. 
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contract. 16 Therefore, any contract entered into by a person who lacks contractual 
capacity, is generally rendered as void ab initio. However, some Islamic scholars do 
allow transactions carried out by a person who is lacking the said capacity. Thus, it 
is better to look into the rulings on legal contractual capacity and the right to 
disposal for further details. 
(i) The principles on al-ahllyyah (contractual capacity) 
Briefly, there are two types of al-ahliyyah, ahliyyah al-wujfib (eligibility for 
duty) and ahliyyah al-ada' (executive capacity or capacity to act on one's own 
behalf). The former category literally means the competency of a person to have 
rights and duties. This capacity is effective on every living person. 17 Unless he has 
an unfinished dealing with another, no rights or duties can be imposed on him upon 
his death. "For example, in the case of a deceased debtor, his heir will administer 
his property and pay of his debt to the creditor. Though any living person is eligible 
to have rights and duties, such entitlement, however, does not give him the right to 
make any statement or action that may bind him to perform any dutles, 19 such as 
executing a contract of sale or purchase. But according to the Ijanbal! schools, a 
ýabiy ghayr mumayyz (a non-discerning minor) or a safth (spendthrift) who is under 
this category, may enter into any petty transaction, while a ýabiy mumayyiz (a 
16 Al-]Khafif, 'Ali. Aýkam al-Mu'amaldt al-Shar'i)5uh. (No Place): Dar al- Fiqh al-'Arabll, (No Date) 
p. 273. 
17 AbG Zahrah, Mubammad. At-Milkiyyah wa Naýariyyah al-cAqd ft al-Sharicah al-Istdmiyyah. 
Cairo: Darul Fikr al-'Arabi, 1977 p. 273, Zaiddn, 'Abdul Karim. Al-WajIz fl UýW al-Fiqh. Cairo: Dar 
al-Tauzf wa al-Nashr al-lsIRmiyyah, 1993 p. 95. 
18 A]-Khafif, Aýkdm, p, 236. 
19 AI-Khaflif, Aýikdm, p. 239. 
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discerning minor) is entitled to deal in any contract that may be beneficial to him 
with the permission of his waliýy (guardian). 20 
On the other hand, ahlOah al- add' is meant for a person who has absolute 
control over himself and his property. This entitles him to bind himself to any duties 
or responsibilities through his statement and action. Vice versa., he may claim any 
right resulting from such obligations. Therefore, only those who are of sound mind 
and attain the age of majority can be regarded to have achieved this category. 21 
Islamic scholars have a thorough discussion of what should be the age of majority. 
Finally, they agreed on two factors which would determine the attainment of the age 
of majority having reached puberty and the manifestation of prudence. 22 
(H) Al-wildyah 'ald al-mdl (power to dispose of property) 
As mentioned above, a person who achieves the full contractual capacity 
automatically has absolute right over his property. As for those who lack such 
23 
capacity, such as a ýabiy and a sqfM , their property will be administered by their 
waliyy (guardian). A wal" used to be the father or grandfather or those who were 
judicially appointed. In addition, a fully competent person may also delegate such 
powers to his agent or representative, 24 The agent may exercise these powers as 
20 Al-Jatiff, 'Abdul Rabmdn. A I-Fiqh 'ald al-Madhahib al-Arba'ah. Beirut: D5x al-Kitab al-'Emiyyah, 
(No Date) v. 2, p. 160, Zaiddn, Al-Waftz, p. 10 1. 
21 Zaiddri, Al-Waj1z, p. 96, Al-Khafif, Ahkam, p. 239. 
22 Rayner, S. E. The Theory of Contracts in Islamic Law, London: Graham & Trotman, 1992 p. 122. 
23 A safth is an example of self-interdiction. Majority of scholars had also regarded, among others, an 
insane person, an intoxicant and a sleeping person as being interdicted from making any contract. See, 
A]-Khafif, Aýkdm, p. 245-247. 
24 Abil Zahrah, AI-Milkiyýý, p. 34 1. 
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prescribed by the principal. However, if the agent exceeds the limitation, the 
transaction is considered as 'aqd al-fu4fili (officious contract). Generally, such a 
contract is not enforceable or is deemed as void ab initio until the principal ratifies 
it. 
Legal interdictions in the interest of third parties 
There are some cases where Islamic Law imposed an interdiction on a fully 
competent person preventing them making contract, Such cases, which must be 
judicially enforced, are ruled to allow the third parties to reserve their rights in the 
underlying property. Therefore, any contract entered into by such a person will be 
either regarded as void or suspended until further ratification or annulment by the 
third parties concerned. Those who are restrained from any commercial dealing may 
be enumerated as follow: 
a. Al-mari4 mara4 al-maut (a person suffering from a terminal illneSS)25 
Although such a person deserves the rights to dispose of his property as he has 
full capacity to contract, because of the illness that may cause his death, the 
interests of his creditors and heirs must be taken into account. 26 In case he 
exhausts his property while he is incapable of acquiring any, he is prohibited 
25 There is no conclusive definition for an illness. However, it used to be linked to any sickness which 
commonly causes death. This category may also include a person who is doing a very dangerous work 
that puts him close to death. 
26 Aba Zahrah, al-Milkiyyah, p. 320. 
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from disposing of the property in order to cover his debt and protect the rights of 
his heirs vested in his estate. 27 
b. Al-madin al-muflis (a bankrupt debtor): 
In contrast of the majority's opinion, ýIanafi- scholars do not recognise the 
interdiction imposed on a bankrupt debtor. They prefer to imprison such a debtor 
upon the request of his creditors until selling his property satisfies the debts. The 
majority of Islamic scholars consider that such a debtor should be prevented 
from disposing of his property by a court order. This prohibition is enforced to 
secure the interests of the creditors in recovery their loans, fully or partially. 28 
Briefly, these basic principles concerning to the competency of a contracting 
party are comprehensive enough to be applied in determining the contractual 
capacity of the actual trader in a commodity futures contract. Although a trader in 
such a contract may be an association, partnership or corporate body, the concepts 
of al-ahliyyah and al-wildyah 'ald al-mal could still be applicable since these 
institutions have their own entities which allow them-n to have rights and owe duties 
towards others. 29 This legal entity (shakhfiyyah ýukmiyyahl i'tibdriyyahl 
macnawiyyah) has been recognised in Islamic Law especially on the issues 
II pertaining to baitul rndl (public treasury), waqf (endowment fund) and government 
responsibilities. Any dealing involving these institutions is valid and enforceable, 
just as the baitul mal is eligible to receive property and to provide others with such 
27 Al-Khafif, Aýkdm, p. 257-258. 
28 Al-Sanhfirl, Maýddir, v. 5, p. 99-128. 
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property. These transactions are executed by the management board on behalf of the 
baitul mdl. " Thus, any institution or corporation may have its own entity provided 
that it has the mutual interest of certain persons (maýlaýah mushtarikah) and 
distinctive financial liabilities (dhimmah mdliyyah). " 
Furthermore., it is better to state expressly the representation of the 
contracting party in the customer agreement. Presuming the general application of 
the contract law requirement of legal. capacity will only provide loopholes for those 
who would like to take advantage of a trader's ignorance. This may cause injustice 
to the trader concerned who has solemnly signed such an agreement. Therefore, a 
clause should be included in a customer agreement to ensure the legal capacity of 
the contracting parties. 
2.2.2. The Islamic Law approach towards the relationship between a client (the 
original trader) and a dealer (a brokerage firm or a fund manager) 
In any event, no person or firm will carry out a commodity futures contract 
unless he is a member of the commodity exchange, This makes the existence of a 
dealer a necessity in the structure of commodity trading. A member may not be a 
dealer, but a dealer must be a member in order to obtain the privilege of trading in 
the exchange as well as being a license holder to carry on business in commodity 
29 Al-Khayydt, 'Abdul 'AzIz. Al-Sharikdtft al-SharTah al-Islamiyyah. Beirut: Muassasah al-Risdiah, 
v. Iý 1994 pp. 208-2 10, 
30 A]-Zarqg', Mugafa- Abmad. AI-Madkhal al-Fiqh al-Am. Dmnascus: Ddr al-Fikr, 1968 v. 3, pp. 256- 
259. 
31 AI-Zarqa', Al-Madkhal, v. 3, pp. 281-282. 
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futures trading as required by the authority concerned . 
32 It is a time-honoured 
practice that a dealer offers the public an opportunity to trade in commodity futures 
by opening accounts for those who interested. Since such offers are competitive in 
nature, any dealer is supposed to be an expert in commodity futures trading so as to 
be a better dealer than others. 
The public, either individually or collectively, may need to trade in 
commodity futures for hedging the commodity price risk in order to protect their 
business but many of them are only interested in investing in such trading. This 
group speculates on the commodity price movement that may result in profit from 
buying and selling the commodity futures. Whether the trader is a hedger or 
speculator, he must open an account with a dealer to handle his trading. 
An individual trader must be the sole owner of the account. Once he has 
signed the client agreement, he will act most of the time as a principal and will be 
liable for any costs incurred throughout his trading. If there is any profit, it will be 
directly credited to his account. Similarly, if the client is an organisation , it bears the 
same resPonsibility and has the same rights as any individual client. Obviously, the 
only difference between the two is that the latter is mainly meant for collective 
investment. Most of these accounts are handled by fund managers. 
In many cases, a dealer may delegate his work to his representatives to act on 
his behalf and, while handling a client's order, sometimes it may turn out that the 
32 For example, in the Malaysian Futures IndustryAct 1993, section 16(l) provides 
that no business in 
commodity futures contract shall be carried by anybody unless 
he is a licensed futures broker. 
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dealer himself is the opposite party for the order. As long as there is no dispute 
between the client and the dealer, such an incident is treated as an ordinary conduct. 
As the dealer acts as an agent, with established brokerage and commission fees,, for 
the client (either a real trader or an investor), it is necessary, to study certain 
principles of Islamic Law pertaining to these concepts namely, 'aqd al-wakdlah (the 
contract of agency) and the conduct of a wakil (an agent), 'aqd al-isti'jdr (the 
contract of lease, hire or services) and 'aqd al-shirkah al-muddrabah (the contract 
of partnership of profit sharing or dormant partnership). 
(i) 'Aqd al-wakdlah (the contract of agency) 
The most distinctive features in this concept of representation (al-niydbah) 
of 'aqd al-wakdlah in Islamic Law are that the principal is always entitled to the 
final outcomes of the contract (ýukm al-'aqd) while his agent or representative 
enjoys the rights as well as duties of the execution of such contract (ýuqfiq al- 
C aqd). 33 To illustrate, in a contract of sale, the principal is entitled to the ownership 
of the price and in the mean time, his agent has the right to enforce the contract by 
demanding the price and submitting the object of contract. If this transaction is not 
executed in accordance with the principal's order, the legal consequences Will 
differ, depending on the circumstances. However, if the principal subsequently 
ratifies the transaction,, his agent will not bear any outcoming responsibility. 
34 
33 fbn Muflib, Abf Ishdq Burhanuddin. AI-Mubdi C ft Sharh al-Muqnic. (No Place): Al-Maktab al- 
Islam!, 1980 v. 4, p. 355, M-Sanhihi, Maýadir, v. 5, p. 209. 
34 Ibn Qudibnah, cAbdulldh Atmad Muýammad. Al-Mughni. Cairo: Maktabah al-Jumhfuiyyah al- 
'Arabiyyah, (No Date) v. 5, p. 125, A]-Zarkashi, Sbamsuddin MOammad. Sharý al-Zarkash! 
cald 
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Based on the above ruling, it is clear that a principal must have ahliyyah al- 
add' al-kamilah (a full contractual capacity) and be free from any interdictions. 
Although his agent is the one who executes the contract, the agent's actions always 
rely on the principal's capacity. Therefore, unlike the principal, an agent must be a 
person who is at least a pbiy mumayyiz (a discerning minor) since he is supposed 
not to act beyond the principal's instruction. " As long as he can understand the 
statement of the transaction as well as being understood by the other party, the 
majority of scholars found that he is eligible to be an agent. " On the contrary, the 
Shafi'i scholars always keep to the general principle that a minor is not allowed to 
contract for himself or on behalf of others. 37 
An agent is supposed to abide by the order and instruction of his principal. 
Unless he is a wakil 'amm (a general agent), he has the right to transact in any 
dealing that is permitted for the principal except, as provided by some of Ijanaff 
scholars,, in matters pertaining to divorce, freeing slaves and waqf (endowment). The 
Shafi'i scholars on the other hand did not recognise such universal agency as it 
would cause gharar (uncertainty). 38However , if 
it is a wakdIah khdgah (a special 
agency), the agent is bound by any prescription and limitation ordered by the 
principal. Otherwise, his execution of a contract is regarded as a 'aqd al-fu4fih 
(officious contract). 
Mukhtaýar al-KharqT. Riyadh: Maktabah al-'Abikdn, 1993 v. 4,143, Al-Sanhdff, 
Maýddir, v. 5, pp. 
219-220. 
35 'Abdul Wabid, Kamaluddin Mubammad. Fath at-Oddir. Pakistan: Maktabah al-Rashidiyyah, (No 
Date) v. 7, p. 3. 
36 cAbdul Wabid, Fatý, v. 7, pp. 12-13, Ibn Qudýanah, Al-MughnT, v. 5, p. 
202, Ibn Muflib, A/- 
Mubdi', v. 4, PP. 356-357. 
37 Aba Zahrah, AI-Milkiyyah, p. 346. 
38 A]-Khafif, Aýkam, p. 276. 
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'Aqd al- fii4alj is a transaction executed by a person who has no authority or 
right over the object of the transaction, either by al-wilayah or through al-wakalah. 
The majority opinion on this particular transaction is that it is suspended until the 
one who has the right ratifies or annuls it. " In contradiction to this view,. Shdfi'l 
scholars held that such a contract is void ab initio since it resembles the forbidden 
contract of sale of something that the seller does not possess. 40 In their view, any 
subsequent ratification made by the real owner will have no effect, as there is no 
suspended contract. Therefore, if an agent who is specified to deal in certain 
transactions has dealt beyond the limitation or contradicted the principal's 
instruction,, such a transaction is regarded as void or suspended unless the principal 
subsequently ratifies it. If he annuls it, the agent will be responsible for all the legal 
consequences. 
41 
Similarly, an agent is not entitled to appoint another to be his agent or 
representative in carrying out the principal's instructions. However, this is not a 
stringent rule. As long as the principal permits or consents, an agent may at any time 
appoint another person to be his agent to perforin the said task whenever 
necessary. 42 It is also permissible to state a specific fee for any work done for the 
principal in a contract of agency. In a commonly remunerated contract of agency, 
39 Ibn 'Abidin, Mubain-mad Amin. Radd al-Mulitar 'ald Durr al-Mukhtdr Udshiyah Ibn cAbidTn. 
Pakistan: Maktabah Majidiyah, 13 99H v, 4, p. 15 1. 
40 AM Zahrah, Al-Milkiyyah, pp. 356-357. 
41 c Abdul Walgd, Falý, v. 7, p. 43, Ibn ', kbidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 151-152, Ibn Muflib, Al-Mubdic, v. 4, 
p. 346, AI-Zubayli, Wahbah. Al-Fiqh al-Islami wa Adillatuh. Damsyik: Dar al-Fikr, 1989 v. 
5, 
pp. 110-111. 
42 Ibn Qudamah, AI-Mughnf, v. 5, p. 215, A]-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, p. 142, A]-Jaziri, AI-Fiqh, v. 3, 
pp. 204-205, Al-Khafif, Aýkdm, p. 277. 
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such as appointing a legal practitioner for a lawsuit,, the fee may be specified at the 
43 time of contract or else the standard fee (al-ujr al-mithh) will be applied. 
In addition,, it is also possible for an agent to act on behalf of both 
contracting parties. Although it was originally forbidden, 44 according to majority 
opinion an agent may execute a contract for the principal as well as for himself or 
other person as the counterpart, provided that he has first obtained the principal's 
permission. 45 s ong as there is no conflict of interest, such a case remains 
permissible. 
Therefore a dealer (either a brokerage firm or a fund manager) who acts as 
an agent for his client, the real trader, must observe the client"s order while 
executing the transaction so as to avoid any inconsistency or mistake. In present 
practice, the agreement between a dealer and his client may be regarded as a 
contract of wakalah khdýýah (specific agency), which is specifically for trading in 
commodity futures. The dealer, on the other hand is allowed to have his agent/s or 
representative/s to serve the said client. Unless there is a mistake in the execution of 
the client's order, all costs incurred are borne by the client. 
The costs that result from the client's contract also include, among other 
things, the brokerage fee. Since these brokerage services have always been paid for 
the dealer's expertise, there should be no objection under the Islamic Law 
43 Al-Khaflif, Aýkdm, p. 279. 
44 Aj_Sanhjjrj, Maýddirl v. 5, p. 25 1. 
45 AI-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, p. 146, Al-Khafi-f, Aýkdm, pp. 296-299, Abfi Zahrah, 
Al-Milkiyyah, 
pp. 362-363. 
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framework as to its permissibility. However, the dealer should avoid executing the 
client"s order for his own advantage. As some Islamic scholars are unlikely to 
recognise such a transaction, it should be avoided to prevent any unnecessary 
conflict of interests. But, if such an execution offers a better deal for the client, it is 
permissible. 
In short, a dealer always has absolute discretion in the execution of the 
client's order as long as the execution is made in accordance with the client's 
request. In particular issues as mentioned above, the prior consent of the client is 
necessary. Thus, it is better to obtain his consent by including in the agreement an 
express provision stating the necessity of such consent. 
(ii) 'Aqd al-istijdr or y*arah(the contract of lease or hire) 
A dealer is not solely an agent, since he is paid by his client for his 
brokerage, as if he were an employee of the client. There is no doubt that, by signing 
the client agreement, the client is appointing the dealer as his agent to carry out his 
trading in commodity futures, but this agency is performed in exchange for 
brokerage fees. Thus, it would be appropriate to regard the agreement between a 
dealer and his client as a contract of agency with remuneration ('aqd al-wakdlah al- 
ma'jfirah). 
This type of agency resembles an ordinary 'aqd al-isti'jar (a contract of hire 
and services). Basically, there are two types of C aqd al- istijdr, istijdr 
'ald al- 
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manfa'ah or al-'ayn (the contract of leasing) and isti'jdr 'ald al-mdl or al-dhimmah 
(the contract of service). 46 As the dealer providing for the client with services in 
trading, it would be sufficed to look further into the latter category of istiJar. 
In a contract of istijdr 'ald al-mdl, the ajir (person who provides the service) 
may be of two kinds, ajir khdý who serves one erson or one party only, and ajir .7p 
mushtarak, a person who is providing services for the general public. According to 
the majority of Islamic scholars, neither of them should be held liable for any losses 
incurred in e course of the transaction. This ruling is based on the general 
principle that there is no indemnity (4aman) except in a case of encroachment (ld 
47 
yajib al- 4aman illd bi al-ta'addi). Therefore, if the ajir or any of his 
representative or subordinate encroached any right of the mustajir (the person who 
is hiring the service), only the ajir will be made liable since he is the original party 
of the contract. 
48 
As regards the legal conditions of this contract, precisely, the contracting 
parties must have full contractual capacity and the subject matter of the contract, the 
service and the payment, must be determined. As long as such a contract does not 
contain any forbidden or gharar elements, each party is responsible for fulfilling his 
49 
respective obligations. In addition to these rules, in a case where dispute arises 
46 Al-Sharbini, Mubammad al-Khat-ib. Mughn! al-Mubtdi, Shar# 'ald Matn Minhdj al-Talibin. 
Damascus: DAr al-Fikr, (No Date) V. 2, pp. 333-334, A]-Zarkashl, Sharý, v. 4, p. 219, Ibn Muflib, Al- 
Mubdi', v. 5, p. 62, A]-Jaziri, Al-Fiqh, v. 3, pp, 95-99, Al- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p, 759. 
47 Al- Sharbini, Mughni, v. 2, p. 351, Ibn Muflib, Al-Mubdi', v. 5, pp. 108-109, Al-Zarkash-1, Shar#, v. 
4, p. 244, A]- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 768. 
48 Ibn Muflib, Al-Mubdi, v. 5,108-109, A]- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 771. 
49AI_ -64, -Kh 1, A, P. Sharbini, MughnT, v. 2, p. 337, Ibn Muflih, Al-Mubdf, v. 5, pp. 63 Al af f kam 
404. 
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during the course of service or after the service is completed, the decision may be 
either rescission of the contract or indemnity paid by the ait-r, if it involved any 
encroachment on his behalf. 50 However,, such an indemnity does not affect his right 
to his service fee, because, he is entitled to the payment upon any work done as his 
service. " 
Therefore, as a dealer is more likely to be an aftr mushtarak, he is 
responsible for providing his expert services in commodity futures trading as well as 
being liable for any losses which are caused by his mistake or those of any of his 
representatives, while the client must pay any brokerage fees determined by the 
dealer upon the execution of transaction. Nevertheless, most dealers charge a client 
an inactive monthly maintenance fee if he has not made any contracts for thirty 
days. For whatever reason, such a charge can encroach on the client's right and 
freedom. Furthermore, such a charge for maintaining the account is not part of what 
is intended by the client in the agreement. Other proper alternatives must be 
provided by the dealer for the client to choose, rather than penalising him for a 
cessation in trading. 
(iii) The contract of al-mu4drabah (silent or dormant partnership) 
A dealer may be an individual or an organisation including a member or non- 
member of the commodity exchange, as well as a brokerage firm or a fund manager. 
Most fund managers manage the futures account of joint ownership funds, such as 
5() Al- SharbWl, Mughni, v. 2, p. 354, Al- Zubayli, AI-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 780. 
51 AI-Khafif, Aýkäm, p. 410. 
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trust and pension funds. Initially, these funds are set up on the basis of a collective 
investment scheme. Then, these funds are used as capital for investment in futures 
trading administered by a fund manager. in other words, at the initial stage, there is 
the formation of a partnership for investment, while later it is merely an 
appointment of an investment agent, the fund manager. 
The contract of al-mu4arabah has been categorised as a partnership 
agreement as the contracting parties are sharing the profits, but not the capital. One 
party, known as rabb al-mal (the capital provider) provides the investment capital 
for the other party, the mu4drib (the one who carry the business for such investment 
or the agent manager). " As long as the former permits, the latter may delegate the 
investment tasks to others, either his partner or even his own appointed mu4drib. " 
In return, both parties will share the resulting profits according to a mutually agreed 
proportion. The losses, however, are bome by the rabb al-mal. 54 
From the structure of al- mu4drabah partnership as described above, it is 
clear that such a contract only exists between the original investors and the trust or 
whatever type of fund it is, because the profits are to be shared only among them. As 
for the fund manager, he is always entitled to the brokerage fee for any trading 
executed, regardless of whether it resulting profits or losses. 
52 Ibn Mufli-b, AI-Mubdf, v. 5, p. 17, 'Abdul Wabid, Fatý, v. 7, p. 414, AI-Zarkashl, Sharý, v. 4, p. 
131. 
53 Ibn Muflih, AI-Mubdi', v. 5, p. 18, Al-Shirazi, AN! Ishdq Ibrahim. Al-Fiqh. Beirut: Dar al- 'URIm., 
v. 53,1988 p, 322, 
54 c Abdul WaWd, Fatý, v. 7, pp. 415-416, Ibn Muflib, AI-Mubdi', v, 5, p. 19, AI-Zarkash-1, Sharý, v. 
4, pp. 135-136, Al-Khayydt, Al-Sharikat, v. 2, p. 50 
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Therefore,, it could be summed up that a fund manager, like any other dealer3 
is only an investment wakil (agent) since he represents his client, the investors, in 
managing their account for investment in futures trading. His services are made in 
exchange for brokerage fees. The agreement between a fund manager and his client 
is not very different from an agreement with a brokerage firm. Since they share the 
same basic features of a remunerated agent, the same rules are applicable. 
2.2.3. The position of a floor broker 
As mentioned earlier, any client's order will be executed on the commodity 
exchange's trading floor via a floor broker. The order that is transmitted to him by a 
dealer contains all the necessary particulars for its execution. The specification 
provided in this order should be accurate so that the floor broker can execute it in 
the course of the open outcry auction. Depending on the order's instruction, the 
floor broker may sometimes be unable to match such an order with another. Since 
there is naturally no guarantee made by the dealer or the floor broker that every 
order will be fulfilled, the floor broker only reports to the dealer regarding an 
unexecuted order, if there is any, 
Nowadays, a floor broker may be an individual employed by a dealer to be 
his representative on the trading floor, 55 and, in certain cases, he may directly handle 
a client's account. In such cases, he certainly acts as an agent for his client. In 
addition,, a floor broker may also be a floor trader since, while fulfilling his client's 
5' Gould, Ae Dow Jones, pp. 123-124. 
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56 order, he may also trade on his own account. The latter position represents the fact 
that most floor trader are self-employed but they execute the orders from various 
brokerage firms or dealers for a floor brokerage fee. " They may also be termed 
locals or scalpers. A local or scalper is usually an independent floor broker, who 
trades for different firms as well as the general public. 58 
As regards a floor broker employed by a dealer, he is merely the dealer's 
representative in executing any order from the accounts handled by the dealer. 
Obviously, he has no dealings at all with the dealer's client. Similarly, it seems that 
an independent floor broker also has no specific relationship with the clients of the 
finns for which he acts. 
Therefore., in determining the position of a floor broker under the purview of 
Islamic Law, certain issues must be taken into consideration. If the floor broker is an 
agent for his own client or an employee who acts as a representative for a dealer, the 
rules on contract al-wakalah may be applied but, if he is an independent floor 
broker who accepts order from various firms, there are two possibilities: either he 
receives a commission for each order or he routinely fills the orders with no 
commission or fee. For the former,, the general rules on contract of services could be 
applicable if there is prior agreement between him and the said firms. As for the 
latter, the rules on agency may apply as if he executes the orders for the firm. It is 
worth noting here that he might be a member of the exchange and the firms are not 
" Chicago Board of Trade. Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago: Board of Trade 1994, p. 
52. 
57 Gold, Modern, p. 27. 
" Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 37. 
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members of the exchange, but are taking an advantage of the floor broker's position 
since only members are allowed to trade on the trading floor. 
In any event where a mistake occurs in the course of fulfilling the orders, a 
floor broker may or may not be made liable for any losses, depending on his 
capacity, whether he is an employee of a dealer or an independent floor broker. To 
resolve this, a client can always bring the matter to the exchange arbitration 
procedure. If he is a dealer's representative and his mistake causes losses, the dealer 
must pay the client a sum equal to the amount lost. 59However, if it was caused by 
an independent floor broker, in practice, the dealer is not responsible. 
On the other hand, under the provisions of Islamic Law, the procedure on 
contractual mistake is quite lengthy. It must be determined whether such a mistake 
is substantial to the contract or not. Whether substantive or not, such an element of 
mistake may either invalidate the contract or entitle the injured party the right of 
khiydr (option) . 
60 Although it is almost impossible to exercise a right of khiydr or 
retraction in commodity futures trading because of its volatility, they are still 
preferable to burden any party with the losses, Therefore, such remedies should be 
made available, whenever possible, in the arbitration procedure. 
59 Gould, The Dow Jones, p. 124. 
60 Rayner, The Theory, pp. 180-183. 
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2.4. The position of the relationship between a trader and a commodity trading 
adviser 
A commodity trading adviser is usually defined as an individual or finn, that 
advises another as to the advisability of trading in commodity futures or options as 
well as issuing such advice, analyses and reports in written publications,, in 
exchange for payment. 61 Such services may be necessary for a trader, especlally a 
beginner or a newly qualified trader, in order to obtain advice that will be beneficial 
to his trade or investment. For a direct remuneration, a commodity futures trading 
adviser usually provides expert advice as well as reports and analyses concerning 
commodities. 
62 
Seemingly, the agreement between a commodity trading adviser and the 
trader (or his client) is no more than a contract of al-istijar (contract of service). 
Usually, in a commodity trading advisory contract a futures trading adviser agrees to 
act as a commodity adviser for the futures trader about such trading and by such a 
position he may release to the trader any relevant information pertaining to trading 
in futures. 63 In such a contract, the client pays the commodity trading adviser 
according to the services he provides. The payment must not be a proportion of the 
profit gained by the client, as this contract is not a partnership where the partners 
share the profits as well as liabilities. 
61 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 54. 
62 Sec. 2, Malaysian Futures Industry Act 1993. 
63 Sec. 17, Malaysian Futures Indusity Act 1993. 
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Even though the contractual terms of commodity trading advisers may differ 
from one to another, they commonly appear as agreements of providing the services 
as mentioned earlier. Clearly they resemble a contract of al- istijar. As discussed 
earlier, the underlying services in such a contract must be specific, including the 
time or period and place. As long as there is no contravention of any Islamic Law 
provision, such contracts remain valid. 64 
In summary, a commodity trading advisory contract is basically a contract of 
hire or service whereby the commodity trading adviser, who is the ajir, promises to 
provide his expert services for his client, the musta jir. So long as neither the adviser 
nor his client becomes bankrupt, the contract between them remains enf 65 orceable. 
2.3. Conclusion and Summary 
A P, 
Auer examining various agreements and procedures for trading in 
commodity futures, one might say that to enter into a commodity futures contract is 
not as simple as it sounds. A trader needs to satisfy a variety of requirements under 
the present rules and practices as well as under the Islamic Law provisions for such 
trading. He must observe his duties that arise from every agreement and at the same 
time must be entitled to his stipulated rights in the respective agreements. Like the 
trader, a dealer is bound by the rules and regulations of the relevant legislation and 
of the exchange and clearing house. Whether he is a brokerage firm or a fund 
manager, as a dealer he must fulfil his obligations towards his clients. 
64 Al-Khafif, Aýkdm, p. 404. 
65 Al-Sanhdrl, Maýddir, v. 5, pp. 99-128, 
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As the client agreement appears to be a mixture of contract of agency and 
contract of hire or service, the rules of both contracts can be applied concurrently. 
Although scholars differ over certain issues,, the basic formation of these contracts 
under Islamic Law is flexible enough to cover the client agreements, both those of a 
dealer and those of a commodity trading adviser. As long as the services offered are 
free from any forbidden and gharar elements, and the parties are at all time eligible 
to contract, the existing client agreement could remain valid and permissible under 
the Islamic Law provision. 
The floor broker also has the same rights as well as the same liabilities as the 
dealer if he is officially the representative of the dealer. Similarly, a commodity 
trading adviser also has the same rights and obligations as a dealer since the 
commodity trading advisory contract resembles a contract of al-ijdrah as well as a 
contract of al-wakalah. As a whole, the relationship between the trading partners in 
commodity futures trading remains legal under the principles of Islamic Law 
provided there are no elements contradictory to any of its rules. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE FORMS AND EXECUTION OF A COMMODITY FUTURES 
CONTRACT AND THE PRINCIPLES OF AL-ýIGHAH (THE FORMS OF 
OFFER AND ACCCEPTANCE) IN ISLAMIC LAW 
3.1. The actual process of the execution of a commodity futures contract 
A commodity futures contract is a contract standardised by the type, quantity 
and quality of the underlying commodity with pre-determined delivery date and 
place. The price is determined and agreed upon by the contracting parties at the time 
the contract is made. Although every futures contract specification sets out the 
minimum price for the commodity, the price at which the contract is concluded 
must be determined in the open outcry auction process that takes place on the 
exchange trading floor. ' Thus, no dealing is allowed beyond this process. 2 By this 
open outcry auction process, the exchange or the futures market is able to perform 
one of its important economic function 3 namely, discovering the future price of the 
underlying commodity as well as its actual cash value (this function is known as the 
4 
price discovery role of the futures market). 
After considering relatively all relevant information or data, market factors 
56 
and conditions that affect the supply and demand of a particular commodity, the 
1 Most commodity fatures are traded through the open outcry auction (or, in the London Metal 
Exchange, the auction is known as ring dealing), unlike financial futures, which are traded mostly 
through a computer network system or over-the-counter trading. 
2 Gould, Bruce G. The Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodfty Treahng. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
1981 p. 119. 
' Commodity and Monetary Exchange Malaysia. www. klce. r-om. my/htm/ak. htm accessed on, 
15,03,1999. 
4 Chicago Board of Trade. Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago: Board of Trade, 1994 p. 40. 
5 To give examples, some of these factors in relation to crops are: weather, general economic trends 
and large transactions between two nations. See, American Bar Association, Futures and 
Derivatives: 
Basics, Orlando: American Bar Association, 1996 p. 97. 
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futures traders,, buyers and sellers make a bid and an offer to sell or to buy 
commodity futures at a particular price through the process of open outcry auction. 
Whether the trader on the trading floor is executing orders on behalf of his client or 
for his own account, the procedure is always the same, the one that is provided by 
the respective exchange. 
The open outcry auction is a trading system in which the buyer offers his bid 
while the seller calls out his offer in a loud and audible manner, assisted by hand 
signals, in the pit of an exchange trading floor .7 Unlike any other ordinary contract 
of sale, in a commodity futures contract an offer may be either an offer to sell (offer) 
or offer to buy (bid) a specific commodity. The offering and bidding are commonly 
made in the open outcry auction by shouting out prices and types of commodity on 
the trading floor. 8 In addition to this verbal offer, the traders also use hands and 
fingers signals to represent a bid or an offer, especially when the market is active 
when the use of signals is more appropriate. 9 Usually, an offer is a proposal to sell a 
certain commodity at a specific price, whereas a bid is a proposal to buy a certain 
commodity for a specific price. The difference in vocalising the offer and bid is 
necessary in order to avoid any confusion especially in an active market. 'O 
The contract is concluded when a bid and an offer are matched at a certain 
price. The first trader who accepts the bid or the offer has the right to conclude the 
contract. However., if two or more traders accept such a bid or offer simultaneously, 
the contract is shared among them. So, if two buyers accept an offer to sell four lots 
6 in theory, the market price of a commodity is reached when the forces of demand and supply are just 
in balance (technically, the price is at the equilibrium of supply and demand). See, Samuelson P. A., 
Economic, An Introductory Analysis, New York: Mc Graw-Hill Book Co., 1958 pp. 370-380. 
7 Commodity and Monetary Exchange Malaysia, www. klce. com. IM/htm/ak. ht accessed on 
15,03.1999. 
8 Duffle, Darrell. Futures Markets. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1989 pp. 21-22. 
9 The method of verbal and hand signals of bids and offers vary from one exchange to another. It 
is 
usually detailed in the exchange rules and regulations. See, Chicago Board of Trade, 
Commodity, 
p. 38. 
10 Duffle, Futures, P. 23, 
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of a certain commodity, each has two lots of the commodity offered by the seller. " 
In other words, the buyer, who makes bid, has agreed to buy a specific commodity at 
the same price offered by the seller or vice versa. Consequently, after this bidding 
and offering, they may agree upon a price and then conclude the transaction to be 
recorded by the exchange and cleared by the clearing house. 12 
As mentioned above, the price of the underlying commodity is determined 
through the open outcry auction process, and the buyer and seller can only agree to 
the price that is discovered through this process. When the buyer or the seller agrees 
to a particular price after the bidding and offering, they are deemed to have been 
trading in a futures contract. In other words,, once they entered into an agreement to 
buy or to sell, they are regarded as traders in futures 13 and should therefore being 
subjected to its contractual obligations. The contractual obligations of the 
commodity futures contract must be performed according to the rules and 
regulations provided by the exchange and the clearing house. Thus futures traders 
are legally bound by such futures contract terms or specifications notwithstanding 
their rights to offset at any later date before the closing date of a particular futures 
contract. 14 
In addition to the requirements of having a lawful object and consideration, 
and competent contracting parties, it is necessary that both parties have given their 
consent freely. In practice, in a commodity futures contract, there is no doubt in the 
lawfulness of its subject matter and the competency of the traders as the transaction 
is standardised and the exchange has a standard procedure in allowing any person to 
trade on its floor. Should the futures trader find-that there is any error or mistake 
made by his futures broker in the execution of the contract, he may have recourse to 
" Duffle, Futures, p. 24. 
12 Gould, The Dow Jones, p. 120. 
13 Sec. 2C(l)(a), Malaysian Futures Industry Act 1993. 
14 A closing date of a futures contract is the end of the trading session during which the traders who 
wish to liquidate or discharge the obligations under a future contact do so. 
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the exchange arbitration procedure. If it were proved as alleged, the trader would be 
entitled to compensation equal to the loss incurred by the mistake. 15 Obviously the 
traders have to consent to the process of open outcry auction in order to determine 
the sale or purchase price of the traded commodity futures. In general, there is 
nothing in the formation of this transaction that contradicts the general requirements 
of a valid legal agreement under the provision of the Common Law of Contract. 
3.2. The formation of a commodity futures contract in the perspectives of 
Islamic Law 
Basically, a commodity futures contract is concluded when both buyer and 
seller agreed to sell or to buy the commodity futures at a specific price. But, in order 
to find the counterparty or to get a match for his buying or selling order, the futures 
trader must make a clear offer to sell or a bid to buy the commodity futures at a 
certain price. This offering and bidding that illustrates the open outcry auction 
process implies that no commodity futures can be traded outside the exchange 
trading floor where each contract is standardised by the terms in the contract 
specification. In such an execution of a contract, there are four main issues that need 
to be examined. Firstly, do the offers and bids in the open outcry auction constitute 
valid offers and acceptances in Islamic Law? Secondly, what is the position of the 
open outcry process itself in the frameworks of Islamic Law? Furthermore, as the 
futures traders must adhere to the business rules and procedures of the exchange and 
the clearing house, have they validly given their consent to the execution of the 
contract? Finally, are the standardised contract specifications and other limitations 
and requirements in the said auction process in compliance with the principles of 
Islamic Law? 
" Gould, 7he Dow Jones, p. 124. 
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3.2.1. The Islamic Law principles on the communication of offer and acceptance 
in a contract of sale 
In Islamic Law, the sighah (forms of offer and acceptance) is considered to 
be one of the basic elements of a contract. It is defined as anything that proves the 
consent of the contracting parties to enter into the contract, either by verbal, written, 
signs or conduct of giving and taking the merchandise. 16 On this particular issue, the 
Islamic Law recognises several methods of making an offer and acceptance. There 
are different views among Islamic scholars about these methods, and the only 
method that has been unanimously agreed by them is the verbal declaration. In 
addition, for the verbal method, it is preferable to use past tenses. 17 
Unlike the majority of Islamic scholars, the Shafii scholars refused to allow 
any method other than verbal offer and acceptance, except in a case of necessity or 
where a contracting party is mute or voiceless, 18 whereas the majority, such as the 
Mdlik! and lianbal! scholars, generally recognised other ways of concluding a 
contract, by writing'9, conduct or gesture 20 , as long as these methods indicate the 
consent of the party to enter into such a contract. 21 Furthermore, they favoured 
having the forms of offer and acceptance in writing rather than the verbal method 
16 Ibn ', Abid-1n, Mu4ammad Amin. Radd al-Mu&dr 'ald Durr al-Mukhtdr Ydshiyah Ibn 'Abidin. 
Pakistan: Maktabah Majidiyah, 1399H v. 4, p. 7, Al-Kasdni, 'Ala Eddin Abili Bakr Masfid. Kitdb 
Baddi' al-ýandi'ft TartTb al-Shardi'. Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub al-lhniyyah, 1986 v. 5, p. 134, Al-Jaziri, 
'Abdul Raýmdn. A1-Fjqh 'ald al-Madhahib al-Arbaah. Beirut: Dar al-Kitdb al-'Emiyyah, (No Date) 
v. 2, p. 155-156. 
17 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 7, Al-Kasdni, Kitdb Baddi', v. 5, p. 133, Ibn Muflib, AN Isbaq 
Burh5nuddin. Al-Mubdi'ft Sharý al-Muqni. (No Place): Al-Maktab al-Islami, 1980 v. 4, p. 4, Al- 
Sanhari, 'Abdul Razzdq. Maýddir al-, Vaqq ft al-Fiqh al Islami. Beirut: Dar Ehyd' al-Tui-ath al-'Arabi, 
(No Date) v. 1, p. 84-8 5. 
18 Al-Shirdzi, Abil Ishliq Ibrdh1m. Al-Muhadhdhibft Fiqh al-Imam al-Shdfi'i. Beirut: Ddr Ehyd'al- 
Turdth al-Arabi, 1994 v. 1, p. 342. 
19 Art. 173, The Mejelle (An Enlish Translation of Majallah al-Aýkdm al-'Adliyyah and A Complete 
Code on Islamic Civil Law), translated by C. R. Tyser, D. G. Demeiriades & Ismail Haqqi Effendi, 
Lahore: Law Publishing Company (No Date). 
20 Art. 174, The Mejelle. 
21 Art , 175, 
The Mejelle, Ibn Muflib, AI-Mubdi, v. 4, p. 6, Al-Sanhad, Maýddir, v. 1, pp. 99-126, A. 1- 
BUri, Mubannnad Tauflq Ramaqdn. Al-Buyif al-Shaiah wa Athar Vawdbiýt al-Mabf 'ald 
Sharciyyatiha. Damsyik: Dar al-Fikr, 1998 p, 34. 
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alone,, since written documents can be produced as evidence at later time, It is worth 
mentioning that a contract may be constituted by offer or by acceptance, as long as 
the offer and acceptance corespond with each other. 22 Therefore, whenever an offer 
is made, the acceptance must be correctly matched with the terms of the offer. Both 
must agree on the type of object, the price and the stipulation of khiyar (option) if 
any. The buyer has no right to alter or amend the terms of the offer, otherwise the 
contract is deemed unexecuted (ghayr mun'aqid). 23 
Usually, the futures traders in the open outcry auction communicate with 
each other by verbal offer or bid. However, under certain circumstances, this 
method must be aided by hand signals as the opposite side could hardly hear the 
verbal offer. Even though the Shafii School's view is quite stringent, the 
communication of the offer and acceptance by hand signal is a necessity in such a 
situation. Therefore, the commodity futures contract may be concluded by using 
hand signals. In order to avoid any uncertainty or dispute, the concluded contract is 
recorded immediately, stating all essential particulars of the contract and the 
24 parties. Certainly, the majority of Islamic scholars apart from the Shafi'i scholars 
have no doubt as to the validity of such a contract since they permit other methods 
of executing a valid contract. 
3.2.2. The Islamic Law approach towards the open outcry auction process 
The process of open outcry auction in which the futures traders make a bid 
and an offer to buy and to sell the commodity futures resembles the sale of al- 
.. In this contract, the prospective muzdyadah or, bajf man yazid (sale by auction) 
25 
22 Al-Misani, Kitdb Baddi', v. 5, p. 134, Al- Jazid, Al-Fiqh, v. 2, p. 156. 
23 Art. 177, The Mejelle, Al-Misan7l, Kitdb Baddi', v. 5, p. 136, Haidar, 'Arl. Durar al-Hukkdm Sharh 
Majallah al-Aýkdm. Beirut: D5x al-J-11,1991 v. 1, p. 147. 
24 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 38. 
25 This contract is also known as &V ft al-dildlah (sale executed through 
brokerage). See, Al- 
Sanhari, Mapdir, v. 2, p. 64. 
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buyers are allowed to bid for a higher price competitively in order to buy the item. 26 
This contract may be defined as a contract of sale that is made publicly in which the 
price for the specified item is subjected to increment by offers from the prospective 
buyers. Such sale may be carried out by the owner of the property himself or 
assigne to a dalldl or sir 27 nsdr (auctioneer or broker). 
This contract of &V al- muzdyadah is permissible in Islamic Law based on 
the ýadith of the Prophet (peace be upon him) and ijno' of the Muslims (public 
consensus) where everyone approves the practice of ba)f al- muzdyadah in their 
marketplace . 
28The 
said tradition read as,, 
It is reported by Anas that the Prophet (peace be upon him) had sold a saddle 
blanket (ýils) and a drinking bowl (qadah) by asking, "Who wants to buy this 
saddle blanket and drinking bowl? " Someone said, "I shall buy them for one 
dirham,, " The Prophet (peace be upon him) asked again and repeated it two 
or three times,, "Does anyone would like to pay higher than a dirham? " Then 
a man paid two dirhams and the property was sold to him. 29 
In the above tradition, the Prophet (peace be upon him) was actually acting 
for a man of al-Anýdr tribe. He (peace be upon him) sold the property on behalf of 
its owner through bay' al-muzdyadah and later gave the two dirhams to the owner. 30 
This tradition clearly shows that bay' al-muzdyadah is a legal transaction that differs 
from the prohibited practice of bargaining over a price offered by another trader (al- 
26 Al-Salami, Mubammad Mukhtdr. "Bay' al-Muzdyadah". irý Majallah Majmd al-Fiqh al-Islami, 
Jeddah, issue 8, v. 2,1994 p. 11. 
27 Abd Sulaynidn, cAbdul Wahhdb Ibrdhim. "'Aqd al-Muzayadah baina al-Sharfah al-Isl5miyyah wa 
al-Qandn", Majallah Majrnd al-Fiqh al-IsIdmi, Jeddah, issue 8, v. 2,1994 p. 11. 
28 Al_ Salami, "Bay' al- Muzdyadah", p. 13. 
29 Ibn Ijajar (Al-'AsqaIAnI), Abmad 'Ali. Fat# al-Bari. Beirut: Darul Kutub al-lln-ýiyyah, 1997, v. 4, p. 
446, A. 1-5an'Ani, Mubammad Ismd11. Subul al-Salam Shar# Bulfigh al-Mardm. Beirut: DRr al-Fikr, 
1988, v. 3, pp. 42-43. 
30 M-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 64. 
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saum 'ald saum akhih). 31 Unlike the former transaction, in the latter, the second 
trader who had bargained over the first price had unethically ignored the interest of 
the first trader. Such a practice deprives the first trader's right to have a fair trade, 
but, in the former, each of the traders consents to any other bid higher than his offer 
since the sale is opened to the general public. Every member of the public has the 
right to bid for a higher price. 
In addition, bay' al-muzayadah also resembles bay' al-najash, a practice of a 
conspired bidding of a higher price with the intention to cause other bidder to bid 
for a high price and conclude the contract at the said price. This practice is 
prohibited due to the fraudulent conduct of the seller or his agent in inducing other 
participants to buy the property at a higher price. 32 However, although such a 
practice is likely to occur in a sale of al-muzdyadah, it does not mean that ba-vF al- 
muzdyadah should be forbidden in Islamic Law. According to the majority of 
Islamic scholars, such a contract remains permissible and valid as long as there is no 
element of fraud and it is executed as prescribed by Islamic Law. 33 
Ba al-muzdyadah is formed by an offer or proposal to sell by putting the 
property on auction or public sale. The owner of the property or the auctioneer has a 
right to knock down to or accept a bid of a buyer. He may also hold the property on 
sale, even though there is a bid, and wait for another bid for a higher price. Once the 
seller or the auctioneer has agreed on a price, the contract is deemed as concluded. 
In other words,, a bid is considered as an offer and the consent of the auctioneer to a 
price becomes the acceptance. Therefore, when there are two or more offers to buy, 
the subsequent one will replace or annul the previous offer. Furthermore, if the 
3' This sale practice is prohibited based on the 4adt-th reported by Abi Hurairah that the prophet (peace 
be upon him) had said, "A man should bargain over an offer of another". Ibn Ijajar (Al-'AsqaldnI), 
Fat4 al-Barf, v. 4, p. 444. 
32 For further explanation, please refer to chapter 7, notes 51-56. 
33 Aba Sulaym. 5in, ""Aqd al- MuzAyadah", p. 75. 
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auctioneer does not agree to any of the bidding price until the close of the auction', 
all the offers are consequently dropped. 34 
In the course of the auction, the auctioneer who is not the owner of the 
property should not participate in the bidding since it may be regarded as a breach of 
trust. By participating in the auction, conceivably he is buying the property for 
himself, whereas he is entrusted by the owner to sell the property at the best price 
through the auction. 35 Furthermore, upon such assignment, he is actually acting as a 
wakil (an agent) for the owner as well as an aj . ir mushtarak (a hired person who 
servers for two or more principaIS)36 if he receives remuneration. In this position, he 
is liable to guarantee the safety of the property to a certain extent in accordance with 
common practice. Similarly, the amount of his commission is also determined by 
common practice. 37 
Based on the principles of haj)' al-muzdyadah above, it seems that the open 
outcry auction almost resembles the contract of baif al-muzdyadah. The forms of 
offer and acceptance are represented by the offer (proposal to sell) or the bid 
(proposal to buy) of a trader, and the acceptance of his counterparty. If there is no 
acceptance for the offer or the bid, the trader must be silent. In other words, his offer 
or bid must be dropped. Likewise , if the auctioneer 
in bay' al-muzdyadah does not 
accept bid, the sale does not conclude. As long as the auction is still on, the traders 
or market participants in both open outcry auction and sale of al-muzdyadah retain 
the right to make an offer or a bid at a higher price (or lower, if it is an offer in the 
open outcry auction) than the earlier bid or offer. Such practice is allowed in 
common practice and the competition between the traders clearly shows that they 
have assented to the practice. Unless there is a proof of conspiracy or fraud, like the 
34 AI_Sanhaff, MaSadir v. 2, p. 66. 
35 Abd Sulaymdn, "'Aqd al- Muzdyadah", p. 97. 
36 For further information, please refer to chapter 2. 
37 Abf, Sulaym5n, "'Aqd a]- MuzAyadah", pp. 98-100. 
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practice of al-najash, occurring in the auction, the defrauded party shall has the right 
to rescind the said contract. 
The trader in the open outcry auction may be either a floor trader who 
executes the futures contract for his own trade or a floor broker who trades for his 
clients from the individual futures traders or brokerage firms. The traders of the first 
category may be regarded as the same as the auctioneer in the sale of bay, ' al- 
muzdyadah who is the owner of the sale property, while the traders in the second 
category and the auctioneer who is not the owner of the property are almost alike. 
They act on behalf of the principals and therefore should adhere to any instruction 
given by the principals. As stated above, the floor broker and assigned auctioneer 
must not interfere in the offering and bidding of the price of the property or 
commodity other than as instructed or ordered by the principals. Interfering in such 
a bidding or offering is equivalent to breach of trust, except that if the principals or 
the clients authorised them to do so, they may act at their discretion. The auctioneer 
and the floor broker can even execute the sale or the order by which they become its 
counterparty upon given consent of the principal or the client. 
Relatively, the only difference between sale of al-muzdyadah and the open 
outcry auction is that the object of the transaction in the former is existent at the 
time of sale, while in the latter, the commodity is not present except for its detailed 
specification. Islamic scholars have no doubt as to the legality of bay' al-muzdyadah 
since there is consent of the contracting parties and there is no uncertainty in matters 
pertaining to the sale property. With these two essentials, this contract is deemed 
legal in Islamic Law. However, in the open outcry auction, although each trader has 
given his or her full consent, the object of the contract does not exist. Based on these 
criteria, some contemporary scholars consider that the commodity futures contract is 
not permissible in Islamic Law. Further, the execution of such a contract through the 
open outcry auction is not comparable with bay' al-muzdyadah and therefore an 
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analogy is not possible between the tWo. 
38 Adding to their argument, the traders do 
not own the commodity and there is no exchange of object or price at the execution 
of the contract. 
39 
Despite the above disapproval, the contract specification that is attached to 
each commodity futures contract may stand as a proof that the traded commodity 
futures is deliverable sometime in the future, thus reducing the element of gharar or 
risk of non-delivery. As the futures trader must produce and deliver the commodity 
at a certain date like the object of istiýnd and hW al-salam contracts, the 
commodity is therefore eligible to be traded. In other words, the execution of a 
commodity futures contract through the open outcry auction may be legalised based 
on its resemblance to bqýf al-muzdyadah. If Qiyds could ever be established 
between the two, certainly the 'illah (effective cause) is not the existence of the 
contractual object but may be the fair competitive nature of the transaction. 40 Thus., 
the open outcry auction process may be recognised in Islamic Law. 
3.2.3. The presumed consent of the futures traders and the rules of consent in 
Islamic Law 
In determining the validity of a contract, the consent of the contracting 
parties at the execution of the contract is a necessity since consent forms one of the 
pillars of a contract. Generally,, in order to regard a consent as validly given, it must 
be legally established through the terms of offer and acceptance. To establish that 
the consent of both contracting parties exists in the offer and acceptance of a 
particular agreement, the offer must rightfully correspond with the acceptance . 
41 But 
38 Riqw5n, Samir 'Abdul Ijanild. Aswdq al-Awraq al-Maliyyah. Cairo. Ma! ahad al-'Alam! H al-Fikr 
al-Ishimi, 1996 p. 317. 
39 For further explanation, please refer to chapter 1. 
40 For fur-ther explanation on Qiyds methodology, please refer to introductory chapter. 
41 Al-Kqsdni, Kit5b BacMi', v. 5, p. 136, A. 1-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 41. 
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in order to be a valid legal consent, it must be free from any impediment and the 
person who makes such a consent must be a competent contracting party who is 
eligible to receive any contractual obligation. A party of a contract who believes that 
he has given an impeded consent, can plead on three grounds: ghalat (mistake),. 
tadlis (fraud) and ikrah (undue influence or duress). 42 
In a commodity futures contract nowadays, there is no doubt at all that the 
offer and acceptance between the buyer and the seller rightfully correspond with 
each other as they are made verbally. But sometimes the offer and acceptance are 
also made through a set of hand and finger signals that are recognised and specified 
by the exchange in its business rules. In addition, each exchange has its own specific 
rules relating to these verbal and hand signals that represent a bid or an offer, 
number of the contract and which commodity and delivery month. 
In determining the validity of the consent given in this trading,, it is required 
that there should be no impediment that may vitiate the validity of the consent given 
by the contracting parties at the execution of the contract. Through the currently 
practised open outcry auction, there is a very little room for any element of mistake, 
fraud or duress to occur, This is because this time-honoured trading system allows 
the traders to transact in an open free market atmosphere, For this reason, the 
process is still in use in the present commodity futures exchanges. If there is any 
conduct that falls within the ambit of the above said impediments, for example, an 
act to create a false or misleading trading which could be categorised as a fraud, the 
offender will certainly subjected to a disciplinary or arbitration proceeding handled 
by the exchange. He may also beIng brought to -a legal hearing if such fraudulent 
conduct has violated any provision of the local relevant law. 
42 Al-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 2, pp. 97-98, AI-Qurrah DAgm ,e Ali 
Mubyidd-m- Mabda' al-Ri4d ft al- 
'Uqiid. Beirut: Ddr al-Bashdir al-lslqmiyyah, v. 1,1985 p. 600. For finiher explanation, please refer to 
introductory chapter. 
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Thus, at this point, any consent given in the execution of a commodity 
futures contract through the open outcry auction may be considered to be a valid one 
and the only thing that matters to the traders during the auction is whether they are 
willing or not to buy the commodity futures at a higher price or to sell at lower price 
than they had anticipated. 
3.2-4. The position of the common stipulated conditions in the open outcry 
auction and contract specifications of a commodity futures contract in Islamic 
Law 
Inasmuch as traders are willing to trade in futures contracts for whatever 
43 
purpose , they have to comply with the traditional requirement of all commodity 
futures exchanges that the price of the underlying commodity must be determined 
through the process of open outcry auction. In other words, unlike any other simple 
contract, the market price in a commodity futures contract is not fixed by the owner 
but is determined in the open outcry auction. Admittedly, it is the generally 
necessary in this technological age, for exchanges to be made responsible for 
disseminating the commodity prices which are set out on the trading floor in the 
open outcry auction. 44 Therefore, the traders have to adhere to whatever rules and 
conditions that are outlined by the exchange so as to provide a fair market and just 
execution of the commodity futures contract in accordance with its contract 
specification. 
Approaching the limitation in the contract specification and various other 
conditions required in the open outcry auction, it is necessary to have a clear-cut 
guideline as to what type of condition and requirement would ensure that the 
contract remains valid. To begin with, there are three types of conditions,, as 
4' Besides trading in commodity futures for commercial purposes, a number of ffitures traders trade in 
futures contracts for their investment, hedging and speculation purposes. 
44 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 35. 
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formulated by the majority of Islamic scholars; saýih (valid), b0ifil (void) and fdsid 
(voidable) 
. 
45A fdsid condition is the condition that upsets the balance of equality 
and fairness between the contracting parties. The existence of such a condition in 
any contract renders the contract as voidable. 46 A btýtil condition that contravenes 
the rights of the contracting partieS47 may also result in a voidable or even void 
contract. Usually, a condition that does not confer any advantage on both parties or 
deny the original purposes of the contract and is detrimental to the parties' right and 
interest, shall be regarded as a bdýtil condition. 48 On the other hand, a condition that 
in effect enhances advantages and benefits for both parties may be recognised as a 
sahih condition. However, such a condition is only permitted to be stipulated in a 
contract if it satisfies one of these characteristics: 
(a) it is implied in the nature of the contract, such as the condition that requires that 
the object of the contract must be delivered to the buyer or, the object must be 
returned to the seller if there is any defect, or, 
(b) it is intimately connected with the contract, such as the requirement that the 
guarantor must be present at the time of contract in a pledge contract, or, 
(c) it has been established or practised by custom or common tradition. 49 
Therefore, whenever a condition meets one of the above criteria, it becomes 
obligatory on the contracting parties. 'O They are bound to perform the specified duty 
and should adhere to any outcome of the said condition. Unless the condition is 
contradictory to any legal provision of Islamic Law, then it is considered as a bd#1 
45 AI-Sanhiir!, Maýddir, v. 3, p. 105. 
46 Rayner, S. E. ne neory of Contracts in IsImnic Law. London: Graham & Trotman, 1991 p. 353. 
47 According to Ijanafi- school, a fasid condition may either makes the contract void or voidable, 
depending on its features. For further explanation, see, AI-Sanhfiff, Maýddir, v. 3, p. 12 1. 
48 Al-Shh-dzl, At-Muhadhdhib, v. 1, pp. 356-357, Mubammad, YUsuf Kamdl. AI-Maýrqfiýyah al- 
IsIdmiyyah al-Azmah. Egypt: Dar al-Nashr li al-Jami'dt al-Miýriyyah, 1996 p. 206. 
49 AI-Shirdzil, Al-Muhadhdhib, v. 1, p. 3 56, Al-SanhQrl, Maýddir, v. 3, p. 106-118. 
50 According to Ibn Taimiyyah, stipulating a condition concerning legal characteristic of the subject 
matter that is ordinarily expected from the contracts shall also be admissable. See, Al-Jund-1, 
Muýammad al-Shabdt. Mu'amalat al-Burýah ft al-Sharfah al-Islamiyyah. Cairo: Dir al-Nah4ah al- 
' AAxabiyyah, 1988 p. 159. 
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condition and should be disregarded. This principle is based on the hadith of the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) who had said, 
"... The one who had stipulated a condition that is not stated in the Book of 
Allah shall receive nothing though he had stipulated a hundred conditions. )-)51 
Having regard to the above principles of Islamic Law on the stipulated 
conditions,. the specification of the commodity futures contract and the required 
process of open outcry auction in determining the price of the commodity are 
supposed to be the most appropriate trading system for executing a commodity 
futures contract. Although such a process does not seem to be a part of the 
commodity futures contract nor does it imply the nature of the contract, the process 
is strongly connected to the concluding of the contract. The governing local law and 
the exchange's rules do not recognise any trade which is made beyond the trading 
floor where the auction takes place, while the limitation and requirement stated in 
the contract specification too, such as the limitation of price and quantity of the 
underlying commodity, do provide a few benefits for the traders. These limits and 
specifications are designed in such a way as to avoid any confusion or mistake in the 
execution of the contract. 
Furthermore., the process of open outcry auction has been practised for 
centuries and has long been recognised by commodity futures traders. It has 
traditionally been a necessity for every exchange which is designated to trade in 
commodity futures contracts. The process, in fact, becomes a part of the exchange 
economic function in order to reduce price fluctuation. This phenomenon shows that 
the determination of commodity futures price -through the auction is not only 
advantageous for the traders but also beneficial for the nation- Similarly, the 
specification of each commodity futures contract is always acceptable to every 
511bn Uajar (Al-'Asqaldfil), Fatý al-Bdri, v. 5, pp. 443-444. 
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futures trader since it standardises the contract. By such standardisation, each trader 
can easily execute the contract and offset it if he does not wish to perform the 
contractual obligations. Based on the legal maxim, 'The common practice among 
the traders shall have the same effect as the stipulated condition between them -j 52 
and the concept of al-maslahah (public interest), this process should be permissible 
in Islamic Law. By virtue of the maxim above, any common practice among the 
traders can be a valid condition so long as it does not contravene any express 
provision of Islamic Law and it is not objectionable. 53 
3.3. Conclusion and Summary 
Although the rules and regulations of the exchanges vary from one to 
another, the open outcry auction process is among the common features that any 
commodity futures exchange has. The process plays a vital role in determining the 
prices of commodity futures as well as the actual cash commodity. Throughout this 
process buyers and sellers discover the market value of their specific commodity. 
They are free to offer to sell, or bid to buy the commodity at any reasonable price 
provided that the transaction is concluded through the process and in accordance 
with the limitations stated in the contract specification. In other words, any 
agreement on a commodity futues contract is subj ect to the process, and any 
relevant rules and procedures apply accordingly. 
Legally, any transaction, which is fonned through the open outcry auction 
process is valid as long as every trader abides by the law and specified rules and 
regulations of the respective exchange, Any violation of any legal provision or 
exchange rule will consequently upset the original purposes of the process. 
Therefore , in such cases, the 
local law has imposed fines and penalties as well as 
52 AI_Zarqa" Mmad MOammad. Sharý al-Qawdid al-Fiqhiyyah. Damascus: Ddr al-Qa1am, 4h 
edition, 1996 p. 239. 
53 A]- Zarqq', Sharh, P. 239. 
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empowering the exchanges to deal with any violation of the rules through its 
arbitration proceeding. 
On the other hand, such a trading process does not primarily affect the 
validity of the commodity futures contract under Islamic Law. This process, which 
is similar to the execution of bq)ý' al-muzdyadah, is also operated by the exchange 
under strict regulation in order to provide fair competitive trading for the futures 
traders. So far,, the formation of this transaction satisfies the basic structure of a 
valid legal contract. All the elements of a valid contract are satisfied and the traders 
give their consent in the execution of the contract. If there is proof showing that an 
element of ikrah, ghalat or tadlis has occurred in the process, the traders are entitled 
to rescind the contract or be eligible to compensation if such rescission is not 
possible. 
Although the futures traders are sub ected to certain conditions, especially j 
those conditions which are stipulated in the contract specification, these conditions 
are obviously valid and enforceable. They are actually designed to reduce the 
uncertainty associated with the contract as well as to avoid any possibility of 
confuse or mistake. Certainly, with such criteria, these conditions should be 
permissible in Islamic Law. In support of this view, it is evident that the commodity 
futures traders accept the execution of commodity futures contracts through the 
open outcry auction process together with the universal requirements and 
limitations. Thus, it is possible to consider such a formation of commodity futures 
contracts as part of common practice with no rejection from the futures traders. 
Therefore,, the process of open outcry auction should be permissible in Islamic Law 
at least on the ground that it is a custom or common practice among the futures 
traders. 
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PART TWO 
THE ACTUAL MECHANISM OF A COMMODITY FUTURES 
CONTRACT 
4-. Margins 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE REQUIREMENT OF NURGINS AND TIFUE POSMON OF THE 
NLARGINS SYSTEM 
4.1. The margins system in practice 
A transaction on commodity futures is actually a margin transaction. ' The 
system of margins is intended to reduce default risk as well as being a means of 
settling the losses and gains on any futures contract. 2 For these reasons, futures 
trader deposits a mutually acceptable amount of money or its equivalent with his 
brokerage firm before he begins to trade. If a default occurs, this margin deposit is 
used to compensate the other party's financial losses arising from the default. 3 This 
shows that the margin deposit in a futures contract is paid as a good faith deposie or 
performance bond and not as a part payment of the value of the underlying 
commodity such as the similarly requisite margin deposit in capital trading. 
The margin system is commonly formed by the clearing margins' and 
customer marginS6 that serve as a contractual performance security (See Figure 4.1) 
New York Institute of Finance (NYIF). Futures; A Personal Seminar. New York: NYIF Corp. 1989 
p. 52. 
Duffie, Darrell. Futures Markets. New Jersey. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1989 p. 58. 
3 Belveal, L. D. Commodity Speculation with profits in mind. Illinois. Commodities Press, Belveal & 
Co, Inc. 1967 p. 19. 
4 jvyu 
, Futures, p. 52 5 The clearing margin is usually known as the clearing house margin since its minimum amount is 
determined by the clearing house. 
6 The customer margin is sometimes being called as exchange margin as the minimum of such 
margin is fixed by the exchange. See, Fink, Robert E. Futures Trading. New York: New York 
Institute of Finance, 1988 pp. 135-136. 
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CUSTOMER A CUSTOMER B 
CLEARING Deposit a 
MEMBER customer 
margin 
CLEARING NON-CLEARING 
MEMBER MEMBER 
BROKERAGE FIRM BROKERAGE FIRM 
Post a 
clearing 
CLEARING HOUSE margin 
Figure 4.1. A typical flow of margins system 
The clearing margin is deposited by a clearing member (in most cases a broker firm) 
with a clearing house for every open position. This margin is designed to guarantee 
the performance of a clearing member's obligations and to compensate in case of 
default. It consists of two parts, the initial margin, which has to be deposited 
whenever the clearing member wishes to open or increased a position, and the 
variation margin that may be regarded as a daily resettlement payment. Both these 
margins must be paid based on the clearing member's trade during the day, and must 
be made in accordance with the adverse price movements on all positions. 
The amount of the original clearing margin varies from clearing house to 
clearing house. Typically, the clearing houses set a margin based on the volatility of 
7 Duffle, Futures, p. 60. 
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the contract, approximately at five to ten per cent of the contract's underlying cash 
value. 8 Inevitably, the amount of the original margin will be higher during periods of 
rapid price changes (high volatility). The clearing houses are empowered to revise 
their margins and change the amount accordingly. If there is any change, the 
clearing member will be given notice, requiring him to deposit an additional sum in 
addition to the original margin. ' 
Likewise,. the variation clearing margin will be required whenever the 
clearing member's outstanding contracts incur gains or losses due to price 
fluctuations. If the price is in his favour, the clearing house pays him the variation 
margin and if the price is against him he has to deposit a variation margin. This daily 
settlement process allows all open positions to be 'marked-to-market"O at the end of 
each business day. " Briefly, this means that the old contract is cancelled and a new 
one is written at the current price, The appropriate compensation or the variation 
margin will be paid accordingly. 12 
The customer margin is commonly determined by the exchange, " which sets 
the minimum amount for the customer margin, which is not less than the clearing 
margin. This margin is maintained by the client of the clea i ring member who is 
' Kuala Lumpur Commodity Exchange (KLCE). Ae Kua/a Lumpur Commodity Exchange. Kuala 
Lumpur: KLCE (No Date) p. 12. 
9 Duffle, Futures, p. 60. 
10 This phrase means to debit or credit a margin account on a daily basis based on the close of that 
day's trading session. In this way, buyers and sellers are protected against the possibility of contract 
default. See, Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago. Board of 
Trade, 1994 pp. 353-354. 
11 KLCE, Ae Kuala Lumpur, p. 12. 
12 Kohn, Meir. Money, Banking and Financial Markets. Orlando: The Dryden Press, 1993 p. 326. 
13 Fink, Futures, p. 157. 
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acting as his futures broker. 14 The customer margin also comprises an original or 
initial margin and a variation margin. 
The initial customer margin is deposited with a broker firm by the client of 
the firm before he can begin trading. It may be in the form of cash, letters of credit 
or securities. 15 Although every exchange has a minimum margin requirement for a 
brokerage firm's client, the firm usually charges its client more than this minimum 
margin. For instance, at the Malaysian Commodity and Monetary Exchange 
(COMMEX Malaysia), the broker is required to collect and maintain a margin from 
each client for an amount which is not less than the margin calculated by the 
clearing house for all open contracts. 16 
As the minimum amount of the customer margin varies in different 
exchanges so, it also differs according to the type of underlying commodity, 17 the 
volatility of the contract and the nature of the client's account. 18 There are two 
considerations in determining the appropriate level for such margin: the margin must 
be low enough to allow the broad participation that provides market liquidity and the 
level must be high enough to ensure the financial integrity of the contracts. 19 
Similarly, the exchange also sets the maintenance margin level (also called 
the maintenance balance) for the customer margin. Should the client's account fall 
14 Duffle, Futures, p. 64. 
" To give an example, Rule 312 of COA91EXMalc"a Business Rules (as at July, 1999) provides 
that a broker may accept cask letters of credit, bank guarantee and other approved securities as 
margin deposits. 
16 R3 I I, Business Rules of COMI&XMalaysia. 
17 Oster, Merrill J. Commodity Futuresfor Profit. Iowa: Investors Publications, 1979 p. 3 A. 
18 Duffie, Futures, p. 64. 
19 N)nF, Futures, p. 52. 
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below this maintenance level, he will receive a margin call. 20 This indicates that he 
has insufficient money in his account to support his position due to price fluctuation 
and that he needs to deposit additional margin money. Failure to do so Will 
commonly lead to the closing out 21 of all the client's positions. 22 In this event, the 
brokerage firm retains the right to liquidate or close out the client's account after due 
notification. 
23 
Like the clearing margin, the customer positions are 'marked-to-market' 
based on the new settlement price at the end of each trading session. In other words, 
the customer account is in effect credited with favourable price changes and debited 
with unfavourable price changes, Therefore, if his account drops below the 
maintenance level, he then receives a margin call. 24 
In summary, the clearing margin system is more rigid compared with the 
system for customer margins. Though both margins are marked-to-market daily,, 
there is no maintenance level with regard to clearing margins. Furthermore, the 
variation call for clearing accounts can be issued by the clearing house on a single 
day since the clearing house is empowered to issue such intra day margin call. 7 
Therefore, in an event of unanswered margin calls, a clearing member could expect 
25 disciplinary proceedings, while his customers may have some alternatives at his 
discretion before their positions are finally closed out. 
20 It simply means a request by a brokerage finn that the client must add capital to his commodity 
account to cover an unrealised loss, which has occurred in his position decreasing his initial margin 
below the maintenance level due to the mark-to-market process. See, Gould, Bruce G. Ae Dow 
Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1981 p, 340. 
21 To close out means to sell or to buy in, whichever appropriate. 
22 Oster, Commodity, p. 3 A. 
23 jjyU' Futures,, p. 54. 
24 Duffie, Futures, p. 65. 
25 Fink, Futures, p. 158-159. 
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From consideration of the whole margins systems and its related procedures,, 
it could be implied that each clearing house as well as the exchange has an absolute 
discretionary power to determine the margins' levels, and to decide any remedies for 
non-compliance or a violation of its rules and recognised practices. Any action 
would appropriately be taken solely to protect financial integrity of the clearing 
house and the exchange. 
4.2. The Islamic Law Approach on the Requirement of Margin and the 
Margins System 
As the commodity futures contract binds the trader to putting up and 
maintaining a set amount of money in reserve in the margin account, 26 inevitably the 
trader needs to be wary of price fluctuations since they may cause him to deposit 
more cash to top up his margin account, otherwise all his positions will be in effect 
closed out. Obviously, the issues to be examined are generally covering the positions 
of margin deposits and the 'mark-to-market' process. 
4.2.1. The Position of Margins in Islamic Law 
A request for deposit as a guarantee or security is common in a daily 
transaction permitted under the Islamic Law principles. The concepts concerning 
deposit, guarantee and security agreements haye always been discussed and, to 
certam extent, recognised by Islamic scholars. Among those contracts that have been 
legally recognised in relation to deposits, guarantee and security are the contract of 
" Oster, Commodity, p. 3 /4. 
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al-kafalah or al-daman (suretyship or collateral security), the contract of bay al- 
'Urban (sale by deposits) and the contract of al-rahn (pledge). 
(i) Contract of al-kafa-lah or al-4amdn 27 (Suretyship or Collateral Security) 
Al-kafalah literally means responsibility or suretyship, and legally it means a 
, I-- guarantee or pledge given by the kafil (guarantor) to the makj'ýV lah (creditor) on 
behalf of the aýil or makfu'l anh (the debtor) to ensure that the ma)ýV bih (the 
paranteed object) will be performed at a definite time . 
28 Al-Jaziff, however, 
suggests a more comprehensive definition given by the Uanafi- scholars, that al- 
kafdlah means to add or associate a liability (dhimmah) with another upon a claim,, 
either for the person, debt or corporeal property. 29 
The fundamental elements for a contract of al-kafalah are simply the 
declaration of offer and acceptance as prescribed by the Uanafi- scholars . 
30 This 
connotes that the formation of a legal contract of al-kafdlah 31 is by agreement 
between the guarantor and the creditor. The contract is not restricted by the consent 
27 It is also known as al-za'amah, al-qabd1ah and al-ýamdlah. 
28 Ibn Qud5mah, 'Abdullah Abmad Mubammad. Al-Mughni. Cairo: Maktabah a]-Jumhuriyyah al- 
Arabiyyah, (No Date) v. 5, p. 70, Al-Sharbini, Mubammad al-Khatib. Mughni al-Muýtdj, Sharý 'ald 
Matn Minhdj al-TalibTn. Damascus: Ddr al-Fikr, (No Date) v. 2, p. 198, Al-Zarkashl, Shamsuddlin 
Mubammad. Sharý al-Zarkashi 'aid Mukhtaýar al-Kharqf. Riyadh: Maktabah al-Abikan, 1993 v. 4, 
p. 114, Hasan, Abdullah Alwi. Sales and Contracts in Early Islamic Commercial Law. Islamabad: 
Islamic Research Institute, 1994 p. 142. For more definitions, see, AI-Zubayll, Wahbah. Al-Fiqh at- 
IsIdmi wa Adillatuh. Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1989 v, 5, p. 132. 
29 Ibn 'Abid-in, Mubammad Amin. Radd al-Mu#tdr 'ald Durr al-Mukhtar ýfdshiyah Ibn 'Abidin. 
Pakistan: Maktabah Majidiyah, 1399H v. 4,277-278, A]-JazM, cAbdul Rabman. Al-Fiqh 'ald al- 
Madhahib al-Arbaah. Beirut: Ddr al-Kit5b al-Emiyyah, (No Date) v. 3, p. 221. 
30 Al-Khafif, 'All. Aýkdm al-Muamalat al-Shar'iyyah. (No Place): Ddr al-Fiqh al-'Arabil, (No Date) 
443. 
This contract is legalised by a few Quranic verses, (3 -3 7), (12.66) and (12: 72). 
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of the principal debtor. Al-kafalah may also occur in guaranteeing the presence of 
the maVu"I 'anh for an execution of punishment. In addition, a corporeal property or 
X- capital asset ('ayn) can also be a form of maý%l bih (the guaranteed object), " 
However, the latter category of kafalah is confined to the 'self-guaranteed' property 
or asset (al-acydn al-ma4miinah bi nafsiha) only, such as stolen property (al- 
maghsah), and assets guaranteed by others (al-dyan al-ma4mCinah hi ghayriha), 
33 
such as a pledged property. 
In general, a contract of al-kafilah may be unconditional (muflaqah) or 
stipulated (muqayyadah) with restrictions and conditions that are closely related to 
the contract. For instance, the period of the guarantee can be pre-determined to a 
certain date, but the contracting parties must first of all fulfil the basic requirements 
of the contractual capacity as well as be known to each other. Furthermore, the 
guarantor must be capable of satisfying the debt or the guaranteed object. " 4; )-- 
The above-mentioned principles of al-kafalah could,, at least, show that 
a ditional liability may be created as a security for the performance of an obligation. 
Comparing this contract of al-kafdlah with the margins system, it seems that no 
clear 'illah (effective cause) could be established between the two in order to apply 
the principles of al-kafalah. However, as the purpose of both al-kafalah contract and 
margins is the same, that is, to guarantee the performance of an obligation, the 
32 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 280-281, Ibn Qudamah, AI-MughnT, v. 5, pp. 70-71, A]-Zarkasm, 
Sharý, v. 4, p. 120. 
33 A- JazK Al-Fiqh, v. 3, pp. 221-223. 
34 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 281-282, Ibn Quclamah, Al-Mughni, v. 5, pp. 74-75, AI-Zarkash-i, 
Sharý, v. 4, p. 117, Al- Zuýayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 5, pp. 136-145. 
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principles of al-kafdlah can be utilised as guidelines in a further examination of the 
margins system. 
(ii) The contract of bay' al-'urbfin 35 (sale by deposit) 
Bayc al-curban is a contract of sale in which the buyer deposits a certain 
amount of money as a part-payment of the price of the object on the condition that 
the outstanding money will be seized by the seller if the buyer does not wish to 
36 
conclude the contract. However , if he would like to proceed with the contract, the 
deposit money will be calculated as part of the whole value of the object of the 
contract. 
Originally, this contract of sale was forbidden by the Prophet (peace be upon 
37 him). It is reported that He (peace be upon him) had prohibited bay' al-'urban. The 
rationale of this prohibition is the presence of gharar elements because, among other 
ings, te position of the deposit money may either be part of the price upon 
completion of the contract or become the seller's property if the outstanding contract 
fails. Furthermore,, if the contract is not concluded, the seller will automatically 
forfeit the deposit money without any consideration in return. This is equivalent to 
11- 18 talse acquisition of property. ' 
35 The word 'urbiln may also being pronounced as 'arabiIn and 'urban. 
36 Al- Zubayri, A I-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 448, 
37 The tradition was quoted in, Al-Sanhari, 'Abdul Razzdq. Maýddir al-Yaqq ft al-Fiqh al IsIdmi. 
Beirut: Dar Ebya'al-Thurath al-'Arabi, (No Date) v. 2, p. 91. 
38 Al-SanhUxi, Maýddir, v, 2, pp. 91-93. 
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The classical scholars tried to recognise the contract of bay' al-'urban. By 
stipulating that the deposit money must be returned to the buyer upon non-execution 
of the contract, the contract could be made permissible . 
39But, according to Imain 
Abmad ibn Ijanbal, the deposit may remain with the seller if the buyer. gives his 
. 
40 However, as AI-Sanhiir! pref consent ers, the seller is entitled to own the deposit in 
return for missing the opportunity of selling the goods to other person. 41 
In addition, some of modem scholars insist on the permissibility of bW al- 
'urbi7n based on customary practices, since the traditions prohibiting such sales are 
not authentic traditions. 42 Although many of them consider that bW al-'urban is 
legal, the elements of gharar and injustice still exist. Therefore, it is Wise to legalise 
the contract of hajf al-'urban with a redeemable deposit. Though the seller loses the 
opportunity of selling the goods to others, this loss cannot be valued and cannot be 
counted as a loss that makes the seller eligible to be compensated with the deposit 
money. 
Though the formation of contract is similar, the margin money is, however, 
deposited with the brokerage firm, or for the broker, the margin is deposited with the 
clearing house. Apparently, the margins are not deposited with the counterparts, as 
in the contract of bqjý' al-'urban. Nevertheless, as the entire futures contract ends at 
the clearing house where the clearing house interposes itself as the buyer for all 
39 Al-Sanhdri, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 93. 
40 A]- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 449. 
41 Al-Smhfirl, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 95. 
42 A- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p, 450. 
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sellers as well as seller f 43 or all buyers, it is safe to say that all margin is, in fact, 
deposited with the clearing house, who is the counterpart for every futures trader, in 
the form of individual or corporate margin account. In other words, every trader 
must deposit margin money in order to buy or sell commodity futures. This margin 
must be maintained until the contract is settled. 
Settlement of a futures contract may be either by offsettingý 4 or contract 
maturity, 45 i. e. by making and taking delivery of the underlying commodity. At this 
point, the al-'urban and margin differ. If the contract is settled by offsetting, the 
margin remains property of the trader, as in al-'urbian, provided that any loss or cost 
incurred is paid therein, but if the contract is settled by maturity, the margin may or 
may not be used as part payment of the price of the commodity. This is because 
firstly, the margin is paid as a form of guarantee for the performance of contractual 
obligations and secondly, margin money is deposited, deducted and added (if any) 
for as long as the contract is open. Once the contract is closed or settled, by 
offsetting or maturity, technically, no margin is required while the deposited margin 
(initial margin) still belongs to the trader. 
The difference between the al-'urban and margin materialised at the 
settlement of contract is due to the different purposes for which they are paid. 
However,, for the sake of enhancing fair trades, the deposit money, be it al-'urban or 
margin, should not be affected by any factors other than default of its depositor. 
43 This process is known as "novation". 
44 Offsetting means closing out a futures contract position by selling or purchasing an equal futures 
contract of the same delivery month but opposite to the existing futures contract position. 
45 A futures contract reaches its maturity when it is no longer permitted to be traded on the exchange 
trading floor, usually it is determined a few days before the specified date for the delivery of the 
commodity. 
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(iii) The contract of al-rahn (the pledge) 
Al-rahn is a form of security for the payment of a debt or for the 
perfonnance of a pecuniary obligation. Undoubtedly the contract of al-rahn has 
been recognised under Islamic LaW46 as a contract in which a property is pledged for 
its material value so as to make it possible to regain the debt from the property or 
part of it. 
47 
The formation of this contract is quite simple. As portrayed by the Quranic 
verse (2: 283), a person may pledge any of his property to guarantee his debt as an 
alternative to documentary evidence. The verse reads as follow: 
"And if you are on a journey and can-not find a scribe, pledges (may be 
taken) in hand, but if you trust one another, then let him who is trusted fulfil 
his trust,, and let him be conscious of Allah,, his Sustainer. And do not 
conceal what you have witnessed for, verily, he who conceals it is sinful at 
heart, and Allah has full knowledge of all that you do. 48 
Therefore, if such a person defaults in paying his debt, besides being a proof of his 
obligation, the pledged property could also be used as a resource to satisfy the debt, 
A contract of aI-rahn is similar to any other ordinary contract that consists of 
three elements, namely, the parties, the subject matter and the terms of offer and 
46 The legality of the contract of aI-rahn was found in the Quranic verse (2: 283) and in a few 
traditions; for instance, the Prophet (peace be upon him) was reported to have bought some foodstuff 
on credit for a limited period and to have given his armour as a security for it. 
47 Al-Sharbini, Mubammad al-Khatib. MughnT al-Muýtdj, Sharý 'aid Mam Minhaj al-Tdlibin. 
Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, (No Date) v. 2, p. 121, A]-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, p. 25, Al-Jazirl, Al-Fiqh, v. 
2, p. 319. 
48 Translation of Quranic verse (2: 283) in, Asad, Muhammad. The Message of 7he Quran 
(Translation and Explanation). Gibraltar: Dar al-Andalus, 1984 pp. 63-64. 
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acceptance, while Hanafif scholars, as usual, regarded the terms as the only element 
of any contract . 
49The parties need to be in full contractual capacity and the subject 
matter, either the rnarhfin (the pledged property) or the marhfin bih (the debt) must 
be certain . 
50 The rdhin (pledgor) must be the rightful owner of the marhan which 
must be free from any attachment of other's interest (however, this does not include 
joint ownership property) whereas the marhCin bih should be in the fonn of an 
obligatory right that needs to be returned to its rightful owner, 51 for instance,. a debt 
that needs to be paid to the creditor. Furthermore,, the marhun bih must be an 
obligation that is capable of being performed or fulfilled by the rahin. 52 
This contract is executed by submitting the marhfin to the murtahin 
(pledgee). He will keep the property in his possession for a specified period as 
stipulated in the contract. However, by entering into this contract, the murtahin's 
right to claim (ýaqq al-mutdiabah) for his debt does not cease, especially when there 
is no specific time stipulated in the contract. 53 
In such a contract, the pledged property will be kept in the murtahin's 
possession and neither the rahin nor the murtahin may exploit or utilise it. 
Nevertheless, depending on the type of property and the consents of both parties,, 
either of them may utilise or enjoy any usufruct of the pledged property. For 
instance,, if the pledged property is a riding animal, the murtahin may ride this 
49 Al_jaZId, AI_Fiqh, v. 2, p. 320. 
50 Al-Sharb-ini, Mughni, v. 2, pp. 122-123, AI-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, p. 81, AI-Khafif, Aýkdm, p. 435. 
51 Al-Sharbini, Mughni, v. 2, p. 126, Al- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 5, p. 193. 
52 Al-Sharbi-ni, Mughni, v. 2, pp. 127-128, A]- Zubayri, Al-Fiqh, v. 5, p. 198. 
53 A]-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, p. 26, AI-Khafif, Aftam, p. 437. 
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animal upon given consent of the rahin. 54 In fact, the Prophet (peace be upon him) 
was reported to have allowed such utilisation. 55 
In an event of destruction or loss of the pledged property, the murtahin 
should not be held liable if such destruction or loss is not due to his negligence or 
misconduct. As the pledge is held on trust (amanah) for the rahin, the majority of 
scholars consider that his debt should not be affected by such an incident . 
56 In other 
words, if the pledged property is damaged by itself, the rdhin loses his right of 
security and no liability will be incurred on the murtahin. In such case,, both parties 
should withdraw the contract and settle any remaining obligation, However, if the 
damage was caused by the murtahin, his right to claim the debt is lost and he has to 
compensate the rahin if the value of the property is more or higher than the debt. 57 
Most scholars allow the murtahin to keep the pledged property for as long as 
it takes the rahin to pay the debt. Even if the debt is due, the murtahin may retain the 
property, unless his debt is paid off or the contract of al-rahn itself had ended. A 
contract of al-rahn may end by payment or remission of the debt, or by rescission of 
58 
the contract. Although the murtahin reserves the right to hold the pledged property 
until his debt is paid or the contract ended, he is not entitled to forfeit the said 
property in a case of default. 59 In such an event, the pledged property will be 
54 AI-Sharbini, Mughnf, v. 2, p. 130, AI-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, pp. 48-49, Al- Ja; dý, Al-Fiqh, v. 2, pp. 
332-335. 
55 The tradition is quoted in, Hasan, Sales, p. 148, 
56 AI-Sharbini, Mughni, v. 2, p. 136, A]-Zarkashi, Sharh, v. 4, p. 46, Al- Zuhayfi, AI-Fiqh, v. 5, pp. 
266-268. 
57 AI-Sharbinli, Mughni, v. 2, p. 137, Hasan, Sales, pp. 150-151 
58 Al- Zubayli, AI-Fiqh, v. 5, pp. 280-281. 
59 Hasan, Sales, p. 154. 
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judicially put on sale (al-&V al-ijbdri) unless the rdhin voluntarily makes such a 
sale (al-bay' al-ikhtiyari) upon the murtahin's claiM. 60 
Basically, this contract of al-rahn is established in order to guarantee the 
payment of debt to the creditor, like the contract of al-kafWah. Nevertheless, this 
form of guarantee may also be extended to secure other types of monetary payment 
that result from a contractual obligation. For instance, a buyer may pledge a piece of 
land belonging to him for the execution of his hire-purchase contract with a 
financier. Among the contemporary versions of contract of al-rahn is the contract of 
mortgage. The margins system, in fact, greatly resembles the contract of al-rahn. 
The rdhin in a contract of al-rahn needs to pledge part of his property, either 
monetary, movable or immovable, with the murtahin in order to guarantee the 
marhan bih, his future perform contractual obligation, such as the payment of a debt 
or the price of a sale on credit. Likewise, a futures trader, either a buyer or seller, 
deposits a margin money with his brokerage firm as a means of ensuring his 
contractual perfon-nance arising from the futures contract. It is worth noting here 
that the brokerage firm is only an agent whose duty is to enter into a futures 
transaction and execute any futures dealings on behalf of the trader. This means that 
margin money is not paid to guarantee a contractual performance towards the broker 
fmn,, but to guarantee an obligation owed to the clearing house, that is, to make or to 
take the delivery of the underlying commodity. 
60 Al-Sharbini, Mughnf, v. 2, p. 134, AI-Zarkashi, Sharý, v. 4, pp. 60-61, Al- Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 5, 
pp. 273-275. 
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Although the marhFin bih was initially a simple form of debt or a price in a 
sale on credit as illustrated in the Quranic verse and a few tradi the principles 
of al-rahn contract are meant to be general (ýukm 'dm) and not specific (ýukm khdý) 
P-. - 
for securing payment of a debt or price on credit. In the absence of any provision 
that specifies the contract of al-rahn for matters concerning debts and credits, the 
recognition of this contract should be interpreted and applied generally. In support to 
this concept, the distinctive maxim of ' al-'ibrah fi al-'uqi7d li al-maqdsid wa al- 
ma'ani (the consideration or recognition in contracts is made for their aims and 
meanings) gives the idea of applying the general meaning and purposes of a contract 
rather than its specific functions and terminology. 61 Therefore, the rules of the 
contract of al-rahn can be applied to the margins system since both clearing margin 
and customer margin are paid for the same purpose as a pledged property is 
deposited. 
The margin money has similar fimctions to the pledging of property by 
which the pledged property is kept by the murtahin for a certain period until his debt 
is paid. In a case of a rahin's default in paying the debt, the pledged property can be 
sold to pay the debt. Similarly, the margin is deposited into an account belonging to 
the futures trader under the management of his brokerage firm. Although in this 
case, the brokerage firm is not actually the real murtahin, or the person whom the 
trader owes an obligation, the majority of scholars say that the pledged property may 
i- 62 be held by an upright person who is entrusted by the rahin and murtanin. - 
61 Al-Nadwi, 'Ali AýMad. Al-Qawdid al-Fiqhiyyah. Damsyik: Dar al-Qalam, 1994 p. 286. 
62 Al-Sharbini, Mughni, v. 2, p. 133, A]-Khafif, Ahkam, p. 437. 
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Therefore, the brokerage firm could be regarded as the third person agreed by the 
trader and the clearing house. 
Although the pledged property might be put on sale, either voluntarily or 
judicially, in the event that the rahin failed to pay his debt, the margin money, on the 
other hand might also be used to compensate for a loss incurred from the trader's 
default. Usually a futures trader posts a letter of credit or securities instead of cash to 
be his margin deposit. In such a case, the deposits would be liquidated or the 
securities would be sold in order to compensate any loss and cost resulting from the 
trader's non-performance of his contractual obligations. 
Traditionally, a pledged property has a similar or higher value than the 
underlying debt. Thus, the price of the pledged property is usually sufficient to pay 
the debt. On the contrary, the margin deposit is set at only five to ten per cent of the 
total value of the underlying commodity. Rationally, the margin deposit alone is not 
enough to recover any loss incurred. In such an event, both clearing house and 
brokerage firm have their own actions and procedures to compensate the loss. 
Commonly, a clearing house has its specific fund to overcome this situation, if a 
clearing member is involved. Ultimately, the clearing house might resort to 
terminating and selling the membership of the said clearing member. In a case where 
the default trader is a client of a brokerage finn all his positions in the futures 
trading would be closed out. Any profit received from liquidating the positions 
would be used to settle the loss. 
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As both margin and pledged property are having the same form of execution 
and sharing some common criteria, it seems that Qiyas methodology can be applied 
between the contract of rahn as the principal (al-aýl) and the margin system as the 
secondary (al-far). Besides having similar criteria, both transactions are created for 
the same purpose with a few conditions in common. Though Islamic scholars do not 
unanimously agree it, some recognise the Qiyas based on conditions (al-shurfit), 
reasons (al-asbab) and impediments (al-mawdni'). An analogy is also allowed 
between al-aýl and al-far' if they carry a similar meaning (al-mdnd al-mushtarak). 63 
Therefore, the above similarities between contract of al-rahn and margins are 
sufficient to be the foundation of recognising the margin system - to this extent - 
under Islamic Commercial Law. 
4.2.2 The position of the 'marking-to-market' process in the framework of 
Islamic Law 
As mentioned earlier, all futures traders' open contract positions will be 
'marked-to-market" at the end of the daily settlement process. By 'marking-to- 
market' all open positions, the traders' margin accounts are credited if the price 
movement were in their favour,, but these accounts will be debited if the situation is 
the reverse. The debits and credits of an account are notified to the respective 
account owners on a daily basis through the variation call or margin call. By this 
means of 'marking-to-market' process, it is claimed that the futures traders are 
protected against the possibility of contract default. 
63 Al_ Zuhayll, Wahbah. Usid al-Fiqh al-Islamf. Beirut: D5r al-Fiqh al-Mu'dsir, v. 1,1998 pp. 710- 
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In addition to the above protection, it is also beneficial for the clearing house 
when exercising its novation. 64 role since it guarantees the fulfilment of every 
obligation of every single futures contract. Thus, should there be any default, the 
clearing house will compensate the other party. Such compensation would be a 
minimal amount if the margins of the parties concerned were updated to the current 
price of the underlying commodity. This price will automatically determine the 
current value of the futures contract in which the parties were involved. Since every 
exchange has set a daily speculative price limit for every traded commodity future, 
any loss would reasonably be minimal due to such limited price changes. However, 
if the margin account is not updated to the current price, though it represents some 
five to ten per cent of the whole value,, the trader will suffer a huge loss should the 
price move against him because the speculative price limit is changing firom time to 
time it may cause a big difference between the price at the very first day the 
commodity was traded and the price at the maturity date. As the clearing house 
,, guarantees every contract performance, 
it must have huge capital resources to 2- 
compensate the affected trader. 
'Marking-to-market' all open positions is, in effect, cancelling the old 
contract with a new one at the current price. The old contracts are the transaction in 
which the traders, buyers and sellers, agreed upon a specific month of commodity, 
its quantity and quality at an agreed price set in the open outcry auction. This 
original contract is automatically cancelled arýd renewed - without any fresh 
agreement between the parties - through the 'mark-to-market' process on each 
711. 
64 It is a legal term used for the clearing house's fimction in interposing itself as the buyer for every 
selling contract and as the seller for every buying contract. 
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trading day. There is no such cancellation and renewal of contract under Islamic 
law. 
The validity and legality of a contract under Islamic Law is determined at the 
time of the contract. Once the contract is validly concluded, every obligation related 
thereto must be fulfilled. A futures contract comes under the category of contracts 
where the parties are responsible for performing a specific work (al-ilzam bi 'amal 
Mu C qjyan) 65 that is, making and taking delivery of the commodity on a specific date. 
This contract has been legally entered on the exchange's trading floor and the parties 
have not made any rescission to withdraw the contract. Therefore,, it could not be 
cancelled and renewed on its own. It is hard to believe that the 'marking-to-market" 
process can be recognised under Islamic Law. 
The change of market price of commodities futures is vital to the 'mark-to- 
market' process. As the price changes daily, all positions are marked daily, but these 
positions are actually compltely concluded contracts. The price changes should not 
affect such contracts since they have been executed at their own prices. Under the 
provisions of Islamic Law, a contract can only be affected by two factors, legal 
excuses (al-'udhr) such as a tenant who becomes bankrupt, and non-foreseeable 
events (al-ýawddith al-tdriah) which are confined to events of crop damage, 
calamity and disaster. These factors may lead to rescission of a validly concluded 
contract. 66 However,, the fluctuation of market prices of the contractual object cannot 
be categorised under any of these two factors since price changes are neither an 
65 Al-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 6, pp. 81-83. 
66 AI_Sanhý Irl, Maqddir, v. 6, pp. 90-9 1. 
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excuse nor an unforeseen destructive event. Thus, the market price changes should 
have no effect on any legally executed futures contract. 
As previously discussed, the margins deposit could be treated as pledged 
property. If such property is producing any benefits, they belong to its owner, the 
rahin. The murtahin may enjoy such benefits upon the rahin's consent. Likewise , if 
the margins deposit produces any benefit, the trader is entitled to enjoy it. However, 
the debiting and crediting of the margins account do not resulted from any 
production or benefits of the margins, but occur by the 'mark-to-market' process. 
Besides that, it is quite absurd to gain profit or suffer loss without executing any 
transaction or dealing. Notably, such gains without consideration may amount to 
ribd al-nasrah (usury) since there is no such contract of investment like al- 
mu4drabah, which could possibly result in profit or loss of the capital. 
It is alleged that the 'mark-to-market' process is established in order to 
protect the futures traders against any possibility of contract default. In other words, 
this process provides protection against an anticipated default that might or might 
not occur. This anticipation may amount to an element of gharar, which usually 
relates to a contract of probability (al-'aqd al-iýtimdli). Such a contract is usually 
void, except for instance, for a contract of insurance (aqd al-tamin or al-takaful), 67 
by some contemporary scholars have recognised . 
68 Therefore, the 'mark-to-market' 
67 Al-takdful is a form of Islamic insurance based on the Islamic Law doctrine of al-ta'dwun or 
mutual assistance. It provides mutual protection of assets and property and offers joint risk sharing in 
the event of loss by one of its members. It resembles the conventional mutual insurance only in the 
aspect that members are the insurers as well as the insured. See, Failaka International, Inc., "Glossary 
of Islamic Financial Terms, "at, www. failaka. com accessed on 12/05/2000. 
68 Al-]? arir, S. M. Al-Arnin. Al-Gharar wa Atharuhuft a1-'Uqi! d. Beirut: Ddr al-Ril, 1990 p. 70. 
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process should be avoided in order to have a legal futures contract free from such 
dubious elements. 
It is alleged further that the clearing house has also been protected from 
spending huge amounts of money to compensate the affected traders in cases of 
default. The implementation of 'mark-to-market' process is regarded as a means of 
securing the interests of the clearing house and also the futures exchange. As regards 
the issues on interest, it has been classified, under Islamic Law provisions, into three 
categories according to its degree of necessity. Firstly, the mandatory interest (al- 
qa(iyyah) that has been recognised by divine provision, secondly, the presumptive 
interest (aI-; anniyyah) that is usually deten-nined by rational perception and thirdly, 
69 
the delusive interest (al-wahmijyah) that is based on delusive presumption. 
Certainly, the 'mark-to-market' process does not come under the first and the third 
categories, Thus, the process may be deemed as a type of the second category of 
interests since the process is established to ascertain a presumptive default, 
However., the process is not authentic enough to be recognised under Islamic law. 
There could be other convincing ways of overcoming contract default. 
Based on these arguments, it seems that the practice of the 'mark-to-market' 
process should be avoided as it adds an element of gharar to the basic mechanism of 
a futures contract. It could invalidate or at least make the legal futures contract a 
voidable contract. Although the process has its own purpose and functions , its 
features are not eligible to be admitted in Islamic Law. 
69 A- Zuýayll, Uýal, v. 2, p. 1057. 
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4.3. Conclusion and Summary 
In the initial formation of a commodity futures contract, a futures trader will 
have to make an order to buy or sell the commodity futures before the transaction is 
executed on the trading floor but prior to any trading, the trader must first deposit 
margins, either with the brokerage firm or with the clearing house. The margins 
deposit is not a part of the contract's price but a form of guarantee for the 
performance of the obligations in the futures contract. Although there are two types 
of margins, clearing margin and customer margin, their formation and functions are 
the same. Besides the requirement to maintain a margin account, the futures trader is 
also responsible for margins call, which result from the 'marking-to-market' 
process, held at the end of each trading day. 
The position of margins deposit has been analysed by applying the 
jurisprudence tools of Islamic Law. Since the creation of additional liability has 
been recognised, it is not legally wrong to permit the margins system under Islamic 
Law. The concept of creating additional liability had been derived from the contract 
of al-kafalah, contract of bqý' al-'urban and contract of al-rahn. These contracts 
provide alternatives as well as solutions to the contracting parties should there be 
any contract default. Although the first two contracts mentioned above differ from 
the margins system in terms of formation and nature of the contract, an analogy has 
been successfully made between the contract of rahn and margins system. 
Conceivably, the margins deposit can be treated as a pledged property and therefore 
most of the rules on the contract of al-rahn could apply. 
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Further examination has been made of the issue of the 'marking-to-market' 
process. As the process is neither a vital part of the futures contract nor of the 
margins , it should not affect the validity of the original commodity futures contract. 
However, since it adds an element of gharar and may possibly cause injustice to a 
futures trader, though it is beneficial to some, this process should be avoided or 
removed from the whole margins system. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE ROLE AND POSITION OF THE COMMODITY FUTURES 
EXCHANGE AND CLEARING HOUSE 
5.1 Functions and duties of the commodity futures exchange and the clearing 
house 
Apart from the fundamental formation of a commodity futures contract, it is 
generally required under the relevant law that such a contract must be executed in an 
auction operated by an exchange on its trading floor. It is further required that such a 
contract must be registered and cleared by a clearing house which undertakes the 
role of guarantor for every contractual performance. There can be no commodity 
futures contract without the existence of the two institutions,. the exchange and the 
clearing house. 
Every exchange and clearing house must be operated in accordance with the 
local relevant laws and with the approval of the respective commission. ' Local laws 
and authorities may provide different requirements and procedures for the formation 
and operation of the exchange and clearing house under their jurisdiction, but 
usually the institutions serve the same purposes and functions. For the purpose of 
fulfilling its functions, each exchange and clearing house is empowered to develop 
'For instance, in the United States, the relevant laws are the Commodity Exchange Act 1922 (last 
amended 1992), the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act 1974 and Futures Trading Act 
1978 while regulator is the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. In the United Kingdom, the 
law is Financial Services Act 1986 and the authorities are the Securities and Financial Authority and, 
Securities and Investment Board and in Malaysia, the law is the Futures Industry (Amendments) Act 
1997 while the authority is the Securities Commission. 
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and enforce rules and regulations in relation to trading practices and business 
activities. 
5.1.1 The commodity futures exchange 
A contract market or an exchange used to be a place or a room where people 
met to obtain information and to trade. 2 Nowadays, however, an exchange or a board 
of trade 3 is a voluntary association of individuals interested in trading as principals 
or as agents for corporations or publiC. 4 These individuals become the members of 
this non-profit making organisation. In other words, an exchange is an organisation 
for its members,, which has been designated as a contract market and regulated by 
the local commission, 5 for example, the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) is 
regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Such an 
exchange may regulate and enforce its own business and trading rules which make it 
different from any other ordinary trade association or informal market. 
Although they are non-profit making membership organisations, some 
exchanges are fon-ned as private companies limited by shares. In these exchanges,. 
the shareholders are the owners, ' 
distinct from the trading members. The membership 
of the latter category is obtained by purchasing or leasing the seats, that is, the rights 
to trade on the exchange floor. 7 Usually, the seats may be purchased from the 
2 Party, H. et al (eds. ). Futures Trading Law and Regulation. London: Longman Law, Tax & 
Finance, 1996 p. 73. 
3 Some contract markets are also called a board of trade, instead of an exchange. 
4 Blank, Steven C. Futures and Options Market: Trading in Financials and Commodities. New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1991 p. 9. 
5 Kroll, Stanley. The Business One Irwin Guide to the Futures Markets. Illinois: Business One Irwin, 
1993 p. 25. 
6 Parry, Futures, p, 75. 
7 Parry, Futures, p. 76. 
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exchange or from a member who wishes to sell his seat. In general, an exchange 
member must own at least one seat; he may or may not be a broker. A non-member 
may still have the right to trade on the exchange floor by leasing a sew or , in some 
exchanges, holding a trading permit. The requirements and procedures pertaining to 
a member or a non-member are provided by the business rules of each exchange. 
Despite the various organisational structures of the exchanges, each serves 
the sole purpose of providing physical trading facilities. In performing this unportant 
economic role, the exchange also disseminates market information as well as 
establishing all the relevant rules consistent with local comm i- sion. and gove=ent 
regulations. 8 The Primary function of a firtures exchange such as CBOT, is to 
provide a public marketing institution with trading facilities for futures traders in a 
free competitive auction-type market. 9 
In performing this function, a fiAwes exchange is only responsit-ble for the 
smooth running of the futures market, free from any fraudulent trading practice. 
Thus, besides providing and improving the physical tuding facilities, every 
exchange has, several committees to deal with the different tasks relating to the floor 
operation and activities, records and dissemination of market information and 
arbitration for any dispute between the traders. 10 Regardless of the number of 
committees or departments, every exchange has at least one committee to observe 
and organise the activities of the traders on the trading floor. This committee is 
8 Bhvk Futures, p. 9. 
9 Kroff, The Business, p. 25. 
10 American Bar Association- Fuftwes and Derivatives- Basics. Orlando: American Bar Assocmon, 
1996 p, 15 1. 
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authorised to report any fraudulent conduct or violation of rules to the respective 
disciplinary committee for further investigation. 
The exchange is also empowered to have its own arbitration proceeding to 
resolve any dispute between the traders. A trader who feels aggrieved by his 
counterparty may bring the matter to the committee. Any decision made can always 
be mitigated and referred to the appeal board, which is usually represented by the 
exchange board of directors. As well as deciding cases of disputes, the board is also 
entitled to interpret the provisions of its rules and of the relevant Acts whenever 
necessary. 11 
An exchange may have as many committees as it needs in collaboration with 
its various traded ftAures and categories of traders. In collaboration with the clearing 
house, the exchange upholds market integrity by preventing price manipulation and 
enforcing trading and delivery rules and procedures. 
5.1.2 The clearing house 
Every commodity exchange has an entity associated with it that undertakes 
all its clearing procedures for all the commodity futures traded on the exchange. 
This entity, known as the clearing house, may be formed within the exchange 
organisation or as a separate company. 12 For instance, the Malaysian Derivatives 
Clearing House Bhd. (MDCH) is owned by two futures exchanges that each hold 
" Information sought from an interview with Mr Manqj Devadasan, Manager, Legal and 
Membership, Commodity and Monetary Exchange (Commex) Malaysia on 12/8/99. 
12 Johnson, P. M. & Hazen, T. L. Commodities Regulation. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 2d edition, 
1989 p. 115. 
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fifty per cent of its issued share capital. 13 Unlike MDCH, the London Clearing 
House Ltd (LCH) is a company owned by clearing banks, not by the futures and 
options markets, for which it clears, 14 while at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the 
clearing operation is organised by a department within the exchange. 15 
The clearing houses have their own membership separate from the exchange 
membership. An exchange member may also be a clearing member, but a clearing 
member must be an exchange member. Usually, the clearing house board will 
, approve an applicant to be a clearing member if he meets the stringent clearing 
house requirements. Among these are the requirement that the applicant must have 
financial strength so as to be capable of answering financial call from the clearing 
house. 16 For instance,, MDCH has set the operational requirements (which basically 
require the applicant to have a good management of risk as well as adequate 
knowledge of the trading) as well as the requirement that the applicant must be able 
to pay a large sum of money for the membership fee, security deposit and clearing 
fund contribution. 
17 
After due consideration, the clearing house board may approve the 
application and grant the applicant clearing house membership. Being a clearing 
member, a trader may clear all trades from his account or the accounts of his clients 
or third parties. Usually, these third parties are those who hold the related exchange 
membership only and not that of the clearing house. 
13 Information sought from an e-interview with Malaysian Derivatives Clearing House on 5/8/1999, 
see, Appendix 3. 
14 Parry, Futures, p. 104. 
15 Fink, Robert E. Futures Trading. New York: New York Institute of Finance, 1988 p. 154. 
16 American Bar Association, Futures, p. 156, 
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Whether it is a department within the exchange or a separate corporation, 
every clearing house plays the same dual role of upholding financial and market 
integrity and providing clearing and settlement services. To uphold market integrity, 
the clearing house takes an important part by guaranteeing the performance of every 
registered contract. 18 This guarantee includes a proper and timely delivery to every 
buyer and secured payment upon delivery for every seller. It also ensures any 
payment for a contract that is closed out by an offsetting transaction. 19 
To perform this guarantee, the clearing house acts as third party to all futures 
contracts. By this third party guarantee, the real buyer and seller of the contract do 
not create a financial obligation towards each other but rather to the clearing 
house . 
2D The process of becoming a third party guarantor is also called as the 
principle of substitution '21 but is commonly known as the 'novation' process. 
22 This 
process simply means the clearing. house is assuming the role of counter party for 
each contract. 
Technically, the novation process begins from the moment in which every 
matched contract is registered by the clearing house. Upon registration, the original 
contract is nullified and replaced with a new one in which the terms are identical to 
23 
the original except that the clearing house becomes the new counter party. This 
contract is named an "open contract". To illustrate, under the original contract, A 
'7Malaysian Derivatives Clearing House. Financial Integrity. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Derivatives 
Clearing House, 1999 p. 5. 
18New York Institute of Finance. Futures; A Personal Seminar. New York: New York Institute of 
Finance Corp. 1989 p. 77. 
19 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 77- 
20 Chicago Board of Trade. Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago: Board of Trade, 1994 p. 68. 
21 Fink, Futures, p. 157. 
22 
Parry, Futures, p. 108. 
23 Quesfionnaire at MDCH. 
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agrees to sell the commodity futures to B. Upon registration through the novation 
process, there will be two open contracts where A is the seller with the clearing 
house as the buyer under one contract and B still a buyer but B buys from the 
clearing house under the other contract (See, Figure 5.1). 
It is worth mentioning here that this novation process provides a very 
beneficial way to invest for every futures trader. As under the resulting open 
contract the trader deals with the clearing house only, he is able to offset his 
contractual obligation without the need to obtain an agreement or consent from his 
original counter party. 24 Furthen-nore, since the open contract is identical with the 
original, it can easily be matched with a new opposite contract. Once a trader buys 
the same contract, which he was originally sold or vice versa, he no longer owes any 
contractual obligation to the clearing house. 25 
On the other hand,, if the trader's position remains open, his position will be 
subject to the margining system set by the clearing house as long as it takes. 
Effectively, a trader who is a clearing member is responsible for depositing an initial 
margin for each new contract registered in his name as well as the variation margin 
that may be demanded by the clearing house from time to time. 26 
24 Americn Bar Association, Futures, p. 156. 
25 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 69. 
26 parry, Futures, p. 109. 
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5: Exchange & clearing house 
In support to uphold its financial integrity, the clearing house operates a daily 
settlement on the clearing members' accounts based on their registered open position 
at the end of each trading day. This daily settlement process is carried out through 
the margin system. 27 Under this system, the clearing house sets margin levels and 
calculate the margin requirementS28 according to the clearing members' positions. If 
he incurs any debit or credit on the accounts, a clearing member will be provided 
with a margin statement, and any margin call thereafter must be duly paid. 29 
This daily settlement process is commonly operated by every clearing house. 
The process, which is also known as the 'mark-to-market' process is carried out 
based on the daily settlement price of each traded commodity. The determination of 
the settlement price is purely a matter of practice of the clearing house which has 
absolute discretion in determining the price . 
30 However, at LCH, there is no daily 
settlement price for metal futures contracts. These contracts remain open at their 
original prices until settlement of the contracts. 31 
An open contract may be settled either by offsetting or by delivery upon 
contract maturity. The clearing house deals with an offsetting transaction using the 
same procedure as if it were a newly executed market contract, where as a result, the 
current position discharges the previous position open contract. On the other hand, 
any contract that remains open until its expiry date will be subjected to the clearing 
house delivery process. This process differs technically from one clearing house to 
27 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 70. 
28 For more explanation on margin, please refer to chapter 4. 
29 American Bar Association, Futures, p. 15 S. 
30 Questionnaire at MDCH. 
31 Pany, Futures, p. I 10. 
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another, but the sequence of the procedure of each clearing house is almost the 
same. 
Usually, in the settlement by delivery process a clearing house distributes 
notices of delivery between the seller who wishes to make delivery and the buyer 
who needs such delivery. The seller issues a delivery notice via the clearing member 
to the clearing house. This notice contains the grade, price, place and date of 
32 delivery. Once the buyer receives such a notice and accepts or stops it, the clearing 
house obligation is ended. The delivery process is considered complete and the 
contract closed when the buyer accepts the warehouse receipts from the seller and, 
in turn, pays the price in fall. The clearing house will retain its margin on account 
until the actual delivery is made. 33 (See, Figure 5.2) 
Similarly, at the CBOT, there is a series of steps in the delivery process. It 
begins with the representation of notice from the seller to the clearing house stating 
his Wish to deliver. Then the clearing house matches it with a buyer who is then 
notified by the clearing house. After due payment of the relevant fees to the clearing 
house, both buyer and seller deal directly with each other by respectively presenting 
a certified cheque for the amount due in return for the warehouse receipt. 34 
Likewise, at MDCH, a selling member who intends to make a delivery will notify 
the clearing house with a storage receipt. By a random selection process the clearing 
32 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, pp. 83 & 86. 
33 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 90. 
34 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 73. 
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house notifies a buying clearing member and requires him to make payment of the 
delivery. 35 
Issues a notice 
of delivery 
CLEARING 
HOUSE 
Sends the notice 
of delivery 
TRADER sells to TRADER [. §ells to 
AB --------------------- 
Sends a warehouse receipts 
Pays the price of the commodity 
TRADER 
p 
Figure 5.2 The process of settlement of a commodity futures contract by 
delivery 
Commonly, a clearing house does not involve itself directly in the physical 
delivery settlement, Once the clearing house has matched the seller with a buyer and 
given them certain settlement directions, it is discharged from its liability as a 
guarantor for the contracts concerned. Unless there is any default in making delivery 
or payment of the delivery, the clearing house will take appropriate actions to fulfil 
its obligation in accordance with the contract specifications. 
As regards the actions taken in a case of default either default in performing 
a contractual obligation or in complying with the business rules, a clearing house 
35 Questionnaire at MDCH. 
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will recourse to closing out the defaulting member's positions and liquidating his 
security deposits. In addition, at MDCH for instance, a substantial fine may be 
imposed on the defaulting member as well as suspension or termination of his 
36 
membership. Each clearing house may have its own procedures to be taken in case 
of default. The most appropriate actions to be taken generally depend on each 
individual case, This may include, finally, utilisation of the clearing house fund. 
In addition to the above procedures, some clearing houses may have taken 
certain actions in advance as a precaution to protect its financial integrity. These 
actions may include handling financial audit and compliance on the clearing 
members. At the ýMCH for instance,, the clearing members have to submit financial 
reports stating their financial condition. They are also subjected to audits and 
surveillance as well as position limits set by the clearing house in order to avoid any 
possibility of default. 37 
5.2. The Islamic Law approach to the commodity futures exchange and the 
clearing house 
The examination of both the exchange and the clearing house under the 
framework of Islamic Law will be made on the aspects of functionality of these 
institutions in constituting a legally binding commodity futures contract. As each of 
these institutions plays a different role in providing facilities and opportunities of 
36 Questionnaire at MDCH. 37 MDCIL Financial, p. 8. 
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trading for the futures traders, each of them will be dealt separately with the 
emphasis given to its structure, role and functions. 
5.2.1 The position of a commodity futures exchange in Islamic Law 
Traditionally, each exchange acts as a contract market providing trading 
facilities and opportunities for people to buy and sell certain market products or 
derivatives. While the existence of informal markets has been long recognised by 
Islamic Law, these were accepted for their importance in providing the opportunity 
for people to find their daily necessities. However, as regards the exchange, although 
it shares the same concept as those informal markets, it is a contract market operated 
by an organisation or private corporation in a specific building and limited to those 
who own or lease the exchange membership or have trading permits. Further 
examination will therefore be made of the exchange as an organisation or 
corporation operating the contract market and as a place for executing futures 
contracts as well as a contract market. 
(i) The exchange as a corporation and the principles of al-shirkah 
(partnership or corporation) 
Although some of the exchanges were formed as trade unions or membership 
associations, most of the exchanges existing at present are private non-profit making 
companies limited by shares and so they are owned by the shareholders. As these are 
not profit-making, their sole purpose is to provide the physical trading facilities for 
traders with the right of control in compliance with their own rules and relevant 
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legislation. Upon an exchange's registration as a contract market by the local 
commission, any individual or fIrm may trade - through an exchange member - on 
its trading floor. 
From the above, it seems that the organisation of an exchange is similar to an 
ordinary shirkah al-'inan (partnership in capital or property) on one part and a 
shirkah al-a'mal (partnership in works or serviceS)38 on the other. The former 
simply means a partnership between two persons or more in which they share in 
providing the capital or works as well as the resulting profits . 
39A partner in this 
shirkah may become a wakil (representative) but not a kafil (guarantor) for the other 
partners in the course of the partnership business, 40 while shirkah al-dmal, on the 
other hand,, means an incorporation of two or more skilful or experienced persons in 
which they share the profits or the payment for their works or services. Like partners 
in shirkah al-'indn, partners in this shirkah may also act as wakil for the others. 41 
Briefly, the contributions of capital or work as well as distribution of profits or 
losses in these two shirkah depend on the terms of agreement between the partners. 42 
38 It is also known as shirkah al-abd5n, see, Ibn Quddmah, 'Abdull5h Abmad Mulýammad. Al- 
MughnT. Cairo: Maktabah al-Jumhfffiyyah al-'Arabiyyah, (No Date) v. 5, p. 5, Al-Sharb-ini, 
Mubammad al-Khagb. Mughnf al-Mu&jj, Sharý 'ald Matn Minhaj al-TalibTn. Damascus: Darul Fikr, 
(No Date) v. 2, p. 212. 
39 Ibn 'Abidin, Mulýammad Amin. Radd al-Muýtdr 'ald Durr al-Mukhtar ffdshývah Ibn 'Abidin. 
Pakistan: Maktabah Majidiyah, 1399H v. 3, p. 373, Ibn Muflib, Ab! Isbdq Burhanuddin. AI-MubdI ft 
Sharý al-Muqni'. (No Place): Al-Maktab al-IsldmI, 1980 v. 5, pp. 3-4, AI-Zarkashi, Shamsudd-In 
Mutammad. Sharý al-Zarkashi 'ald Mukhtaýar al-Kharqf. Riyadh: Maktabah al-'Abikan, 1993 v. 4, 
pp. 124-125, Al-Sharbm-I, MughnT, v. 2, pp. 212-213, Al-Khafff, 'Ali, Aýkdm al-Mu'dmalat al- 
Shar'iyyah. (No Place): D5r al-Fiqh al-'Arab-1, (No Date), p. 459. 
40 Al-Sharbini, Mughni, v. 2, p. 213, Ibn Muflib AI-Mubdi, v. 5, p. 4, AI-Zarkasm, Sharý, v. 4, p. 
126, AI-Zubayll, Wahbah, Al-Fiqh al-Islam! wa Adillatuh. Damsyik. Dand Fikr, 1989 v. 4, p. 797, 
Al- Khafiff, Aýkdm, p. 459. 
41 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 3, p. 380, Ibn Quddmah, AI-Mughni, v. 5, p. 5, Al- Khafif, A4kam, p. 460. 
42 Ibn Qud5mah, Al-Mughni, v. 5, p. 7, Ibn Muflib AI-Mubdi, v. 5, p. 6, AI-Zarkashi, Shar4, v. 4, p. 
130, Al- Zubayl!, AI-Fiqh, v. 4, pp. 797 & 803. 
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Generally, the concept of al-shirkah in Islamic Law is based on profit 
sharing. However, though the formation of the exchange is not meant for acquiring 
profits, there is capital shared between its owners but with no equal distribution. it 
resembles a shirkah al- a'mdl in terms of providing the trading facilities for the 
market participants. Indeed, providing such facilities is the main activity of the 
exchange. Nevertheless, the shirkah al- dmal, as originally recognised, is formed 
without capital but with the purpose of acquiring profits. Therefore, it is preferable 
to regard an exchange corporation as a form of shirkah al-'inan rather than shirkah 
al- dmal. 
(ii) The exchange as a contracting place and the principles of Islamic Law 
on majUs al-'aqd (execution place of a contract) 
At present, most commodity exchanges operate the commodity futures 
trading on the trading floor. Although some futures contract are executed through 
automated ex-pit transactions, for the purpose of this study emphasis is given to 
those executed on the trading floor,, since most commodity futures are traded this 
way. 
It is a general principle of Islamic Law pertaining to majhs al-'aqd (place of 
contract) that both offer and acceptance must be pronounced in the presence of both 
parties. This necessity for both parties to be in the swne place is a prerequisite of a 
valid contract. Basically, the majlis al-'aqd means the area where the contracting 
parties are. It begins from the moment of pronunciation of the offer and may last as 
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long as there is no refusal or interruption until such an of 43 fer is accepted. There are 
differing opinions among Islamic scholars in the interpretation of this general rule. 
However, it suffices to note here that some scholars who require an immediate 
acceptance - while others allow a reasonable gap between the offer and acceptance - 
do recognise the acceptor's right of khiyar al-majlis (option of contracting place). 44 
Similarly, the same rules apply to a contract between two absent parties,, 
except that the majhs begins at the time of the offer reaching the other party. In other 
words, Islamic Law recognises an execution of a contract that is communicated by 
way of a written document sent by post or any equivalent form of communication. 45 
As mentioned above, a commodity futures contract is executed once a bid is 
matched with an offer at the same price in the open outcry auction. This auction, 
which takes place on the exchange's trading floor, is monitored by the exchange 
staff in order to ensure that there is no illegal or abusive practice. Undoubtedly, the 
bidding to sell and offering to buy a specific contract has taken place within one 
area, clearly communicated by verbal and hand signals. Although there is a 
possibility of mismatching or a bid receiving more than one offer, the staff in charge 
can always resolve the matter according to the business rules of the exchange. 
Whatever the resolution, the main concern here is that the auction, which is held on 
the specially equipped trading floor, would be a perfect majIis al-'aqd to transact a 
43 Al-Sanharl, 'Abdul Razzdq. Masadir al-Haqq ft al-Fiqh al IsIdmi. Beirut: Dar Ehyd' al-Turath al- 
'Arab!, (No Date) v. 2, pp. 6-7. 
44 Al- SanhOrI, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 7. 
45 Al- SanhUrI, Maýddir, v. 2, pp. 49-50, 
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commodity futures contract. Seemingly, there is no reason why such a place for 
executing a commodity futures contract should not be allowed in Islamic Law. 
(iii) The exchange as a contract market and the principles of market in 
Islamic Law 
Every exchange needs to be designated as a contract market by the local 
commission to handle futures trading, The exchange must first satisfy the criteria 
specified in the legislation, which is primarily concerned with matters of efficient 
management, market safeguards and the exchange business rules and regulations. 
Upon approval, the exchange may operate a contract market according to its own 
business rules and procedures. However, further approval is needed for each new 
commodity futures that the exchange wishes to be traded on its floor. 46 
The concept of a contract market is in no way similar to the traditional 
informal markets, which have been recognised for centuries. There is no self- 
regulatory body that operates and regulates these markets except that the Prophet 
(peace be upon him), while He was in Medina, sent someone to inspect the market in 
Mecca. The subsequent four caliphs carried on this function of inspection or 
surveillance in order to ensure market integrity and protection for buyers and 
sellers. 47 Such protection includes preventing fraudulent conduct between the 
traders. 
46 Information is based on an interview with Mr Ajif Ghani, Executive, Research & Education, 
COMMEX Malaysia on 06/08/1999. 
47 Al_SZjlF1S' cAl! Abmad- Al-Iqtisad al-Islami wa al-Qa4dyd al-Fiqhiyyah al-Mddýirah. Qatar: Dýr 
al-Thaq5fah, v. 1996 pp. 578-579. 
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As a matter of fact, the recognition given to the traditional market together 
with the transactions therein is due to the public necessity of exchanging property 
for money and vice versa. Thus, as most economists allege that a futures market is 
necessary for managing risk for farmers, producers and consumers, the existence of 
exchanges is also a necessity, but, how far do the existing exchanges function in 
harmony with the norms of Islamic Law? 
The precepts of Islamic Law that govern the constitution of a market are that 
such a market should provide a free, fair and competitive trading atmosphere, the 
pricing should be based on supply and demand and there is sufficient market 
information provided for the traders. In addition, there should be no room for price 
manipulation and any other fraudulent practice. 48 Apparently, these features have 
been implemented by every exchange through the enforcement of its business rules 
and surveillance activities. Better still, the present exchanges provide market 
information that goes beyond the local jurisdiction. Therefore, as regards physical 
trading facilities, an exchange may well be recognised in the framework of Islamic 
Law. 
However, apart from the convenience of these facilities and trading rules, 
contemporary Islamic scholars contend that an Islamically approved exchange must 
trade only in derivatives and financial products that comply with the requirements of 
Islamic Law. Furthermore,, trading practices, which may be allowed under ordinary 
48 Nasif, NAbil 'Abdullah. "Al-Aswdq al-Mdliyyah min Man? tr al-NiZdm al-Iqtiýdd al-Islarn! ", in, 
Majallah Majma' al-Fiqh al-IsldmT, Jeddak issue 6, v. 2,1990 p. 145 8. 
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exchange rules but are still questionable in Islamic Law should be avoided . 
49As far 
as this study is concerned, a commodity futures contract is an acceptable derivative. 
5.2.2 The position of a clearing house in Islamic Law 
The examination of the ftinction of the clearing house is not intended to 
scrutinise the technical mechanism of the clearing operation. As long as the 1slamic 
Law recognises the position of the clearing corporation and its functions as a 
clearing house, the technical aspects may be deemed as being approved under the 
purview of Islamic Law. If anything is contradictory to any principle of Islamic 
Law, it should be indicated accordingly. 
Most clearing houses are formed as a corporation, whether or not owned by 
certain exchanges. This means that they have their own separate entity and board of 
directors managing the clearing corporation. Although some clearing houses are 
only departments within the exchange, the clearing operation as well as other 
functions are the same. Basically, most of the main ftmctions of a clearing house 
such as registration of the contract, handling the contracts' settlement of contracts 
50 
and conducting financial surveillance seem to be acceptable. 
As for the clearing house's margin function, the system is generally 
acceptable except the 'marking-to-market' process as discussed in the previous 
49 Al-Qurrah Dlighl, 'Al-i Muhyidd-in. "Al-Aswdq al-NUliyyah fi Nfizdn al-Fiqh al-Islam! ", in, 
Majallah Majma' al-Fiqh al-Islami, Jeddah, issue 7, v. 1,1992 p. 83. 
50 Vogel, Frank E. & Hayes, Samuel L. Islamic Law and Finance; Religion, Risk and Return. 
London: Kluwer Law International, 1998 p. 259. 
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chapter. There remains the novation process in which the clearing house performs its 
function as a guarantor for the performance of every single contract. Therefore,, the 
subsequent discussion will be on the position of the clearing house as a corporation 
and its primary role of guaranteeing contractual performance through the novation 
process. 
(i) The clearing house as a corporation and the rules on al-shirkah 
The concept of corporation of a clearing house is almost the same as that of 
the exchange. Except for their different purposes, the clearing house is incorporated 
in the same way as the exchange. As stated before, a clearing corporation is a private 
company limited by shares. Likes the exchange, it is a non-profit making company 
that issues shares to represent the ownership and sells its clearing membership to 
granting tnt to clear through its operation. 
Since the clearing corporation has paid-up capital while offering futures 
trading clearance services for its members , it resembles 
both shirkah al- 'inan as 
well as shirkah al-a'mal. As discussed earlier,, the clearing corporation, like the 
exchange company, is best regarded as a form of shirkah al-'inan. 
(ii) The novation process and the principles on al-kafilah (suretyship) 
A clearing house undertakes this novation process in order to become the 
guarantor for every single futures contract. In this process, the clearing house 
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interposes itself between the original parties of each matched contract it registers. By 
this interposition, it becomes the counterparty for every open contract. In this way, it 
guarantees the performance of every contractual obligation of every open contract 
by its financial strength backed by its members' security deposits and collateral 
margins. 
In relation to this substitution of the counterparty-, it is deemed that every 
futUres trader has initially given his consent. Therefore, upon registration of the 
futures contract, each party has no obligation to the other original party but to the 
clearing house instead. Principally, this process raises the issue of al-kafalah 
(guarantee or suretyship) where the clearing house assumes the role of a guarantor 
for the perfonnance of contractual obligations. 
The basic principle on al-kafalah has already been discussed in the previous 
chapter. It is stated there that al-kafalah is divided into two main categories. kafalah 
bi al-nafs (guarantee for the person) and kafalah bi al-mdl (guarantee for the 
property) .51 The latter category consists of three types: 
kafalah bi al-dayn (guarantee 
for the debt), kafalah bi al-taslim (guarantee for the delivery) and kafdlah bi al- 
darak or 4aman al-'ahdah (guarantee for the compensation or indemnity). 12 Kafalah 
bi al-dayn is a guarantee to pay a debt if the makjWl 'anh (the guaranteed person) 
fails to do so, while the other two may occur in any other type of contractual 
obligation that the ma#u-I 'anh must perfonn, for instance, in the case of kafdlah bi 
51 Please refer to chapter 4 for further explanation on contract al-kafalah. 
52 Al-Sharbini, Mughnf, v. 2, p. 201, AI-ZarqR', Muýýafa- Aýmad. AI-Madkhal al-Fiqh al-Am. 
Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1968v. 1, p. 542. 
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al-darak, a guarantee is made for the merchandise to be delivered in accordance 
with the contractual terms. If there is any default on his part, the guarantor shall be 
responsible for fulfilling the obligation. 53 
The principle of al-kafdlah may also be extended to guarantee the 
performance of obligations that have yet to he obligatory on the ma#u'l 'anh. This 
improvised contract of al-kafalah provided by the Hanbari scholars, covers payment 
of debt or any other equivalent obligation which is continuous and possibly incurred 
by the ma)rul 'anh sometime in the future. 54 In other words, as long as the guarantor 
agreed or voluntarily consented, the contract of al-kaf-alah is valid for any present or 
-0-- future obligation. 
As regards the role of guarantor played by the clearing house in the novation 
process, it is clear that the clearing house has voluntarily agreed to guarantee every 
performance of an open contract. Its concept of guarantee is similar to those of 
kafalah bi aPaslim and kafalah bi al-darak. For an open contract that need to be 
settled by delivery, the clearing house will ensure that the futures trader concerned 
receives or makes the delivery of the commodity. If he fails, the clearing house will 
take the necessary steps according to its default procedures in order to fulfil the 
delivery obligation. Likewise, the clearing house will compensate an affected trader 
for any loss incurred resulted from a default in payment for the delivered 
commodity. 
53 Al-Sharb-mi, Mughnf, v. 2, p. 201, 
54 AI-Sharb-ml, Mughnf, v. 2, p. 201. Al-Jazirl, 'Abdul Rabman. Al-Fiqh 
'aid al-Madhdhib al- 
Arba'ah. Beirut: Dar al-Kitiib al-'Ihniyyah, (No Date) v. 3, p. 225. 
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This duty of guaranteeing every contractual performance does not, however, 
extend to any trader other than the clearing house's clearing members. This is the 
reason why every cleared contract is registered under a clearing member's name, 
and not the real trader. Nevertheless) this limitation does not prevent Islamic Law 
recognition of the duty of the clearing house as a guarantor. As the clearing system 
indicates that the clearing house will guarantee through the novation process every 
single contract that it cleared, it should not be wrong to accept such a process within 
the framework of Islamic Law. 
5.3 Conclusion and Summary 
The role and functions of both exchange and clearing house are very 
important in ensuring that there are no fraudulent elements in the execution of a 
commodity futures contract and also in guaranteeing the performance of the 
contractual obligations therein. Above all, there would be no traded commodity 
futures at present without the contract market organised by an exchange and the 
clearing operation managed by a clearing house. It becomes a natural legal 
requirement for a commodity futures to be traded on an exchange and cleared by a 
clearing house. 
An exchange company, which has been designated as a contract market by a 
local commission,. under the provision of the relevant law, may provide trading 
facilities for such a market and organise it in conformity with its business rules. It is 
entitled to enforce and develop its rules and regulations in order to facilitate the 
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trader. However, trading on its floor is a privilege for its members and permits 
holders. 
Likewise, clearing a market contract is also an exclusive right given to a 
clearing member. It is vital to allow such a right to a trader who has the clearing 
house membership only, since every clearing house needs to be financially 
integrated in terms of guaranteeing the performance of every open contract it 
registers. As the clearing right is limited to its members who have fulfilled its 
financial requirements, the clearing house should minimise the risk of default in any 
contractual obligation. For this purpose, some clearing houses have their own 
financial surveillance on its members. Besides guaranteeing the contractual 
performance of every contract, a clearing house also operates the margining system 
and handles settlements of contracts. 
From the perspective of Islamic Law, an ordinary exchange has meet the 
criteria of a recognised market where the protection of traders from fraudulent 
conduct is the main concern. The exchange also represents a good example of a 
place of contract in which the traders, buyers and sellers can easily and clearly 
communicate with each other. However, to be regarded as an Islamic contract 
market, the exchange should not trade any derivatives or financial products or allow 
any trading practice that is contradictory to the principles of Islamic Law. 
On the other hand, the general features and functions of a clearing house 
seem to be acceptable from the point of view of Islamic Law. Its role as a guarantor 
for the performance of every contractual obligation is very similar to Islamic Law 
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principles on al-kafalah. Such a guarantee, which is made through the novation 
process, gives a further protection of the traders' interests. Nevertheless, the clearing 
house margining system needs to be amended by excluding the 'mark-to-market" 
process since it adds an element of gharar and a typical unlawful gain or 
unnecessary loss of property into the whole margining system. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE PRACTICE OF OFFSETTING OF A FUTURES CONTRACT 
POSITION 
6.1. An Overview of the Practice of Offsetting 
Offsetting of a futures position is synonymous with 'liquidation' and 
eclosing-outý. Offsetting or liquidating a futures position means selling or 
purchasing commodity futures of the same delivery month as the initial one, which 
was purchased or sold in an earlier transaction. ' However, unlike offsetting, the term 
'liquidation' is used for any operation that cancels an existing futures position or a 
previous transaction. 2 It includes any selling or purchasing that is compulsorily 
executed by the trader's broker or the clearing corporation as a consequence of 
default,, whereas, offsetting is used to refer to a voluntary liquidation of a futures 
contract in which an investing trader opts to offset his current position when the 
price moves in his favour. 
As mentioned above,, to offset is to close out a futures contract. Here a 
trader, whether he is a speculator or a hedger, may offset his previous contract by 
taking an opposite position. In order to do so, he will sell a futures contract that he 
has bought and vice versa. In this way, he offsets his commitment under the 
previous contract to make or receive the delivery of the underlying commodity. This 
1 Chicago Board of Trade. Commo&ty TradingManual. Chicago: Board of Trade, 1994 p. 353. 
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liquidation could not happen without the substitution function of the clearing house 
in its clearing operation and the novation process. 
In the clearing process, as discussed in the previous chapter, the clearing 
house assumes the role of the counter party for each contract it clears thus 
3 eliminating the relationship between the original buyer and seller. As the clearing 
house becomes the counter party, any trader, buyer or seller, may freely sell or 
purchase an equivalent contract without needing to obtain an agreement from the 
original counter party. Since he is dealing with the clearing house in this open 
contract, it is sufficient for him to execute an opposite contract with any futures 
trader to offset his current commitment. (See, Figure 6.1) 
For illustration purposes, X buys December crude palm oil (CPO) futures 
from Y. Once the clearing house has cleared this contract, there will be two 
resulting open contracts. In one of the open contracts, X will be the buyer with the 
clearing house as the seller and in the other, Y becomes the seller with the clearing 
house as the buyer. This process allows X and Y to close out their open positions at 
any time by entering into an equal but opposite contract. X may remain with his 
obligation to take delivery of the contract but may offset the obligation by selling an 
equal contract. Theoretically, the new buyer will assume the said obligation. 
However, effectively, X sold back the commodity that he had previously bought 
2 Gould, Bruce G. The Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
1981 p. 340. 
3 New York Institute of Finance. Futures; A Personal Seminar. New York: New York Institute of 
Finance Corp., 1989 p. 77, Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 68. 
4 Gold, Gerald. Modem Commodity Futures Trading. New Jersey: Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., 
1974 p. 22. 
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from the clearing house. By this means, any trader may liquidate his contract 
position. 
In order to liquidate a position or to offset an existing contract, a trader must 
sell or purchase a contract of the same delivery month as the one that he executed 
earlier. There is no liquidation of a futures contract position if the later transaction is 
made on a contract of a different delivery month from the earlier. If he does so,, the 
trader is adding a greater commitment to his current position. Furthermore, a trader 
must also keep to the same amount of the commodity in order to liquidate his 
5 
position. So. if X has purchased two lots of December CPO futures, he should sell 
two lots of the same delivery month once or one at a time in order to offset such 
position. 
A futures trader,, either a hedger or a speculator, may need to offset his 
existing position for his hedging or speculation purposes. Even if he is merely an 
ordinary investor, offsetting is always a way that is available for him to gain a quick 
profit whenever possible. An investor in a futures market will find that liquidating a 
position at certain times may be profitable for his investment. The difference 
between the price of the first transaction and the price of the liquidating transaction 
may be very profitable. 
5 Gold, Modern, p. 22. 
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6. Offietting 
Similarly, a speculator who is an investor as well uses the opportunity of 
offsetting a position as his basic action in his speculative strategies. Although 
speculation takes many forms, a speculator, who is also known as a risk-taker, 
usually dares to take any risk in order to gain profit from the difference between the 
price of the first contract and the price of the liquidating transaction 6. The latter 
transaction could possibly being executed seconds after the former, depending on 
the speculator's strategies which are always the same, buy low and then sell high or 
vice versa, sell high and later buy at a lower price. 
Likewise,, a hedger also benefits from the offsetting practice. However., 
unlike the speculator, a hedger is risk-averse. He trades in futures in order to avoid 
the risk of price fluctuations. 7 His involvement in the cash market may require him 
to lock-in a price of the same commodity in the futures market. Depending on his 
type of business and the degree of his exposure to the price risks in the cash market, 
trading in the futures market may be utilised for the protection of his position in the 
cash market. The hedger will then liquidate his futures position when it is 
appropriate. 8 
From the above discussion, the practice of offsetting actually occurs all the 
time, as only one to two per cent of all traded commodity futures will end in 
delivery. This percentage shows that most futures traders liquidate their open 
position without the intention of taking or making the delivery of the underlying 
6 Hieronymous, Thomas A- Economics of Futures Tradingfor Commercial & Personal Profit. New 
York: Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., 1981 pp. 246-247. 
7 Fink, Robert E. Futures Trading. New York: New York Institute of Finance, 1988 p. 228. 
8 Fink, Futures, pp. 232-233. 
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commodity. Nearly all of open futures contracts are closed out by a voluntary 
offsetting transaction that results from a default. An offsetting transaction, though 
involuntary, will effectively cause the closeout of an open futures contract. 
Legally, an offsetting transaction is deemed as an execution of an ordinary 
futures contract. The mechanism and procedures relating to an offsetting transaction 
are the same as those applicable to freshly executed futures contract. The significant 
difference between the two appears at the clearing process. The clearing house will 
identify the status of each contract it clears,, whether it will become an open contract 
or a liquidating transaction. The clearing house operates this process based on its 
clearing records in which all existing contracts of the traders are safely registered. 
Therefore,, in relation to legal issues to which Common Law is most applicable, this 
practice of offsetting does not cause harm to any right nor does it in any way 
contradict any relevant rules. 
6.2. The Practice of Offsetting in the Perspective of Islamic Law 
As mentioned earlier,. an offsetting transaction is actually a similar contract 
but one opposite to the existing contract position. By executing such a contract, the 
clearing operation will enable the trader concerned to offset his obligation under the 
previous contract. Therefore, under the purview of Islamic Law, it seems that the 
issues concerning the offsetting or liquidating transaction are very much related to 
principles pertaining to faskh al-'aqd (rescission or revocation of contract) and al- 
iq, alah (mutual discharge of obligation). Both concepts deal with the dissolution of a 
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legally concluded contract9 upon the agreement of the parties or due to certain legal 
reasons. 10 A further relevant reference would be made to the rules on the contract of 
al-ýawdlah (assigrunent or bill of exchange) in which an obligation of debt is 
transferred from one person to another by creating or transforming the previous 
contract of debt into a new one. 
6.2.1. The Islamic Law principles on revocation of contract and discharge of 
contractual obligation 
As mentioned above, the principles on revocation of a legally concluded 
contract and mutual discharge of any contractual commitment in the framework of 
Islamic Law are mainly discussed in three circumstances, namely, faskh al-'aqd, 
iq, dlah al- 'aqd and 'aqd al- ýawdlah. In each situation, the contracting parties are 
allowed to revoke an existing contract or to transfer a future performance of a 
contractual obligation to another person upon the consent of every party involved. 
(i) Faskh al-'aqd (rescission or revocation of contract) 
Generally, revocation of a valid contract is not allowed for mutually binding 
contract (al-'aqd al-mulzam Ii al-jdnibain) or contract of mutual exchange (al- 'aqd 
9 Dissolution of a contract (inýildl al-'aqd) may occur due to a voluntary cause or an involuntary 
reason. The former category is known asfaskh and includes al-iqalah, while the latter is named as 
infisakh (automatic dissolution) and caused by an unforeseen factor, such as the death of a party in a 
contract of al-wakalah (agency). See, A]-Zarqd', Muýtafa- Abmad, AI-Madkhal al-Fiqh al-'Am. 
Damascus: Ddrul Fikr, 1968, v. 1, pp. 524-527, BakhIt, Mabmild eAbdulldh. Faskh al-"Aqd wa 
Atharuh. 'Amman: (No Publisher), 1991 p. 22. 
10 AI-Ghaydti, Lashin Moammad. 1qdIah al-eAqd ft al-Fiqh al-Islimi wa al-Qdni7n al-Madani. 
Tanta: University of al-Azhar, 1985 pp. 18-20. 
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al-mu'dwa4ah). It is only pennissible in a few exceptional cases and to be pennitted 
in its narrowest sense. " The rationale is that every contracting party is liable to keep 
his promises and to fulfil his obligations under the contract. This requirement is 
necessary in order to maintain the stability of public dealings and to protect the 
interests concerned. 12 These principles are derived from the following Quranic 
verses: 
"0 you who have attained to faith! Be true to your covenants (solemn 
undertakings or engagements involving more than one party). 
"... And be true to every promise, for, verily, you will be called to 
account for every promise which you have made. ý, -) 
14 
These verses outline the requirement that believers must keep their promises and 
fulfil all obligations of their contracts. 
Furthermore,, the principles of Islamic Law recognise the obligation of each 
contracting party individually. There is no relation between the obligation of a seller 
to submit the object of the contract and the obligation of a buyer to pay the price. In 
other words, the seller's duty to deliver the goods and his right to the price should 
not be affected by the buyer's failure to pay the price. Similarly, the buyer retains 
the right to own the goods, even if the seller failed to produce the goods. Therefore, 
if the buyer or the seller fails to fulfil his duty, the contract will be deemed as 
suspended until the defaulting party performs his obligation. If this is not possible, 
11 Al-Sanhfni, 'Abdul Razzdq. Mapdir al-, Uaqqft al-Fiqh al Isldmi. Beirut: Ddr Ehyd'al-Turdth al- 
'Arab-1, (No Date) v. 6, p. 215. 
12 Kharofa, Ala' Eddin. Transactions in Islamic Law. Kuala Lumpur: A. S. Nordeen, 1997 p. 5 7. 
13 The translation of the Quran, 5: 1, based on, Asad, Muhammad. Ybe Message of the Quran 
(Translation & explanation). Gibraltar: Dar al-Andalus, 1984 p. 139, 
14 The translation of the Quran, 17: 3 4, based on, Asad, Ae Message, p- 423. 
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this defaulting party must pay compensation to the affected party for any loss 
incurred. 15 
However,, Islamic Law does recognise revocation of a valid contract in a case 
where it is necessary to dissolve the contract, for instance, if there is a pre- 
contractual defect in the object of the contract of sale. The buyer is entitled to 
revoke the contract due to such a defect. The revocation of this contract is allowed 
in Islamic Law since the consent given by the contracting party is vitiated upon the 
discovery of the defect. 16 This rule is derived from the verse, 
"0 you who have attained to faith, do not devour one another's possession 
wrongfully, but it must be in a way of trade based on a mutual agreement. 1, -)17 
The above verse clearly requires that no trade or dealing shall be made without a 
valid consent given by every party involved. Therefore, if the consent is vitiated by a 
legal factor, either party is entitled to revoke the contract. 
Furthermore, there are other situations that may be exempted Erom this 
general principle of 'no revocation of contract', especially in contracts of sale, 
whereby the terms of the contracts have been stipulated with khiYar (option) 
condition. Such contracts may be revoked whenever the parties exercise their 
stipulated rights of khiyar. 18 In other words, by such a stipulation, the said contract 
becomes a non-obligatory (adam al-luzfirn) contract temporarily. Hence, it allows 
the parties to rescind the contract within the stipulated period for exercising the right 
15 Al-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 6, pp. 23 0-23 1. 
16 BakhIt, Faskh, pp. 3 0-3 1. 
17 The translation of the Quran, 4: 29. 
18 Kharofa, Transactions, p. 5 8. 
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of khiydr-19 In addition, a contract may be rescinded if the object of the contract is 
partially or totally destroyed. This type of revocation is allowed due to the non- 
fulfilment ('adam al-tanfiz) of the contractual obligation. This exception is 
applicable only to cases of destruction of the goods and not of the price. It is worth 
noting here that this permission is based on the position of the goods as being the 
object of the contract, and not because of the failure of the seller. Since there is no 
connection between the buyer's obligation and the seller's duty to deliver, such a 
contract is made revocable solely for the protection of the buyer's interest under the 
said contract. 20 Islamic Law also recognises the dissolution of a valid contract in 
.c isputes arise between the contracting parties and they have taken oaths for 
their claims. In such cases, the court may order for the revocation of the contract 
since the parties are claiming for a different terms or provisions of the contract that 
. Ll- 21 uiey have entered into. 
A valid contract may be revoked by a mutual agreement between the parties 
or by an order of court if the court is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for 
rescinding a particular contract. 22 It may also automatically rescind by itself in a 
case where the object of the contract is totally destroyed before its delivery, but if 
the object is partially destroyed, the affected party must take action to have the 
contract rescinded. Similarly, if this party would like to exercise his right of khiydr, 
if stipulated in the contractual terms, he must have it judicially rescinded. That is, he 
19 A]- Sayfiti, JaWuddin A. Rahman. Al-Ashbah wa al-Naýdir ft Qawdid wa Fura'T Fiqh al- 
Shdfi'iyyah. Egypt: Maktabah al-'Ulfim wa al-Ijikam, 1959 p. 87, Ibn Nujaym, Zainuddin Ibrahim. 
Al-Ashbdh wa al-Nagdir (commentary by Ibn Abidin, Muhammad Amin Umar and MuhammadMut! ' 
al-Rafiz). Damascus: M al-Fikr, 1983 p. 80, BakhIt, Faskh, p. 44. 
20 Aj_Sanhjjrj, Masadir, v. 6, p, 23 1. 
21 Bakhlt, Faskh, p. 168. 
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must first obtain a court injunction in order to rescind the contract. Whatever the 
type of rescission, the effect of a revoked contract is always the same. Upon 
rescission, both contracting parties must return to their pre-contractual status before 
the execution of the contract. Likewise, all the consequences of the contract will be 
retrospectively abrogated. However, if this abrogation is not possible, the affected 
party may be entitled to compensation. 23 
In so far as the concept offaskh is concerned, there is no valid reason for a 
futures trader to offset a futures contract. As Islamic Law provides no faskh for such 
a bilateral contract except in a few strict cases, the normal practice of an offsetting 
transaction may be deemed as an irregularity. There is no destruction of the 
contractual object in the futures contract as well as no stipulation of khiyar in its 
terms so as to render the contract as revocable. The usual reasons associated with 
the speculation and hedging activities of the futures traders, to gain profit from the 
different prices and to avoid or manage price risks, do not amount to valid causes of 
faskh as recognised in Islamic Law. Therefore, an offsetting transaction that 
abrogates a trader's obligations under an existing open contract may not be 
recognised by Islamic Law under the light of principles offaskh al-'aqd, 
(ii) Iqdlah al-Aqd (mutual discharge of obligation) 
Iqdlah is a transaction that allows the contracting parties to rescind a 
particular contract, especially a contract of sale that was previously executed 
22 BakhIt, Faskh, p. 181 & 195, 
23 AJ-Sanh-aý, Maýjdir, v. 6, p. 232, Kharofa, Transactions, pp. 58-59. 
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between them. It is an agreement formed by an offer and acceptance between the 
24 parties to revoke an existing contract of sale entered by both of them. This 
agreement is regarded as permissible by the majority of Islamic scholars,, 25 based on 
the general provision of the hadith, 
It is reported by Abu Hurairah that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, 
"Anyone who has cancelled his contract of sale regretfully, Allah will cancel 
(discharge) his false deed in the day of hereafter. 
Such revocation of an existing contract is not allowed without the consent of 
both contracting parties. 27 Rescission of a contract of sale may be made by express 
terms of offer and acceptance or, impliedly, by the conduct of the parties, such as 
exchanging the object and the price of the previous contract. 28 Upon the conclusion 
of iqdlah, the object and the price of the previous contract must be returned to the 
original owners, the seller and the buyer respectively. If the cash or goods are no 
29 longer available, items to an equivalent value may be substituted . 
24Art. 19 1, The Mejelle (An Enlish Translation of Majallah al-Aýkdm al-'Adliyyah and A Complete 
Code on Islamic Civil Law), translated by C. R. Tyser, D. G. Demeiriades & Ismail Haqqi Effendi, 
Lahore: Law Publishing Company (No Date), Ibn 'Abid-1n, Mubammad Amm. Radd al-Mu&dr cald 
Durr al-Mukhtdryashiyah Ibn cAbidin. Pakistan: Maktabah Majidiyah, 1399H v. 4, pp. 160-161, Ibn 
Muffib, Abil Isbdq Burhanuddin. Al-Mubdic ft Sharý al-Muqni. (No Place): Al-Maktab al-IsIdmi, 
1980 v. 4, p. 123, Al-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 6, pý 249. 
25 Al-BfIri, Mubarnmad Taufiq RamaOdn. Al-Buyac al-Sbdicah wa Athar Pawdbiýt al-Mab( cald 
Sharciyyatiha. Damascus: Ddr al-Fikr 1998, p. 157. 
26 The translation of the ýadith is based on, Al-Azdl, AN DdwrFjd Sulaiman. Sunan Abi Dawfid. 
(Cornmented by, Muhammad Muhyiddin Abdul Hamid). Beirut: Al-Maktabah al-'Asriyyah, v. 3, (No 
Date), ýadfth no. 3460 p. 274, Al-5an'dni, Mubammad lsmd'ý'Iil. Subul al-Saldm Sharý Bulagh al- 
Maram. Beirut: Darul Fikr, 1988, v. 3, pp. 59-60. 
27A, t. 190, The Mejelle, Ibn OAbidm, Radd, v. 4, p. 16 1. 
28Art. 192, The Mejelle. Ibn Muft, Al-Mubdi, v. 4, p. 123. 
29AI-Biiý!, Al-Buyif, p. 157. 
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Besides the need to have the consent of the parties, it is also required for the 
parties to have a proper contracting place (majhs al-'aqd) for a valid iqjlah. 
Generally, all rules and conditions of a valid contract of sale must be observed in the 
iqdlah transaction too. Therefore, the object of the contract must be existent at the 
time of iqdlah though the price is absent, since the object is the cause of the contract 
(mahall al-'aqd). 30 In addition, the formation of a valid iqdlah must be based on an 
existing valid contract. The latter must remain valid until the time of the execution 
of the fon-ner. For instance, if the goods sold have been totally destroyed or 
consumed by the buyer, no iqdlah can be entered into legally, as its purpose of 
lifting the legal consequences of the sale is defeated. 31 In this case, the goods cannot 
be returned to the original owner, the seller. However, if the goods are partially 
destroyed, iqdlah may be validly executed for the remaining part of the goods in 
exchange for the value or price of the reSt. 
32 
As stated earlier, iqdlah is a type of contract or agreement in which the 
parties voluntarily revoke an earlier contract entered into by them. In other words, 
iqdlah is a way of abrogating the parties' rights and obligations toward each other 
under the said contract. Therefore, the majority of classical 1slamic scholars, such as 
lmdm Abu Hanifah, Imdm al-Shdfi'! and lmdm Zufar, consider that iqdlah is a 
revocation of an existing contract. As it revokes the existing contract of sale, each 
contracting party must return to his original status before the execution of the sale. 
30 Art. 193-196, The Mejelle, Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 161-162, Al-Sanhfiri, Maýddir, v. 6, pp. 
249-250. 
31 Ibn 'Abidlin, Radd, Y. 4, p. 165, Al-Sanhaff, Maýddir, v. 6, p. 25 1. 
32 Ibn 'Abidlin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 165-166, A]-Khafif, 'All. Aýkdm al-Mu'amaldt al-Shar'iyyah. (No 
Place): Ddr al-Fiqh al-'Arabi, (No Date) p. 400. 
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The object of the sale and the purchase price must be returned to their original 
owners. If this exchange proves impossible, compensation must be paid to the 
injured party equivalent to his IOSS. 
33 
While Imam Malik, on the other hand,, considers that iqalah is a second 
contract of sale. Since it is a new contract,, every rule of contract of sale should 
apply thereto and so iqdlah may have its own contractual terms that may include a 
different amount of the object of the contract and a different price. Therefore, both 
buyer and seller may return the object of the sale to the seller at the original price or 
at a new price as agreed. Likewise, lmdm Mubarnmad of the Ijanafi- school holds 
that iqdlah may be concluded with a new pnce even though he believes that iqdlah 
34 is actually a revocation of the previous contract . Briefly, those who regard iqdlah 
as a revocation of a contract will deem it as having retrospective effects. Vice versa,, 
if it is considered as a newly concluded contract , it can have no retrospective 
effects. 
35 
By virtue of iqdlah principles, it seems that Islamic Law does allow 
revocation of a legally concluded contract. Such a contract can be revoked by 
another contract that is similar but opposite to the first. The second contract will be 
deemed as valid upon the consent of both contracting parties. Despite different 
opinions among Islamic scholars, iqdlah may be poncluded with a new price, higher 
33 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 160-161, Ibn Muffib, Al-Mubdi, v. 4, p. 125, A]-Zarkashi, 
Shamsudd7m Moammad. Shar4 al-Zarkashi 'aid Mukhtaýar al-Kharqi. Riyadh: Maktabah al- 
Abikan, 1993 v. 3, pp. 549-551, Majma' al-Bayan al-Ijacilith. Mausaah al-A4kdm al-Shariyyah at- 
Muyassarahft al-Kitab wa al-Sunnah. Beirut: Ddr al-Kitab al-LubnWi, 1994, p. 433. 
34 Majma' al-Bay5n al-Ijadith, Mausifah, p. 433, A]-Sanhiirl, Maýddir, v. 6, pp, 251-252. 
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or lower than the price of the first sale, However, the object of the contract must be 
existent and the exchange of the price and the object is necessary at the time of the 
execution of iqdlah. Once it is legally concluded, any right and obligation under the 
previous contract dissolves accordingly. 
Based on the discussion above, it is clear that the purpose of iqdlah is almost 
the same as the purpose of offsetting position. Iqdlah allows the parties to revoke a 
contract entered by them whenever they need to do so. Upon the conclusion of 
iqdlah, all rights and obligations under the previous contract are abrogated. It also 
restores the parties5 status before the execution of the contract. Obviously, the same 
situation happens when a futures trader enters an offseffing transaction. The trader 
may, at his wish, execute an order to offset his current contract by taking an 
opposite position. Once his order is matched, the clearing house will automatically 
close out his previous position through the clearing process. Effectively, the trader's 
obligation to make or take delivery of the underlying commodity is lifted. 
It is necessary to have the consent of both parties for iqdlah since it concerns 
the rights and obligations of both. One of them may, initially, need to rescind the 
contract, but, upon consent of the other, both of them may then execute iqdlah to 
revoke the said contract. On the other hand there is no express consent given by the 
original counter party or the subsequent party, the clearing house. The usual practice 
is that,, when a futures trader needs to offset his current position, he will enter into a 
transaction that is opposite but equal to his present open contract in which the 
35 Al-'Att5T, 'Abdul Ndsir Taufiq. Na; ariyyah al-Iltizam ft al-Sharfah al-Isldmiyyah wa al-Sharl'ah 
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clearing house becomes his counterparty. In the absence of any provision that 
requires the trader to obtain the consent of the clearing house, the futures trader 
may, at his wish, offset the futures obligation that he owes to the clearing house 
under the open contract. 
Although there is no express consent given by the clearing house as required 
under the framework of Islamic Law to execute a valid iqdlah, the practice of 
offsetting may be deemed as permissible as iqdlah. Since it has been customarily 
acceptable to every market participant, the exchange and the clearing house that any 
trader may offset his open position whenever he wishes, it is assumed that all parties 
have consented to this practice. Again, the principle of customary usage 36 is adopted 
in determining the assumed consent. 
(iii) The contract of al- ýawdlah (assignment or bill of exchange) 
As indicated earlier,, the contract of al- ýawdlah is a contract in which al- 
mu&I (a debtor) is freed from the debt he owes to al-muýdl or al- muýtdl (a creditor) 
by transferring the obligation to another person known as al- muýdl 'alaih (a newly 
elected debtor). Al- ýawdlah literally means to transfer 37 a debt from one person to 
another. Judicially, it denotes an agreement between two contracting parties 
al- 0 Arabiyyah. Cairo: Matbacah al-Sacddah, v. 1,1975 p. 244. 
36 This principle is based on the legal maxim, 'Al-mdriif 'urfan ka al-mashrat shartan' (the common 
practice has the same implication as a stipulated condition), By virtue of this maxim, any public 
practice may be recognised in Islamic Law as long as it is not contradictory with any express provision 
of the Quran and the 4aduh of the prophet (peace be upon him). In addition, there should be no claim 
made to disapprove such practice. See, al-Zarqd', Alýmad Mubanunad. Sharý al-Qawa id al- 
Fiqhiyyah. Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 4th edition, 1996 p. 237. 
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whereby a person is freed from a debt by making another responsible f 38 or the debt. 
Such an agreement was legalised in Islamic Law based on the hadith,, 
It is reported by Abfi Hurairah. that the Prophet (peace be upon him) 
had been said,, "Procrastination in payment of debt by a rich person 
(mapi al-ghaniy) is injustice. If one of you transfer a debt to a wealthy 
person (mali ), it must be accepted. "39 
This ýadith proved that the Prophet (peace be upon him) allowed a transfer of debt 
from one person to another with the consent of the parties involved. 
A contract of al- ýawdlah involves three parties, al- muýil (the debtor), al- 
muýldl (the creditor) and al- muýdl 'alayh (the newly elected debtor). In practice, 
such a contract may be executed between two of them. However, it is required that 
one of the contracting parties must be the creditor or his representative, Briefly, 
every condition of a valid contract must be fulfilled in establishing a contract of al- 
ýawdlah, such as that the parties must be eligible to enter into a contract and the 
debt must be valid and known to each party. 40 In addition, this contract may be 
further (muqayyad) by any condition agreed upon by the contracting parties. " 
37 Cowan, J, M. (ed. ). 7he Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic. New York: Spoken 
Language Services, Inc., 3 rd edition, 1976 pp. 215-216. 
38 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 321, Ibn Quddmah, 'Abdulldh Aýmad Mubammad. AI-MughnT wa 
Shar# al-Kabir. Beirut: Ddr al-Fikr, 1984 v. 5, p. 54, Al-Sharbini, Mulýammad al-Khaýfib. MughnT al- 
Muhtdj, Sharh 'ald Matn Minhaj al-TalibTn. Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, (No Date) v. 2, p. 193, Al- 
Zarkash!, Shar#, v. 4, p. 109, Ibn Muflilý, Al-Mubdi', v. 4, p. 270, Al-Khafif, Aý. kdm, p. 450. 
'9 The #adith is quoted in, Al-Shafi'l, Abli 'Abdulldh Mulýammad Idffs. Al-Umm. (commented by, 
Nlahmud Matraji). Beirut: Darul Kitab al-'Ilmiyyah, v. 3,1993 p. 23 1, Ibn Quddmah, Al-MughnT, v. 5, 
p. 54, AI-Zarkashi, Shar#, v. 4, p. 110, Hasan, Abdullah Alwi. Sales and Contracts in Early Islamic 
Commercial Law. Islamabad: Islamic Research Institute, 1994 p. 182. 
40 Ibn cAbid-1n, Radd, v. 4, p. 322, Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni, v. 5, pp, 55-58, Ibn Muflib, AI-Mubdic, 
v. 4, p. 270, A]-Khafif, A#kdm, pp. 450-45 1. 
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Upon the conclusion of al- hawalah, the muhil is free from his debt in terms 
of the obligation to be performed by the muhal 'alayh. 12 However, if the contract of 
al- Owdlah is an-nulled for any legally recognised reason, the muýdl is allowed to 
return the claim of the payment of debt against the MUýjj. 
43 A contract of al- 
hawdlah is annulled in a few circumstances, firstly, in the event of bankruptcy or 
death of the mubal 'alayh wherein there is no alternative way to pay the debt; 
secondly, his sudden refusal to pay the debt where there is no proof establishing his 
consent to the al- ýawdlah contract. This rule has been established in order to 
protect the muýdl's right vested in the debt. 44 
Although a contract of al- ýawdlah initially concerns transfer of debt, in fact 
it lays down the very basic concept of the permissibility of transferring a contractual 
obligation from one person to another upon the consent given by all parties 
involved. As payment of debt is a contractual obligation of a loan agreement, any 
type of contractual obligation may be legally transferable. As long as the 
requirements of a valid contract are fulfilled, and the parties concerned have given 
their consent, a transfer of a contractual obligation can be made. The principles of 
Qiyds may, therefore, be adopted in applying rules of the al- ýawdlah contract in the 
examination of an offsetting transaction. 
41 A]-Khaf-if, Aýkdm, p. 45 1. 
42 Al-Sharb-mi, Mughni, v. 2, p. 195, AI-Zarkasfii, Sharý, v. 4, pp. 114. 
43 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, pp. 325-325, Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni, v. 5, pp. 62-63, Hasan, Sales, p. 
183, 
44 Ibn 'Abidin, Radd, v. 4, p. 3 25, AI-Khafiff, Aýkdm, p. 453. 
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Comparing a contract of al- ýawdlah and the execution of an offsetting 
transaction, both have the same purpose and a similar effect. The purpose of a 
contract of al- ýawdlah is to be free from a debt by transferring the obligation of 
paying the debt to someone who is willing to do so and the offsetting transaction is 
also executed by a futures trader in order to offset his futures commitment of 
making or taking the commodity delivery by entering into an opposite position. in 
theory, his new counterparty will undertake his futures obligation under the previous 
futures position. 
Furthermore, the original debtor in a contract of al- ýawdlah is not liable for 
a claim of debt from the creditor since such a contract has substituted a third person 
as the new debtor. Likewise,, by executing the offsetting transaction, the futures 
trader is, in effect,, no longer obliged to make or take the delivery. If he was buying a 
certain amount of commodity futures in the previous futures position, he is liable to 
take the delivery of the commodity. By selling the same amount of the commodity 
fatures, he is transferring his obligation of taking the delivery of the same 
commodity futures to his counterparty, the new buyer. What frees him from any new 
obligation specified under the latter transaction of selling the commodity is spelled 
out in the theory that he is now taking the opposite position that makes him 
responsible to make the futures delivery. It is as if he were dealing with himself, 
making the delivery that is needed in order to meet his previous obligation of taking 
the delivery. This presumed co-incidence would, in effect, release the trader from 
owing any obligation to either counterparties. 
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Based on the discussion above,, it is possible to recognise an offsetting 
transaction as the same as a contract of al- ýýdlah,. as they share a similar 'illah, 
the transfer of a contractual obligation, which has yet to be perfonned. Although the 
formation of al- ýawdlah contract is different from the execution of an offsetting 
transaction,, it is sufficient to hold that both of these transactions has the same cause 
of contract (mahall al-'aqd) i. e. the release from a future contractual obligation. 
Such a cause of contract should therefore, put both of them in a similar position in 
the framework of Islamic Law. 
6.3. Conclusion and Summary 
The practice of offsetting a futures contract position has long been 
recogrased as one of the usual futures markets practices. It can be proved from the 
futures markets" record that usually stated that not more than three per cent of all 
commodity futures traded on all exchanges end in deliVery, while the rest are settled 
through the practice of offsetting. Since the mechanism of most of the futures 
markets at preSent45 allows the futures traders to offset their open position before the 
maturity date, there is a chance of making a profit. Consequently, almost all futures 
traders nowadays are actually investors, hedgers and speculators. These groups of 
futures traders have no interest in owning the underlying commodity. By this 
45 Most of the futures markets at present have their own or an associated clearing house. In the 
clearing house's novation process (interposing between the contracting parties), a futures trader is 
allowed to liquidate or offset his position easily, which means the resulting profit from the price 
difference must be paid promptly to the trader, unlike the system in the London Metal Exchange, 
though it allows offsetting practice, there is no clearing house that could play the novation or 
substitution role. In effect, any profit made will only be paid on the maturity date. See, M. C. 
Brackenbury & Co. Dealing on the London Metal Exchange and Commodity Markets. London: M. C. 
Brackenbury & Co., 1975 p. 21. For further information, see, Jarvie, Robert Gibson. The London 
Metal Exchange, a commo&ty market. Cambridge: Woodhead-Faulkner Ltd., 1976 pp. 141-143. 
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practice, they trade in commodity futures and liquidate their futures position without 
the need to fulfil their futures contract obligations, taking or making the delivery of 
the commodity. 
An offsetting transaction is similar to any other execution of a futures 
contract. It may be either buying or selling the commodity futures, depending on the 
trader's existing position. If in that position he were buying the commodity, the 
trader would simply sell the commodity of the same amount and of the same 
delivery month in order to offset the existing position. Through the clearing process,, 
the latter transaction would be considered as a liquidating contract, that is, it will not 
result in an open contract. Upon the clearing of the offsetting transaction, the trader 
is, in effect, free from any contractual obligation under the previous position. 
Examining this practice of offsetting a futures position together with its 
obligations within the framework of Islamic Law, some issues arise on the question 
whether the practice is tantamount tofaskh al-'aqd (a dissolution of a contract) or, it 
is a mere iqdlah al-'aqd (a discharge of a contractual obligation). In determining 
whether an offsetting transaction is a type of dissolution of a valid contract, it is 
hard to find an effective cause in the offsetting transaction so that it could be 
considered a legal dissolution of contract in Islamic Law. There is no destruction of 
the object of the contract and the contractual tenns have not been stipulated with 
any right of khiyar (option). 
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With further examination, the offsetting transaction may be regarded as a 
mutual discharge of contractual obligation by an agreement to revoke an existing 
contract. Comparing the offsetting transaction with iqdlah al-'aqd, both have a 
similar purpose and effect of revocation of a contract and discharge of its obligation, 
except that there is no express consent given by the parties involved, especially the 
clearing house, in the execution of an offsetting transaction. If such a transaction is 
deemed a customary market practice that has been recognised by every market 
participant, an implied consent may be inferred. 
An offsetting transaction may also be legalised within the framework of 
Islamic Law if it is regarded as a transfer of a contractual obligation owed by the 
trader to the clearing house. As in a contract of al- ýawdlah, a debt may be 
transferred from a debtor to another person who is willing to pay the debt. By the 
offsetting transaction,, the trader may be considered as transferring his futures 
contract obligation to his counterparty, and subsequently being discharged from the 
obligation. Since the clearing house will interpose between the trader and his 
counterparty in the offsetting transaction, the clearing house will effectively 
liquidate the trader's previous position and discharge him from any obligation of 
that position. 
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MATTER SEVEN 
THE ACTIVITY OF HEDGING AND SPECULATION IN COMMODITY 
FUTURES TRADING 
7.1. An overview of the activities 
In the mid nineteenth century before the modem futures market developed, 
traditional traders in grain markets locked in a price for the commodity in an 
agreement known as 'to-arrive' or 'cash-forward' contract. Under such a contract, 
the cash grain is purchased but the delivery is forwarded to some time in future. 
Thus., the seller owes the delivery of the grain and the buyer is obliged to accept this 
delivery and to pay the price, At this stage, however, the risk of price fluctuation is 
unavoidable; sometimes it may cause monumental loss to the seller if it fluctuates 
against him. In other words, if the price of the commodity is declines sharply at 
delivery time, he receives a very low price for the delivered commodity. Likewise, if 
the price movement is in his favour, his counterpart will suffer the loss. At this 
point, real traders need to pass on or to hedge such unavoidable risk to anyone who 
is willing to bear it by speculating on the price, i. e. whether it will rise or fall. ' 
As a consequence of the need to manage the price risk, risk takers or 
speculators arose hoping for profit from the price. fluctuation, and the futures market 
was developed to accommodate these activities. 2 The futures market provides a 
convenient place and opportunities for hedgers to seek for those who are willing to 
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assume their risks, while speculators, on the other hand, are attracted to the 
opportunities that could possibly enable them to make a big return from the price 
fluctuation if the price moved according to their speculation. So the futures market 
allows these traders to offset their obligations under each futures contract by taking 
an opposite position, i. e. by executing an opposite contract. Comparing this market 
with the previous 'cash-forward' market, there was no such chance of offsetting 
there but only the obligatory contractual fulfilment of taking or making the actual 
delivery of the underlying commodity. 3 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the offsetting practice is the basic tool 
for hedgers as well as speculators in achieving their hedging and speculation 
purposes. Instead of establishing the futures contract commitments, the hedgers 
close out their futures position before its maturity date and sell or buy the cash 
commodity in the cash market, while speculators, who have no intention of making 
or taking the actual delivery, will certainly offset their futures position at any time 
after the execution of the initial contract but before the maturity date of the said 
contract. 
7.1.1. The Hedging Activity 
Hedging is generally known as a method of risk reduction. It is actually the 
practice of offsetting or at least, reducing the risk. of price fluctuation attached to any 
1 Belveal, L. D. Commodity Speculation - with profits in mind. Efinois: Commodity Press, Belveal & 
Co, Inc., 1967 pp, 18 & 20. 
2 Belveal, Commodity, p. 18. 
3 Courtney, D. & Bettelheim, E. C. An Investor's Guide to the Commodity Futures Markets. London: 
Butterworths, 1986 p. 50. 
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cash market position. Such a risk is offset by taking an equal but opposite position in 
the fiftures market. A hedger, either an individual or a company that owns or plans to 
own a cash commodity,, is a futures trader who has interests in the cash market as 
well as the risk reduction motive, 4 In attempting to avoid the price risk of the 
commodity, the hedger passes the risk to the speculator by engaging in a ftaures 
market position that is opposite but equal to his cash market position. Conceivably,. 
he is protected against the risk of price fluctuation by offsetting this futures position 
to secure a profit even if the cash price moves unfavourably. 5 
For illustration purposes, suppose a crude palm oil (CPO) producer agrees to 
sell the commodity to an oil refiner in four months time. The producer now, is 
considered as having a long position in the cash market, like a trader who is buying 
the commodity, since he owns the CPO. As the producer fears or anticipates that the 
price will decline during the four months, he hedges this risk by selling (or taking a 
short position) of an equal amount of CPO futures in the futures market. Eventually, 
at the end of period of four months before the maturity of his futures position, he 
offsets his futures position by buying the same amount of the CPO futures and sells 
the CPO in the cash market at current price. If the cash price falls, he will suffer loss 
in his cash market position but will secure a profit from his futures position since the 
price usually has also fallen in the futures market in relation to its cash price. This 
profit materializes due to his selling of CPO futures at a higher price than the 
purchase price of the said commodity. Therefore, he may use his gain in futures to 
4 New York Institute of Finance. Futures; A Personal Seminar. New York: NYIF Corp., 1989 p. 
145. 
5 Chicago Board of Trade. Commodity Trading Manual. Chicago: Board of Trade, 1994 p. 
351, 
Gould, Bruce G. 7he Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
1981 p. 339. 
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cover the lower cash price and protect his profit from his sale of cash CPO to the 
refiner. 
The example given above represents one of the two types of hedging; selling 
hedge or 'short' hedge. As indicated earlier, selling hedge involves ownership and a 
subsequent sale of the cash commodity. By selling an equal or approximate amount 
of the commodity in the futures market the hedger manages to secure the current 
value of the commodity. If the price declines as anticipated, the profit resulting from 
A- 
the futures position offsets the loss incurred in the cash market position. On the 
contrary, a buying hedge is practiced by a hedger who is planning to purchase a cash 
commodity (having a short position) in the cash market. If he anticipates that the 
price of the cash commodity is increasing, buying the same amount of the 
commodity in the futures market Will enable him to lock in the current price, hence 
ensuring him a substantial profit, Similarly, this profit could neutralise the loss 
resulting from his cash market position should the price actually increase. 
Although hedging practices may protect the hedger against the risk of price 
changes, it can give a reverse result, especially when the market price moves 
contrary to the hedger's anticipation. Therefore, the hedger must know precisely the 
relationship between the cash and futures prices. The difference between the cash 
price and the futures price of the same commodity is known as'the basis. The prices 
of both markets usually ran parallel since both of them react to the same economic 
factors that affect the value of the commodity. Nevertheless, the basis may Widen or 
6 Kaufman, Perry J. Ae Concise Handbook of Futures Markets. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1986 pp. 9,9-9.10, Fink, Robert E. Futures Trading. New York: New York 
Institute of Finance, 1988 
pp. 232-233, 
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narrow if the prices of both markets run independently. 7 Thus, by knowing the basis, 
the hedger may hedge the risk properly as to when and in what delivery month to 
'k, - iedge. A perfect hedge is made when the basis is unchanged. 
Normally, cash prices are higher than futures prices, since rationally, cash 
prices include storage costs and other related fees. Thus, in order to calculate the 
basis, the futures price should be substracted from the cash price. 8 The result of a 
hedge, whether incurring loss or providing gain, may be determined by comparing 
the basis between the time the hedge is put on (buying or selling the commodity 
futures) and the time it is taken off (executing an offsetting position). If the basis is 
unchanged, it means that the hedger's loss in the cash market is fully hedged. 
Fortunately, he may entitle to an additional profit if the futures price has declined 
more than the cash price. This event is represented in the narrowing of the basis. 
Vice versa, the basis widening will effectively burden the hedger with additional 
loss. 9 (See, Figure 7.1) 
7 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 147. 
8 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 93. 
9 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, pp. 158-159. 
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It is important, then, to forecast the change in the basis accurately in order to 
materialise the full protection of hedging against price risk. There is no precise 
method of forecast the basis. A hedger must pay attention to a variety of factors 
affecting the change in the basis. These factors are mainly rooted in the supply and 
demand equilibrium of the commodity. The stronger the demand is, the higher the 
price will be. In contrast, the larger the supply but with demand being relatively 
moderate,, the price will automatically decline. In addition, other extraneous factors 
can be a stimulus (an activating factor) to basis change, such as government policies, 
supply and demand of comparable substitutes, foreign production and certain related 
costs, like storage, transportation and insurance costs. 10 As stated earlier, the basis 
cannot be predicted easily, but it is less volatile than the cash and futures prices. 
The factors mentioned above may sometimes lead to a widening of the basis, 
so that the futures and cash prices do not converge' 1 at the expiry date as they are 
supposed to do. Usually, cash prices change faster or slower than futures prices. In 
such an event, the hedging may be unsuccessful, and the hedger suffers additional 
loss instead of having protection against the loss incurred in his cash market 
position. 12 Furthermore, the hedger may not be fully protected in his hedging since 
futures contracts are standardised as to grade, amount and delivery months. The 
standard amount of the futures contract may not offer him the exact amount to hedge 
his cash market position. For instance, a CPO producer needs to hedge a hundred 
and twenty tonnes of CPO for his cash sale whereas, in the futures market, a contract 
is based on twenty-five tonnes of CPO. In this case, he could elther being 
10 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 95. 
" Convergence of futures and cash prices means, both prices will reach at the same value at 
the 
expiry date. 
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underhedged by selling four contracts (a hundred tonnes of CPO) or overhedged, by 
selling five contracts (a hundred and twenty-five tonnes). In any case, it is usually 
advisable for the hedger to be underhedged since the profit gained in the futures 
transaction can usually cover the underhedged portion while the hedger could simply 
avoid an extraneous margin requirement if he is overhedged. 13 
In addition to the above weaknesses of hedging, the activity certainly adds 
more costs that need to be borne by the hedger, such as carrying charges, execution 
and clearing costs. Added to these disadvantages, a futures market does not usually 
provide a standard price trend for the hedger to identify the basis changes. 14 Every 
futures market has its own seasonal tendency that may affect the futures price trend. 
A hedger must have a thorough knowledge of the market's seasonality in order to 
put his hedge on the most favourable basis. 15 
Besides these disadvantages, it has been suggested by academics that futures 
markets must rely principally on these hedging activities in order to perform its basic 
economic function which is to discover the market price of commodities. 16 In other 
words, this practice of hedging is the original reason for the existence of futures 
markets. 17 On the other hand,, hedging activities will not be successful in the absence 
of speculative activities. It is claimed that speculation facilitates hedging practices in 
by adding liquidity to the market. It is further contended that speculators play the 
" Gold, Gerald. Modern Commodity Futures Trading. New Jersey: Commodity Research Bureau, 
Inc., 1975 p, 172. 
13 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 160, Fink, Futures, p. 241. 
14 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, pp. 160-161, Fink, Futures, p. 243. 
" Kauftnan, The Concise, p. 9.19. 
16 Meyer, Thomas Otto. Effects of Speculation and Hedging in Several Commodity Futures Markets, 
Michigan: U. M. 1., 1990 p. 19. 
17 Gold, Modern, p. 163. 
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same role as hedgers. While speculators speculate on the price and expose 
themselves to its risks, the hedgers too, speculate on the basis and are exposed to 
basis risks. 18 
7.1.2 The Speculation Business 
As stated earlier, the speculators' main activity is to speculate on the futures 
price thus accommodating themselves to the hedgers' needs. They enable the 
hedgers to spread their price risks by assuming such risks with the anticipation of 
making profit. 19 Without speculators, buying (long) hedgers could only trade With 
selling (short) hedgers. This trade, however, is difficult to achieve since finding the 
exact opposite position is a hard process among the very limited number of hedging 
traders. The presence of speculators between them provides, in effect, more 
opportunities for hedgers to operate their hedging activities. 20 Thus, speculators 
contribute substantially to the efficiency of the futures market. 
In a commodity market, speculators are referred to those who try to profit 
from buying and selling commodity futures by anticipating future price 
movements .21 In such attempt, the speculators 
have no intention at all, of making or 
taking the delivery of the commodity, though they contribute towards the 
perfon-nance of the market in stabilising the commodity prices. 
22 
" Meyer, Effects, pp. 21-24. 
19 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, P. 172. 
20 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, P. III- 
21 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 358. 
22 Gould, Bruce G. The Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
1981 p. 343. 
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Based on their trading and speculation methods, speculators can be divided 
into many categories. By using price forecasting methods, a speculator may be a 
fundamental analyst, who looks at the primary factors of supply and demand, 
whereas a speculator who uses market factors and charts to plot the price movement 
is called technical analyst or technician. Speculators may also be classified 
according to the size of their trading, whether they hold a large position as the 
professionals do or a small position as do public speculators. These position holders 
are also known as position traders, that is, speculators who hold positions over a 
period of days or longer. Unlike position traders, day traders or scalperS23 hold 
positions during the course of one trading session only. They rarely hold positions 
ovemight. 
24 
'D - 
-Regardless of the category to which they 
belong, all speculators use the same 
basic techniques, they buy contracts when they beheve the prices are low and sell 
them when the prices are high. In both cases, speculators anticipate that the prices 
will subsequently nse in the former and fall in the latter cases. With these 
speculations, the speculators can gain profits by making an offsetting sale or 
purchase when the prices rise or fall. An effective market expectation is highly 
dependent on the speculators' skill in analysing market factors and other external 
factors that could affect the prices. By this analysis, speculators may be able to 
determine whether and when the market prices are too high or too low as well as 
-1 
25 
being able to formulate their expectations of price. movements or market direction. 
23 Scalpers are speculators who trade rapidly for their own account and are wining to accept small 
? rofits, 
4 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 113. 
25 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 112. 
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The above-mentioned said basic method of speculation is not confined to 
buying or selling contracts of the same amount of commodity and the same month. 
In the advanced techniques of speculation, known as 'spread' and 'straddles' 
trading, again the speculators apply the same principle - buy when the price is about 
to rise and sell when the price seems about to fall. However, in spread trading, it 
involves two opposite position of the same commodity but different delivery months 
26 
are involved. In trading known as inter-delivery spread , speculators have both long 
and short positions simultaneously. Yet the motive of such trading is the same, to 
profit from the price difference between the two contracts. Unlike spread trading, 
straddles trading, which is actually a type of spread, involves two simultaneous long 
and short positions of two different commodities (inter-commodity spread), or of the 
same commodity but traded in two different markets (inter-market spread). 27 
Both spread and straddles trading are based on the expectation of changes in 
the relationship between the two contracts. For instance, there is a close relationship 
between com futures and oat futures since both feed grains are good substitutes for 
each other. Rationally,, if corn is cheap relative to oats, the demand for corn would 
be higher. Thus, the relative prices of the two could help the speculator in 
28 determining the demand factors. As in any ordinary speculative method (usually 
referred as an outright position), the two simultaneous long and short positions in 
such advanced techniques are liquidated by taking an opposite position for each of 
them. If the speculator's expectations turn out to be true, he will gain profits by such 
a liquidation. 
26 New York Institute of Finance, Futures, p. 182. 
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In reality, price expectations in speculation and spread trading involve 
complicated formulas and calculation. Yet the primary purpose is still to forecast 
price changes of a specific commodity or related commodities. To be a successful 
speculator, a futures trader needs both knowledge and practice in price forecasting. 
The required knowledge includes all relevant infon-nation relating to a specific 
commodity, such as its distribution, growing season, historical production and 
consumption of the commodity and its substitutes, government support and policy. 
Furthen-nore, information on its trading in the futures market is very important. That 
includes historical price movements, hedging activities and trading volumes of the 
said commodity futures. From historical and published infonnation, a speculator 
may be able to know what sort of events may probably make an impact on the price 
of the commodity. Besides this past and present information, using charts to plot 
price movement is equally important. These charts can provide information for the 
speculator on past price behaviour that may help him to think in terms of price 
trends and to determine the best position to take in order to profit or to limit 
IOSS. 29 
The above-mentioned strategy represents a combination of fundamental 
analysis (the study of supply and demand) and technical analysis (the use of price 
and volume charts). Various academic studies suggest that it is necessary for every 
speculator to analyse market factors and price changes in order to be successful in 
, ;0 
price forecasting and futures trading. ' In addition, the speculator should also adopt 
31 32 
a well-developed trading plan and avoid making judgments based on rumours . 
27 Gold, Modern, p. 266. 
28 Gold, Modern, pp. 273-274, 
29 Belveal, Commodity, pp. 120-124. 
30 Chicago Board of Trade, Commo&ty, p. 115. 
3' An effective trading plan varies from one speculator to another. It 
includes limiting and 
maintaining risk capital on any trade, 
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T-T - However, sometimes favourable news, when published may result in the opposite 
effect. For example, positive news on export activity would cause a price rise of the 
related commodity as the news represents a higher demand. On the contrary, many 
traders who have heard about this activity through rumours or informal sources have 
already bought the contracts, anticipating of the price rise, while the other traders 
who act upon such news will eagerly buy such contracts with the same expectation. 
Since most of the traders buy or take the long position, the price is dragged down 
due to lack of sellers in the market. 33 
From this example, it seems that analysing the market and adopting a well- 
developed trading plan could not per se ensure a profitable position for a speculator. 
Besides the influence of his temperament and objectivity, the speculator's judgment 
on the prices is also subjected to the randomness of price variations. Although most 
technical analysts believe that past price behaviour can be used to forecast the 
futures price movement, the technique cannot prove that the price movement is non- 
random. 
34 
Besides the unpredictable price behaviour that may cause an indefinite risk, a 
speculator is also subject to the limits of his nsk capital. He should carefully 
examine his speculative strategy in order to avoid over-trading, i. e. trading beyond 
his risk capital limit. Over-trading is usually based on the speculator's opinion and 
highly dependent on his good luck in gaining large profits. In such trading, the 
32 Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity, p. 115. 
33 Belveal, Commodity, pp. 274-276. 
34 Hieronymous, Thomas A. Economics of Futures Trading for Commercial and Personal Profit. 
New York: Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., 1981 pp. 251-252. 
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35 potential loss is also as great as the expected profit . To maintain an ongoing 
profitable position, a speculator must be able to place his stop loss order at an 
appropriate price. Adversely, if he is consistently in a losing position, he will be 
subjected to variation or margin calls proving that his speculative strategy is in 
error. 
36 
Due to the various pitfalls in the speculation business, many studies have 
shown that more speculators turn out to be losers than winners. To name a few, the 
Blair Stewart Study found that there is a tendency for the size of losses to exceed the 
size of profits, while in a later study, A Cursory Look, of 462 speculative accounts, 
298 incurred losses. Similarly, One Time Traders, a study of a large number of 
accounts has shown that the winners made a total of $37,, 237 while the losers lost 
$46 1,, 659. Out of 170 accounts,, 44 were winners and 126 were losers. 37 These 
studies clearly show that most of the speculators end up in their trading as losers 
rather than winners. It is believed that the risk capital they lost was partly as 
payment for commission and fees, and partly profits for the successful professional 
speculators and hedgers. 
Although it is evident there are more losers than winners, futures traders are 
always attracted to speculative activities. The potential gain of big profits with a 
small margin requirement makes such business sound feasible. In addition, there is a 
strong belief that market prices can be anticipated through analysis, fundamental or 
technical analysis. Further, their presence is justified in the whole operation of a 
futures market, since they assume the price risks for the hedgers and Introduce more 
35 Belveal, Commo&ty, pp. 264-265. 
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capital and liquidity into the market. They also provide additional information that is 
vital and necessary to the fulfilment of the price discovery role of the market. 
Though most speculators are motivated by the hope of potential profit, ultimately 
they are contributing to the price stability of commodities in the market. 
7.2. The Positions of Hedging and Speculative Activities in Islamic Law 
In theory, hedging and speculation practices do not affect the validity of a 
commodity futures contract since both hedger and speculator utilise the same 
mechanism of execution of a futures contract butfOTthe purposes of their hedging 
and speculation activities. As all futures contracts are standardised and upon each 
execution the clearing house will interpose between the parties,, trading in futures 
becomes fungible, where it allows a trader to offset a previous contract freely. The 
price difference between the contracts offers a substantial profit or an equally 
substantial loss. Therefore, - 
in order to avoid losses, a hedger or speculator will 
normally take into consideration any relevant information and news, including 
rumours, so as to forecast the price changes correctly. 
Hedging and speculation activities are generally acceptable under the rules 
and regulations of commodity exchanges and, permissible under most relevant 
Common Law but under Islamic Law, these activities raise some major issues in 
relation to the legality of such activities and. their effects on the validity of 
commodity futures contracts. In particular, hedging and speculation in commodity 
futures trading obviously add more gharar (risk and uncertainty) elements to the 
3'6 Belveal, Commodity, pp. 266-268. 
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trading of commodity futures contracts. Both practices involve anticipation of price 
changes that normally move randomly. Although this expectation of price movement 
is based on published information and data, the price may change adversely. In spite 
of expecting a big return, a hedger or speculator may face a substantial loss. 
Furthermore, in the course of anticipating the price changes , it is more likely 
for fraud to occur since some of the information is not verified by any authority 
concerned. If such fraudulent information is spread over the market, it could 
possibly cause an imbalance between the number of buyers and sellers. Thus, it will 
lead to an excessive supply and demand in the market that implies a very low or a 
very high price of the commodity. In this context, these two activities of hedging 
and speculation must be carefully examined in terms of the risks and uncertainties 
attached to them and the likelihood of other prohibitory elements such as fraud and 
excessive pricing or swindles occuring in the market due to these activities. 
7.2.1. The principles of Islamic Law on risk, uncertainty, fraud and excessive 
price 
Under the purview of Islamic Law, trading in futures with the anticipation of 
favourable price changes is a transaction that may be associated with gharar as well 
as other prohibitory elements, such as al-ghish (deceit), al-tadlis (fraud) and al- 
ghubn al-fdýish (excessive swindle). As a decision to sell or to purchase (especially 
for speculators) is highly dependent on market factors as well as non-verifiable 
information, the above prohibitory elements are unavoidable. Some speculators may 
37 Heronymous, Economics, pp. 256-26 1. 
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create false information or rutnours so as to ensure the price changes according to 
their expectation. 
In order to determine whether these activities and any actions therein amount 
to gharar or any of the prohibitory elements-, it is necessary to discuss onwards the 
principles of Islamic Law concerning the prohibitory elements that may vitiate the 
validity of a particular contract. 
(i) Gharar (risk and uncertainty): the general vitiating element 
The term gharar takes the forms of ghish, tadlis and ghubn that 
synonymously refer to wrongful or unlawful gain of property (akI al-mal bi al-hd#l). 
Gharar is generally defined as risk, uncertainty, deceit or anything that has invisible 
clýý 
results. By this definition, the term gharar includes anything that is unknown or 
uncertain in terms of its existence and delivery. 38 Any type of transaction associated 
with an element of gharar is generally rendered as void or voidable. This rule is 
derived from the ýadith, 
It is reported by AW Hurairah that the Prophet (peace be upon him) forbade 
the sale of ýaýjh (sale of things or land which is roughly determined by a 
throw of a stone or pebble) and the sale of gharar (sale that involves a non- 
existent, uncertain or unknown object). 39 
38 Al-]? arir, al-5iddiq Mubanunad al-Arnin. AI-Gharar wa Atharuhuft al-Fiqh al-Islami. Beirut: Dar 
al-jil, 1990 pp. 27-28, AI-Zubayli, Wahbah. Al-Fiqh al-IsIdmi wa Adillatuh. Damsyik: Ddr al-FikT, 
1989 v. 4, pp. 436-437. 
39 The haduh is quoted and explained in, Al-Shawkdn-1, Moammad 'Ali Muhammad. Nayl al-Awtdr 
Sharý Muntaqd al-Akhbdr. (No Place): Maktabah al-Aymdn, (No Date) v. 5, pp. 147-148. For more 
ýadfth, see, Al-I? arIr, Al-Gharar, pp. 58-61, Masyh5r, Amirah 'Abdul Latif. Ablstithmdrft al-Iqtiýdd 
al-Islami. Cairo: Maktabah MadbGII, 1991 pp. 246-247. 
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The prohibition on gharar transactions is enforced because of the possibility 
of deceit, fraud or injustice occuring between the contracting parties. It may lead to 
disputes and unlawful gain of another's property. 40 Nevertheless, Islamic scholars 
have unanimously agreed that the transaction with minor or slight gharar may be 
exempted from this rule. This type of gharar includes any unavoidable uncertainty 
or one that forms part of the contractual object, such as the sale of a house without 
specifying the fitting of its ceiling or floor. In addition, it is also permissible to have 
a slight gharar in any transaction that usually regards the object as the same as in 
any similar contract due to its minimal task or if it is hard to be determined . 
41 For 
instance. 
., sale of 
food in a buffet service in which the price is fixed per head, and not 
dependent on the amount of food taken. As long as the existence of such gharar is 
42 
not intended (ghayr maqp7d), it will not invalidate the outstanding contract . 
On the other hand, the forbidden gharar is meant for a major or excessive 
gharar, which is not a necessity in any particular contract. The existence of such a 
gharar will definitely render the contract void. Although the scholars agree on these 
two categories of gharar,, there is no clear-cut guideline to detennine the degree of 
gharar that amounts to the permissible gharar or the prohibited one. Basically, it 
depends on ijtihad of the scholars to determine the permissibility of a particular 
gharar associated with a transaction. For instance, in a contract of insurance, there 
are many uncertainties attached to the subject matter of the contract. One of them is 
the uncertain duration of the contract since - the insurer will only get the 
compensation upon the occurrence of a specific event. This obviously amounts to a 
40 Al-Gharyani, al-5ddiq 'Abdul RaýMdn. Al-Mucdmalat A#kdm wa Adillah. 
Andalus: Dar al-Ijikmah, 
v. 1,1992 p, 208. 
4' AI-Zubayli, A I-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 43 8, Masyh-5r, Al-Istithmar, p. 247. 
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prohibitory gharar. However, the majority of modem Islamic scholars consider such 
a contract as a type of contract of guarantee (al-tak4W) in which the said gharar is 
inherent and is not intended in the contract. " 
Adapting the principle of gharar to the hedging activity, the element of 
gharar that attaches to a commodity futures contract has been minimised since the 
hedger owns the commodity or is willing to take the delivery of the commodity, 
although it is in the cash market. They trade in futures trading in order to reduce the 
risks of their cash trading as well as to avoid any unnecessary loss. Whether they 
make a loss or a profit from this activity, it does not affect their potential in the 
fulfilment of the contractual obligations of making or taking the delivery of the 
commodity upon the maturity of the contract. However, in reality, hedgers would 
rather liquidate their futures position than take or make the futures delivery. As 
indicated earlier,, their prime interest is vested in the cash market position where they 
fulfil these obligations in the cash market. 
On the other hand , it 
is universally understood that when a speculator enters 
into a futures contract,, he has no intention at all of taking or making the future 
delivery of the underlying commodity. Nevertheless, he uses the same fonnat as 
other traders in executing the contract that is conceivably valid and enforceable. 
However 
, in 
his speculative activity per se, gharar or uncertainty elements are 
unavoidable. In forecasting the prices, the speculator must consider a lot of factors 
that may affect the rise and fall of the price. In many cases, as proved by the studies 
mentioned earlier, speculators suffer more losses than gains due to mistakes in 
42 Al-Gharydni, Al-Mu'dmalat, pp. 208-209. 
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anticipating price movements. This business is clearly associated with a high degree 
of risk. There is no certainty in price changes despite the use of fundamental or 
technical analysis. Furthermore, speculation is to be considered as a zero-sum 
game 44 in which there is no real merchandise involved. Speculators may either 
acquire profit or suffer pure loss. Obviously, this risk is amount to an element of 
gharar that is prohibited. 
(ii) Al-tadris (fraudulent terms and conduct) 
In addition to the above risks,, a speculator may also be exposed to false 
information or news,, because information and news forms the basic factors in his 
speculation strategy. False information could lead the speculator to a wrongful 
expectation of price movement. The circulation of such false information may 
amount to al-ghish, that means an act of exposing the reverse facts of the contractual 
subject matter. In particular, this term includes any attempt at concealing the defects 
of the subject matter and any fraudulent actions that are deliberately made to attract 
or induce the other party to enter into a contract. Such fraudulent means are referred 
to by Islamic scholars as al-tadlis. 45 
Generally, any contract which has been executed by the parties based on an 
element of al-tadlis is rendered as void ab initio. Although the injured party has 
initially volunteered to enter into the contract, his consent was based on a false 
43 Al-GharyRil, Al-Mulamalat, pp. 209 & 212. 
44 A zero-sum game is referred to a situation in which a gain by one party requires any other party 
involved in it to sustain a corresponding loss. See, Encarta World 
English Dictionary, London: 
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 1999 p. 2168. 
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knowledge about the object. This leads to unlawful gain of profit by the other party,, 
a thing that is expressly prohibited in Islamic Law 
. 
46 This rule is derived from the 
verse, 
"0 you who have attained to faith, do not devour one another's possession 
wrongfully, but it must be in a way of trade based on mutual agreement. "" 
Fraudulent means, as defined in Islamic Law, may be in the form of actions 
or verbal statements. Thus, Islamic scholars have divided al-tadlis into three 
categories: al-tadlis al-ffli (fraud by conducts), al-tadlis al-qauli (fraud by verbal 
statement) and al-tadlis bi katmdn at-haqiqah (fraud by concealment of the truth). 
The first category includes any positive or negative action that fraudulently attracts 
the other party to the contract. Among the famous classical examples is the sale by 
al-tasriyah (the practice of tying the udder of the merchandise for example a she- 
goat or she-camel), In this contract of sale, the udder of a she-goat or she-camel is 
tied up by the seller for a certain period in order to deceive the buyer into thinking 
that the goat or camel produces a lot of milk . 
48 The second category, al-tadlis al- 
qauli, includes any false statement and cheating in order to induce the other party to 
deal with him. For instance,, a seller who is selling a merchandise at a higher Price 
falsely claims that he is offering the best price as compared to other sellers. The last 
category, al-tadlis bi katmdn al-ýaqiqah refers to any concealment or hiding of the 
45 AI-Qurrah Ddghi, 'Al-I Mubyiddin. Mabda' al-Ri4d ft al-"Uqad. Beirut: D5r al-Bashair al- 
lsl&miyyah, 1985 v. 1, p. 601. 
46 Masyhor, Al-Istithmar, p. 250. 
47 The translation of the Quran, 4: 29. 
48 Al-Sharbini, Mubammad al-Khatilb. Mughni al-Muhtdj, Sharý 'ald Mam Minhdj al-Talibin. 
Damascus- Ddr al-Fikr, (No Date) v. 2, p, 63, Al-ZarkashI, Shamsudd7m Mubammad. Shar4 al- 
Zarkashi 'aid Mukhtaýar al-KharqT. Riyadh: Maktabah al-'Abikdn, 1993 v. 3, pp. 558-559. 
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true condition of the subject matter of a contract, for example, hiding the defect of 
merchandise by exposing only the good part of it. 49 
In order to prove the commission of al-tadlis and to claim the right of option 
due to such an element (khiyar al-tadlis), three requirements must be fulfilled. First, 
there must be a proof that the fraud has occurred and that it was intentionally 
committed by one of the parties. Secondly, it is required that such fraud is the main 
cause leading to the execution of the contract. It must be proved that the injured 
party entered into the contract because of his belief that the fraud was the truth. 
Finally, it is necessary that the fraud was committed by the deceiving parties, or that 
they knew about the commission of the fraud in a case where it was perpetrated by a 
50 
third party. It is further required in such a case that the third party must have 
51 
conspired with the deceiving party in committing the fraud . 
From the requirement above, a contract that was legally concluded may be 
rescinded if there is proof that a fraud was committed by one of the parties or by a 
third party. As long as there is a conspiracy between the third party and the 
deceiving party, the contract is voidable. The best example for such a fraud is the 
sale of al-najash. 52 In this sale, the seller conspires with a person who later pretends 
to buy his merchandise at a higher price so as to induce the other buyer to purchase 
the merchandise at a price higher than it should be. Although lmdm Mmad held that 
49 AI-Zarkashl, Sharb, v. 3, p. 583, A]-Qurrah Ddghl, Mabda', v. 1, pp. 601-610, A]-Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, 
v. 4, pp. 218-220. 
50 APAttar, 'Abdul Ndsir Tauf1q. NaPriyyah al-Illizdm ft al-Sharfah al-Islamiyyah wa al-Sharfah 
al-'Arabiyyah. Cairo: Matba'ah al-Sa'adah, v. 1,1975 pp. 161-168. 
51 AI-Sanhilrl, 'Abdul Razzdq. Maýddir al-ffaqq ft al-Fiqh al IsIdmi. Beirut. Dar Ehyd' al-Turath al- 
cArabI, (No Date) v. 2, p. 172. 
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there is no requirement to prove the existence of conspiracy as required by the 
majority of scholars,, scholars are unanimously agreed that such a practice is 
prohibited. 53 If the sale was executed by the parties based on this practice, the sale is 
rendered void. However, if the seller has no conspiracy with the third person, such a 
contract is considered as voidable. 54 This prohibition is based on the ýadith, 
is reported by Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet (peace be upon him) had 
forbade al-najash (a practice where the price is increased by a person who is 
not at all interested in buying the merchandise but wishes to induce another 
to buy the property). ý55 
Besides the opinion that says the sale of al-najash is void or voidable, some 
scholars, such as Imam Ibn Hazm, consider that the practice of al-najash does not 
invalidate the contract since such a sale is legally concluded and all requirements of 
56 
a valid contract are satisfied. Furthennore , it is 
held by other scholars, such as the 
lianbali scholars,, that such fraud of excessive price must be associated with an 
element of al-ghuhn al-fdýish (excessive swindle) so as to render the contract 
voidable and to entitle the buyer to right of option. " 
There is very little likelihood for an element of al-tadlis to be present in the 
hedging activity. Since this activity Is based on the analysis of basis change and 
study of the market factors, there should be no room for al-tadlis or any other type 
" Sale of al-Najash is actually a fraudulent practice in which a third person 
is falsely bidding a higher 
1 ri for the merchandise in order to induce a prospective buyer to buy such property. 
3 
Markashi, 
Sharb, v. 3, p, 643, AI-SanhUri, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 172. 
54 A]-Zarkashi, Sharb, v. 3, p. 644, Masyhar, AI-Isfithmdr, pp. 252-253. 
55 Quoted and explained in, Ibn Ijajar (Al-'AsqaIdni), Atmad 
'AR. Fatý al-Barf. Ddr al-Kutub al- 
'11miyyah, 2 nd edition, v. 4, Odith no, 2142,1997 p. 447. 
56 AI-Qurrah Ddghl, Mabda. v. 1, p. 637. 
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of fraud to occur. The decision as to when to put on a hedge or to take it off is 
normally made by the hedger on his own. If it is established that such a decision is 
based on fraudulent information, then the rules on al-tadlis may be applied. 
Similarly, the rules on al-tadlis are applied to any contract that has been 
executed in a speculation business if there is a fraudulent element in the execution of 
the contract. Unlike the professional speculators who manage to use fundamental or 
technical analysis,, most of the public speculators are highly dependent on their 
futures brokers to anticipate the price changes and to decide when to execute a 
futures contract. Again, if there is proof that shows a fraud has occurred, the 
deprived trader should be entitled to a right of option or compensation. 
(iii) Al-ghubn (prohibitory swindle) 
This is another situation of gharar that might occur in the activities of 
hedging and speculation. The rules on al-ghubn are derived from the prohibition of 
al-ghish. The term al-ghubn is referred to unfair return of value in an exchange for a 
property. There are two categories of al-ghubn, al-ghubn al-yasir (slight swindle) 
and al-ghubn al-fdýish (excessive swindle). The former category is permissible 
according to majority of Islamic scholars. The degree, size or amount of such al- 
ghubn is decided by the common practice or custom, or by a regulatory body. 
5' For 
example, the market price of a kilogram whole weal flour is El . 00. It 
is permissible 
for any retailer to sell the same amount at a little more, like fl. 20 or a little less,, 
such as EO. 80 since these small differences are commonly acceptable to the general 
57 M-Sanhari, Maýddir, v. 2, p. 172, AI-Zubayll, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 223. 
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public. On the contrary, the second category of al-ghubn is referred to the pricing of 
merchandise at prices excessively higher or lower than the normal or designated 
price. 
In determining whether the element of al-ghubn al-fd6ish affects the validity 
of a contract, some of the scholars, such as the Hanbal! scholars consider that the 
existence of such al-ghubn per se in a specific contract does not render the contract 
void. Likewise, the Shdfii scholars consider that such an element does not affect the 
contract even though it is associated with al-ghish (deceit), because such a contract 
is concluded due to the ignorance of the buyer concernIng the real price of the 
merchandise. Except in the sale of talaqqi al-rukbdn (meeting the riders out of 
town)59, the Shdfi'l scholars find that -the abused party has the right to revoke the 
contract based on the With in which it is reported that the Prophet (peace be upon 
him) forbade the activity of talaqqi al-rukban. 60 
On the other hand, the Hanbari scholars consider that the presence of the 
element of al-ghubn al-fdýish in any contract, with or without fraud, renders that 
contract voidable. In such a contract., the injured party is entitled to rescind the 
Contract 
.61 For instance,, in the above sale of talaqqi al-rukban, the innocent seller, 
who has no knowledge of the real value of his merchandise, has received an offer to 
58 Al-rAtyir, Na; ariyyah, p. 172, Al-Zubayri, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 221. 
59 It is a traditional practice to deceive rural merchants by telling them that the price of their 
merchandise is declining in the market before they learn the real market price, 
hence, the 
merchandise is sold at a lower price, This practice is forbidden for it consists of gharar as well as 
fraudulent elements. See, Al-Shirdzi, AbY Isbaq Ibrahim. Al-Muhadhdhib ft Fiqh al-Imam al-Shaj7'i. 
Beirut: Dar Ehya' al-Turdth al-Arabil, 1994 v. 1, p. 3 86. 
60 A]-Zuhayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, pp. 222-224. 
61 A]-Zubayli, Al-Fiqh, v. 4, p. 223. 
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sell the merchandise at a price far lower than the real market value. Once the sale is 
concluded in such situation, the seller may revoke the contract, 
Thus, in examining the hedging and speculation activities, it seems that every 
hedger and speculator, who is supposed to know the market value of the underlying 
commodity, should be well aware of any attempt to cause an artificial rising or 
falling of prices. Fortunately, every futures market has its own regulations in 
limiting the highest or the lowest price for each business day. Usually, a market will 
permit a certain percentage of fluctuation in the market value of the commodity from 
day to day. In this way, the price found in the market should not be excessively 
higher or lower than the usual price. 
7.3. Conclusion and Summary 
Initially, it seems that the hedger and speculator are the same as any other 
real futures trader who needs to buy or sell a certain commodity to be delivered after 
a certain period, or, at least, being a trader who uses the market facilities for his 
investment purposes. However, the objectives that underline his hedging or 
speculation activity have drawn a difference between the hedger or the speculator 
and the rest of the traders. This distinction is not obvious in their trading, since every 
market participant, including the hedger and the speculator, duly follow all the 
procedure and formation of a futures contract. ýk real futures trader would rather 
keep his futures position open until the contract matures, and then take or make the 
delivery. A hedger or speculator, however, does not wait until maturity but offsets 
his position at any time before the maturity date according to his trading plan. 
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The facts mentioned above clearly show that the activities of hedging and 
speculation should be regarded as different types of transaction from the commodity 
futures trading. Although these activities operate in all commodity futures markets, 
each of them is a business on their own. The facilities provided by the market for the 
trading in commodity futures becomes a business tool in risk management for the 
hedgers and a speculative device for the speculators. Due to the suitability of 
commodity futures contracts for this type of trading, it is believed that most futures 
traders are either hedgers or speculators. 
In examining the hedging activity, it is hard to find any irregularity in a 
hedger's transaction that involves his futures position. Whether it is a buying hedge 
or a selling hedge, the execution is the same as other futures contracts executed by 
other traders. Thus, it is safe to say that the futures transaction involve in a hedging 
activity is validly concluded. In support of this view, afatwa (Islamic legal tradition) 
has been given concerning this activity saying that the hedging activity is lawful in 
the sense that it is based on an agreement to enter into a contract in the future, in 
62 
which the subject of the contract is lawful . 
In a further examination of the hedging activity from its contractual asPect, 
this activity involves only an offsetting transaction of the futures position and a 
subsequent sale or purchase of cash commodity in the cash market. The only 
problem in this activity is the perfect time to put the hedge and to take it off. At this 
point, a hedger makes an in-depth analysis of the basis and a thorough study of the 
factors that may have an impact on the basis. This analysis and study are supposed 
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to help the hedger to anticipate the basis changes and determine the correct time to 
put on a hedge, i. e to buy or sell the commodity futures. If the decision to put on this 
hedge is made relying on the verified analysis or study, the subsequent contract 
should be considered as valid, based on the hedger's consent. However,, if there is 
any undue influence or fraud in the decision, the rules on al-tadlis shall be applied 
thereto. 
In a speculative business too, the transactions involved in the activity are 
merely the execution of buying and selling of commodity futures, which are 
followed by the offsetting transaction. Although in certain speculative methods, such 
as the straddles trading where two simultaneous contracts are involved, the two 
contracts are treated separately under Islamic Law. This does not affect the validity 
of the trade. Similarly, the speculator's pre-contractual motives or intention of 
entering into any futures contract has no effect on the validity of the contract. 
lt should be noted that the distinctive feature of the speculation business is 
the ability to anticipate future price changes. This anticipation is developed from 
fundamental and/or technical analysis together with past and present information on 
the commodity. These factors will be the grounds for the speculator in his decision 
to execute any futures contract. If there is established proof of an element of fraud, 
either committed by the counterpart or a third party, the rules on al-tadlis apply, It is 
worth mentioning that most public speculators -are dependent on their 
broker to 
make such decisions. In this type of relationship, potentially undue influence can 
occur. 
62 Fatwd no. 27,6th al-Baraka Sen-ýnar avaflable at, www. 
islanýc-finance. net/research/al-baraka 
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Unlike the position holder speculators, many of the day traders or scalpers, 
who hold a position during one trading session only, have no interest in the analysis 
and market factors. Their main concern is to make a profit, either big or small, from 
price fluctuation. It is evident that the business of speculation is rooted in the 
anticipation of price change without the actual interest of selling or buying the 
underlying commodity. 
Legally, an anticipation of price movement is not prohibitory in Islamic Law,, 
based on the maxim., "the original state of things is permissible". However, a 
business that is dependent on anticipation that would randomly become true is 
highly associated with uncertainty and a high risk of loss. Expectation on prices can 
never be certain. As proved by the studies mentioned before, speculators are more 
likely to incur losses than profits, with whatever prediction they have made. 
Therefore, it is clear that this speculation business is a sort of 'aqd al-gharar 
(aleatory transaction) that has attained the prohibitory degree in Islamic Law. 
In summary, the activities of hedging and speculation in commodity futures 
trading do not affect the legality and validity of such trading. The mechanism of the 
contract remains as it is, though the majority of the traders consists of hedgers and 
speculators. They use the system in the commodity futures trading as part of their 
business or price risk management and accumulation of profits. In the hedging 
activity, the risks of loss that are associated with the hedger's transaction in the cash 
market are reduced by executing a futures position (putting a hedge) in order to 
lock 
in a profitable price. Since the offsetting of futures position (taking off a 
hedge) has 
accessed on 12/05/2000. 
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been made possible in all futures markets, the hedger of capable in reducing his 
risks. 
Unlike hedging, speculation is a business in which the futures positions have 
been utilised to realise profits from the price difference of each position. The 
anticipation of a favourable price change leads the speculators to assume the risk of 
losing their capital in their margin accounts. This assumption of risks, though it may 
realise a profit, is too uncertain, whereas the results or consequences of the activity 
are unpredictable. These elements clearly amount to the forbidden excessive gharar 
that may cause the prohibition of such activity. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 2 
This study, which has analysed the basic structure of a commodity futures 
contract and some of its other contractual aspects, has finally concluded that such a 
contract,, in its basic fundamental structure, is legal in Islamic Law since there is no 
element of excessive gharar, ribd or any type of unlawful gain of property. 
However, this legality is confined to futures contracts involving a lawful underlying 
commodity, such as metals, grains and petroleum. 
Although a few provisions of the Sunnah disallowed sales of non-existent 
objects in spite of an exception given to bay' al-salam, this exception suggests that it 
is possible to legalise a similar sale of a non-existent object. Like the legality of ba)f 
al-istiýna , which is recognized for its importance based on istiýsdn methodology, a 
commodity futures contract might well become a legal contract for its important 
position in determining the commodity's market price. Furthermore, it is found that 
a commodity futures contract is constituted in a more definite manner than bay' al- 
istiýnd in which the delivery time and place are fixed initially and the price for the 
commodity is required to be paid upon the delivery. 
Yet to define the relationship between the market participants involved in the 
formation of a commodity futures contract, it seems that each of them is assumed to 
have full contractual capacity and thus be eligible to execute the contract himself or 
on behalf of others. Whatever part they take in the basic formation of a commodity 
* This conclusion lists down the results and findings of the analyses on the legal and contractual 
aspects of conunodity futures contracts. It also comprises some suggestions and alternatives so that 
such contracts can be executed in accordance with Islamic Law. 
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futures contract, the actual parties of this contract are the futures traders, sellers or 
buyers, who might employ the services of a futures broker or a futures adviser to 
assist them in executing the contract. In this kind of trading it is clear that the 
relationship between the traders and the broker or the adviser, is similar to that of 
principal and agent. An agent must act only according to the principal's instruction 
and shall carry no liability for any loss or damage incurred, unless it is due to his 
deliberate negligence or fraudulent conduct,, but even if there is proof of such an 
offence, it only affects the validity of that particular transaction. 
The analyses have been extended to the actual mechanism of a commodity 
futures contract. This contract is initiated by an order to buy or sell, placed by the 
futures trader. Through his broker, the order is executed in the open outcry auction 
that takes place on the exchange's trading floor. The execution is completed when 
the order is fulfilled by another order upon which all the contract specifications are 
duly specified. This method of execution has no inconsistency with any principles of 
Islamic Law on the valid formation of a contract of sale. The open outcry auction 
process, which may be recognised in Islamic Law for its fairness and equal 
treatment, becomes one of the common practices approved by the authorities 
concerned. Based on these grounds, the present method of executing a commodity 
futures contract should be permissible in 1slamic Law. 
Nowadays, the sequence of an order in 4 commodity futures contract does 
not end upon its completion in the open outcry auction but a matched order must be 
cleared by the clearing house, an independent institution or a diVision of the 
exchange. These institutions, the exchange and the cleanng house, which set the 
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minimum margin for each futures contract, seem to be regarded as ordinary limited 
companies. But the fixed margin required of any futures trader is deemed to be a 
vital element in a formation of a commodity futures contract. As it is paid to ensure 
the contractual performance of the futures trader, the margin resembles the 'urban 
deposit that is required from a buyer in order to ensure the fulfilment of his 
contractual obligation. It also resembles a pledged property that is deposited With a 
creditor to secure the payment of debt. Both the curban and pledged property may be 
forfeited or liquidated in a case of default on behalf of the depositor. 
Thus, by such similar objectives and modus operandi, the present margin 
system is entitled to be recognised in Islamic Law. However, the 'mark-to-market' 
process that forms a part of the margin system operated by the clearing house should 
be excluded from the system since it causes unnecessary loss to the futures traders. 
This process is only introduced into the margin system due to the presumption of 
default that may be committed by the futures traders. This proves that a valid 
commodity futures contract has no connection with the process and it should 
therefore be removed from the margin system. 
Beyond the apparent mechanism of executing a commodity futures contract,. 
the interchangeable nature of such a contract allows the futures traders to transfer 
this ordinary contract of sale and purchase into a mode of investment. It is applied 
by hedgers and speculators alike in their financially designed strategies to reduce 
risks and maximise profits. These activities are not possible without the 
interchangeable nature of commodity futures contracts by which each contract sold 
or purchased, may be liquidated or offset with another equal amount and delivery 
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month but opposite contract. Upon examining this liquidation process or offsetting a 
futures contract position, such liquidation appears to be a type of iqdlah al-'aqd in 
which the contracting parties mutually rescind a contract. It may also be considered 
to be a type of 'aqd al-ýawdlah for the effect of offsetting position is to transfer a 
P- -ý future contractual obligation. 
In so far, whether it is a cancellation of a contract or a transfer of an 
obligation, there is no ambiguity in the execution of a liquidating contract, but 
doubts arise when this practice is associated with an anticipation of price changes in 
a speculation activity. Unlike hedging, in which anticipation of basic changes is 
based on thorough analysis and market study, a speculation may be a pure 
speculative business that hopes that the price movement will change favourably as 
anticipated with no intention of owning the commodity or interest in its market 
factors,, like the day traders or scalpers, It is a business that depends on the 
anticipation of price changes that move randomly with an assumption of risk of 
losing the capital. From the perspective of Islamic Law, such an assumption of risk 
is purely speculative and uncertain and would amount to the forbidden excessive 
gharar, as in gambling. However, although speculation may be deemed as a type of 
excessive gharar dealing, it does not affect the validity of the whole transaction of a 
commodity futures contract. 
Based on the analyses and findings in this -research, it is believed that trading 
in commodity futures is legal and permissible in the Islamic Law of Contract. The 
whole mechanism of executing a commodity futures contract that begins with 
depositing a margin and is settled by a liquidation contract or delivery, has relatively 
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no inconsistency with any fundamental principle or doctrine in Islamic Law. 
Although it generally forbids the sale of a non-existent object for such contract is 
associated with a gharar element, it does permit a few transactions that involve a 
non-existent object. A commodity futures contract appears to be an innovated ba)f 
al-istiýnd with a standardised contract specification and additional guarantee 
perfonned by the clearing house in its novation process. 
This concept of additional guarantee is actually a distinctive principle 
introduced in the contract of al-rahn, bay al-'urban and contract of al-kafalah. In 
these three transactions,, Islamic Law provides the concept of additional liability by 
which the payment of a debt or the performance of a contractual obligation is 
guaranteed by imposing an additional security, On the other hand, in the execution C? -- 
of a commodity futures contract, the margin is required to ensure the contractual 
performance of the futures contract. 
Since the required margin represents only between five to ten per cent of the 
total value of the contract, the role played by the clearing house in the novation 
process is much appreciated. By this process, in which the clearing house interposes 
between the buyers and sellers to be the counterparty for each open contract, the 
clearing house manages to ensure that each futures trader either performs his 
obligation by making or taking delivery or liquidates his open position. Therefore, 
this improvised concept of al-kafalah needs no alteration to fit in the Islamic 
framework. 
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However, the extra precaution taken by the clearing house for any possible 
default in operating the 'mark-to-market' process is impugnable. As indicated 
earlier, this process works as a daily settlement of each margin account. One's 
margin account is debited or credited based on the daily closing price of the 
underlying commodity. If the price declines, the account is debited accordingly and 
vice versa. It is obvious that there is no transaction involved but the futures trader 
may be made liable to pay additional or variation margin if the price goes against 
him or he may obtain an additional capital gain if the price moves in his favour. 
Relatively, neither the former nor the latter is allowed in Islamic Law. One should 
not be burdened with payment in exchange of nothing. Based on the maxim, 'No 
damage and no mutual infliction of damage', such a process should not be allowed. 
Again, in the latter situation, the additional capital gain accredited to the margin 
account would amount to riba. A capital gain in return of nothing is only equivalent 
to ribd. Thus,, it is firmly suggested that the process of mark-to-market should be 
withheld from the margin system. 
It might be alleged that operating the mark-to-market process is among the 
core duties that every clearing house should perform in order to maintain its 
financial integrity. Yet, it still requires from each of its clearing members a fixed 
contribution for the fund that is utilised,, whenever necessary, to pay any 
compensation in a case of default. However, should there be any economic reason 
for every clearing house to maintain this processthere is another alternative, which, 
though it requires major changes and alterations, works for the London Metal 
Exchange (LNIE). 
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The LME,, which is termed as a principal-to-principal market , is actually 
similar to any ordinary commodity futures market in terms of its modes of execution 
of the contract. Hence,, each of its contracts is interchangeable by which it allows the 
traders to offset before the delivery date. The only difference between the LUE and 
other markets is that the former has no clearing house. At the LNE, its office clears 
each contract in the same manner as the clearing process of a clearing house but 
without the novation role and 'mark-to-market' process. The LUE's clearing does 
not intervene in the determination of settlement price but only instructs the traders 
who have not liquidated their position to make or take the delivery at the maturity 
date. By such a clearing process, all profits or losses are only incurred upon 
execution of contract. The profits resulted from any dealing are only paid at the 
maturity date. On the other hand,, any loss incurred is paid in advance using the 
margin deposit. Thus, there is no profit or loss due from Price changes. 
Using the LNE as an example, it is possible for any commodity futures 
market to exclude the 'mark-to-market' process Without the need to abolish the 
clearing house institution. By the removal of this process, the mechanism of 
executing the commodity futures contract is freed from the element of riba and so 
this transaction can maintain its permissibility in Islamic Law. As for the speculation 
activity, which is found to be an excessively gharar-based business, this must be 
discarded by a Muslim futures trader since there is no way of stopping market 
participants from speculating on futures price changes. 
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APPENDIX I 
A RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
THIS BRIEF STATEMENT DOES NOT DISCLOSE ALL THE RISKS AND 
OTHER SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF TRADING IN FUTURES AND OPTIONS. 
IN LIGHT OF THE RISKS, YOU SHOULD UNDERTAKE SUCH 
TRANSACTIONS ONLY IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF TFIE 
CONTRACTS (AND CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP) INTO WIRCH YOU 
ARE ENTERING AND THE EXTENT OF YOU EXPOSURE TO RISK 
TRADING IN FUTURES AND OPTIONS IS NOT SUITABLE FOR MANY 
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC. YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER 
VA-IETHER TRADING IS APPORIATE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR 
EXPERIENCE, OBJECTIVES,, FINANCIAL RSOURCES AND OTHER 
RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCES. 
COMMON RISKS IN TRADING IN FUTURES: 
(1) Effect of 'leverage' or 'gearing' 
Transactions in futures carry a high degree of risk, The amount of initial margin is 
small relative to the value of the futures contract so that transactions are "leveraged" 
or"geared". A relatively small market movement will have a proportionately larger 
impact on the funds you have deposited or will have to deposit. This may work 
against you as well as for you. You may sustain a total loss of initial margin funds 
and any additional funds deposited with the firm to maintain your position. If the 
market moves against your position or margin levels are increased, you may be 
called upon to pay substantial additional funds on short notice to maintain your 
position. If you fail to comply with a request for additional funds within the time 
prescribed, your position may be liquidated at a loss and you will be liable for any 
resulting deficit, 
(2) Risk-reducing orders or strategies 
The placing of certain orders (e. g. "Stop-Loss" orders, where permitted under local 
law, or "Stop-Limit" orders), which are intended to limit losses to certain amounts, 
may not be effective because market conditions may make it impossible to execute 
such orders. StTategies using combinations of positions, such as "spread" and 
Ir straddle'" position may be as risky as taking simple "long" or "short" positions. 
(3) Terms and Conditions of Contracts 
You should ask the firm with which you deal about the terms and conditions of the 
specific futures or options which you are trading and associated obligations (e. g. the 
circumstances under which you may become obligated to make or take deliver of the 
underlying interest of a futures contract and, in respect of options, expiration 
dates 
and restrictions on the time for exercise). Under certain circumstances the 
specifications of outstanding contracts (including the exercise price of an option) 
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may be modified by the exchange or clearing house to reflect changes in the underlying interest. 
(4) Suspension or restriction of trading and pricing relationship 
Market conditions (e. g. illiquidity) and/or the operation of the rules of certain markets (e. g. the suspension of trading in any contract or contract month because of price limits or "circuit breakers") may increase the risk of loss by making it difficult 
or impossible to effect transactions or liquid/offset positions. if you have sold options, this may increase the risk of loss. 
Further, normal pricing relationships between the underlying interest and the future , and the underlying interest and the option may not exist. This can occur when, for 
example, the futures contract underlying the option is subject to price limits while the option is not. The absence of an underlying reference price may make it difficult 
to judge "Fair" value. 
(5) Deposited cash and property 
You should familiarize yourself with the protections accorded money or other 
property you deposit domestic and foreign transactions. Particularly in the event of firm insolvency or bankruptcy. The extent to which you may recover your money or 
property may be governed by specific legislation or local rules. In some jurisdiction, 
property which had been specifically identifiable your own will be prorated in the 
same manner as cash for purposes of distribution in the event of a shortfall. 
Commission and other charges 
Before you begin to trade, you should obtain a clear explanation of all commission, 
fees and other charges for which you will be liable. These charges will affect your 
net profit (if any) or increase your loss. 
(7) Transaction in other jurisdictions 
Transactions on market in other jurisdictions, including markets formally linked to a 
domestic market, may expose you to additional risk. Such markets may be subject to 
regulation, which may offer different or diminished investor protection. Before you 
trade you should enquire about any rules relevant to your particular transactions. 
Your local regulatory authority will be unable to compel the enforcement of the 
rules of regulatory authorities or markets in other jurisdictions where your 
transaction have been effected. You should ask the firm with which you deal for 
details about the types or redress available in both your home jurisdiction and other 
relevant jurisdictions before you start to trade. 
( 8) CurTency Risks 
The profit or loss in transactions in foreign currency-denominated contracts 
(whether they are traded in your own or another jurisdiction) will be affected by 
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fluctuations in currency rates where there is a need to convert from the currency denomination of the contract to another currency. 
Trading Facilities 
Most open-outcry and electronic trading facilities are supported by computer-based 
component systems for the order routing, execution, matching, registration or 
clearing of trades. As with all facilities and systems, they are vulnerable to 
temporary disruption or failure. Your ability to recover certain losses may be subject 
to limits on liability imposed by the system provider, the market, the clearing house 
and/or member firms. Such limits may vary, you should ask the firm with which 
you deal for details in this respect. 
(10) Electronic trading 
Trading on an electronic trading system may differ not only from trading in an open- 
outcry market but also from trading on other electronic trading systems. If you 
undertake transactions on an electronic trading system, you will be exposed to risks 
associated with the system including the failure of hardware and software. The result 
of any system failure may be that your order is either not executed according to your 
instructions or is not executed at all. 
(11) Off-Exchange Transactions 
In some jurisdictions, and only then in restricted circumstances, firms are permitted 
to effect off-exchange transactions. The firm With which you deal may be acting as 
your counter party to the transaction. It may be difficult or impossible to liquidate an 
existing position, to assess the value, to determine a fair price or to assess the 
exposure to risk. For these reasons, these transactions may involve increased risks. 
Off exchange transactions may be less regulated or subject to a separate regulatory 
regime. Before you undertake such transactions, you should familiarize yourself 
with applicable rules and attendant risks, 
This sample of risk disclosure statement is based on the RULE 1.55(c) of the CFTC 
Rules and Robbins Trading Company account application form accessible at, 
www. robbinstrading. com 
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APPENDIX 2 
A SAMPLE OF A CUSTOMER AGREEMENT 
In consideration of TIAE BROKER FIRM (THE FIRM) accepting the accouirit(s) in 
commodities, commodity futures contracts, options on commodities, or options on commodity futures contracts (collectively, "futures contracts") for the undersigned ("Customer"), it is agreed: 
AUTHORIZATION. Customer authorizes THE FIRM to purchase and sell futures contracts for Customer's account in accordance with Customer's oral 
or written instructions. Each Customer having in interest in a joint account 
shall have the authority to issue instructions and generally to deal with TBE FIRM. 
2. GOVERNNENT AND EXCHANGE RULES. All transactions shall be 
subjects to rules, regulations, and interpretations of the exchanges, and to all 
applicable federal or state laws and regulations. 
3. CLEARING. TBE FIRM may execute all purchases and sales of futures 
contacts for Customer's account through THE FIRM, or through an omnibus 
clearing arrangement. All rights and obligations extended to THE FIRM 
pursuant to this agreement shall also be extended to the exchange clearing 
member firm. 
4. MARGINS. Customer shall provide to and maintain with THE FIRM cash or 
acceptable margin in an amount that TBE FIRM , in 
its sole discretion, may 
from time to time determine. Customer agrees to monitor his account to 
determine if it is properly margined. Customer will immediately forward 
sufficient funds to cure my margin deficiency without waiting for notice 
from THE FEM Information regarding exchange and THE FIRM margin 
requirement is available on request from THE FIRM. Margin requirements 
established by TIHE FIRM may exceed the margin required of THE FIRM by 
an exchange. No previous margin establish by TBE FIRM shall establish any 
precedent. 
5. SECURITY AGREEMENT AND TRANSFER AUTHORIZATION. All 
property of Customer, which THE FIRM may at any time be carrying, is 
held by THE FIRM as security and subject to a general lien and right of set 
off all liabilities of Customer to THE FIRM. THE FIM in its sole 
discretion,, may apply or transfer any of Cpstomer's property between any of 
Customer's accounts at THE FIRM as may be necessary for margin or to 
satisfy or reduce any deficit or debit balance in any of Customer's accounts. 
Subject to Commodity Exchange Act segregation requirements, Customer 
hereby grants to THE FIRM the right to pledge, hypothecate, or invest, either 
separately or with the property of other customers, any securities or other 
property held by THE FIRM for the accounts of Customer, to any exchange 
or clearing house through which trades of Customers are executed. 
THE 
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FIRM shall be under no obligation to pay Customer any interest income or benefit derived from Customer's property, 
6. LIQUIDATION OF ACCOUNTS. THE FIRM is hereby authorized,, in its sole discretion,, to take any or all of the following actions to protect itself (1) satisfy any obligation Customer may have to TEE FIRM out of any of Customer's property held by THE FIRM; (2) offset any or all futures 
contracts positions; (3) initiate new long or short futures contracts positions; (4) cancel any or all open orders; and (5) take any other action THE FERM deems appropriate. Any of the above actions may be taken without demand for margin or additional margin, or without prior notice of Customer, Customer at all times shall be liable for the payment of any debit balance 
upon demand by THE FIRM. Customer promptly shall pay the debit and all 
unpaid liabilities,, together with interest and all costs of collection , including attorney's fees. 
7. DELIVERY MONTH LIQUIDATION INSTRUCTIONS. Customer is 
responsible for providing to THE FMM appropriate liquidating instructions, 
fands,, or documents at a reasonable time in advance of expiration of open futures contracts. If customer fails to do so, THE FIRM may, without notice, liquidate, or make or receive delivery on behalf of Customer. Customer will indemnify THE FIRM for all costs incurred (including but not limited to all 
fines, loss if interest, or attorney" fees) by THE FMM in liquidating, or 
making or receiving delivery, or re-tendering delivery notice. 
8. CHARGES. Customer agrees to pay such brokerage and commission charges 
and fees as THE FIRM may establish and change from time to time. Such 
fees include, fees imposed by the exchange and a markup to reflect other 
processing and servicing costs. In the event that Customer's account is 
transferred to another futures broker,, a reasonable transfer charge shall 
apply, which shall be charged against Customer's account or which 
Customer shall pay prior to such account being transferred. If Customer has 
not maintained any futures contracts for 30 days, THE FIRM may charge an 
inactive monthly maintenance fee. 
9. STATEMENT AND CONFIRMATIONS. All communications, monies, 
securities, and other property shall be transmitted to Customer at the address 
and telephone number shown on the account application. All 
communications transmitted to Customer shall be deemed to have been 
received by Customer personally at the time so sent, whether actually 
received or not. Reports of the execution of orders and daily statements of 
account shall be conclusive and final and shall be deemed to be accepted and 
ratified by Customer, whether made orally or in writing, unless Customer 
objects by written communication actually received by THE FIRM prior to 
the opening of the next regular trading session o the market in which the 
transaction to which Customer objects was, or was to be, executed. Such 
written communication shall be sent by certified mail, return receipt 
requested. In addition, Customer agrees to contact TBE FIRM by telephone 
to verify Customer's account status as soon as is reasonably practicable 
but 
in no event later than one business day after placing any order if 
Customer 
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has not been advised by telephone of the status of such order by TBE FIRM 
within 24 hours after any order is placed. Customer's failure to contact THE FIRM shall relieve TBE FIRM of any responsibility or liability with respect to such order. All order shall only be good for the day such orders are place, unless specified by Customer to be open orders. THE FIRM will not cancel all open orders placed by Customer unless Customer specifically regards cancellation. TBE FIRM shall not be held responsible for delays in the transmission or execution of orders due to a breakdown or failure of transmission or communication facilities, or for any other cause beyond THE FIRM's control. 
10. MARKET WFORMATION. Customer acknowledges that any market information provided by TBE FIRM does not constitute an offer to sell or buy any security or commodity futures contract. TBE FIRM makes no 
representation, warranty or guaranty as to, and shall not be responsible for, 
the accuracy or completeness of any information furnished to Customer. 
THE FIRM makes no representation, warranty or guaranty as to, and shall 
not be responsible for, the accuracy or completeness of any information 
furnished to Customer. TBE FIRM makes no representation, warranty or 
guaranty with respect to tax consequences of Customer's transactions. 
CUSTOMER REPRESENTATIONS. Customer represents that he is of legal 
age and sound mind and that, except as disclosed in writing to THE FIRM, 
no one except Customer has an interest in any account or accounts carried for 
Customer by THE FIRM. Customer further represents that he is not an 
employee of any exchange, any corporation in which any exchange owns a 
majority of the capital stock, any member of any exchange, any firm 
registered on any exchange, any futures broker, any introducing broker, or 
any bank, trust, or insurance company. In the event that Customer becomes 
so employed, he will promptly notify THE FIRM in writing of such 
employment. 
12. NO WAIVER OR AMENDMENT No provision of this Agreement may be 
waived or amended unless the waiver or amendment is in writing and signed 
by an authorized officer of the firm. 
13, BINDING EFFECT. This agreement shall inure to the benefit of THE FIRM 
and its successors and assigns, and shall be binding upon Customer and hits 
estate, executors, administrators, legal representative, successors and assigns. 
14. TERMNATION. Customer may terminate this agreement only when 
customer has no positions held by or no liabilities owed to THE FRZM. THE 
FMM may terminate it at any time. Termination shall affect any transaction 
entered into and shall not relieve Customer of any obligation under this 
Agreement. 
15. RECORDING. Customer agrees that THE FIRM in its sole discretion may 
record any telephone conversation between THE FIRM and Customer or 
his 
agent. Customer agrees that THE FIRM may erase such recordings. 
The 
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rights in this paragraph extend to any introducing broker or account controller. 
16. TH[RD PARTY BENEFICLkRIES. All right extended to THE FIRM pursuant to this Agreement shall also be extended to any introducing broker, futures broker, commodity trading advisor, or securities broker/dealer that introduced this account to THE M-M, which is expressly made a third party beneficiary of this Agreement. 
17. PROSPECTIVE CONSENT TO ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER OF ACCOUNT(S). Customer hereby prospectively consent to an assignment or transfer of his account(s) at any time hereafter from THE FIRM to another futures broker; provided, Customer receives a written notice of the 
assignment or transfer and has a reasonable to object in accordance with all 
applicable regulations. 
18. PUNITIVE DAMAGE. The parties agree not to sue each other for punitive damages in court or in arbitration before any forum even if the rules of the forum allow arbitrators to award punitive damage. 
19. ACCEPTANCE. This Agreement shall not be deemed to be accepted by THE FIRM or become a binding contract between Customer and THE FIRM 
until approved by THE FIRM's Accounts Department. 
20. FORU-M SELECTION,, CONSENT TO RMSDICTION AND VENUE. 
Customer acknowledges that investments in futures contracts are speculative, 
involve a high degree of risk, and are suitable only for persons who can afford to 
lose all funds invested. Customer understands that because of the low margin 
normally required in futures trading, price changes in futures contracts may result in 
significant losses, which may substantially exceed Customer's margin deposits. 
Customer recognizes that guarantees of profit or limitation of loss are impossible in 
futures trading. Customer acknowledge that he has received no such guarantees from 
THE FIRM or others, and he is not entering into this Agreement in reliance on any 
such guarantees. Customer agrees not to hold THE FIRM responsible for losses 
incurred through following trading recommendations or suggestions by TBE FIRM 
or others. 
2 1. FORUM SELECTION, CONSENT TO JURISDICTION AND VENUE. 
Customer agrees that all disputes initiated by Customer related to this Agreement, or 
any related agreement, shall be litigated or arbitrated only in a court of law or equity, 
administrative tribunal, or arbitration association. Customer consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of any state or federal court. Customer appoints and designates THE 
FIRM (or any other party whom THE FIRM may from time to time hereinafter 
designate) as Customer's true and lawful attomey-in-fact and duly authorized agent 
for service of legal process, and agrees that service of such process upon THE FIRý 
or such other party shall constitute valid personal service of such process upon 
Customer; provided, that TBE FIRM or such other party shall,, within five days after 
receipt of any such process, forward the same by air courier or by certified or 
registered mail, together with all papers affixed thereto to Customer at Customer's 
mailing addresses. Customer hereby waives any right to transfer or change the venue 
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of any litigation or arbitration. Notwithstanding the foregoing, THE FIRM may 
initiate any action to collect any amounts due TBE FIRM in any state or jurisdiction 
where there is personal jurisdiction over Customer or where Customer may have 
property located. 
22. LIMITATION OF ACTIONS. Customer agrees that customer may bring no 
action arising out of transactions under this agreement more than one year after the 
cause of action arose. This time limitation may be substantially shorter than that 
granted by federal or state law. Other futures brokers may not include this limitation 
in their customer agreement. Though TBE FIRM will not accept your account if you 
do not voluntarily agree to this limitation, you may open your account with another 
futures broker. 
23. INDENKTICATION. Customer agrees to indemnify THE FIRM and hold 
THE FIRM harmless from and against any and all liabilities, losses, damages, costs 
and expenses , including accountant s and attorneys' 
fees, incurred by THE FIRM 
because any of Customer's representations and warranties shall not be true and 
correct, or because the agreements made by Customer shall not be fully and timely 
performed. Customer also agrees to indemnify THE FIRM and hold THE FIRM 
harmless from and against any and all damages, costs, and expenses, including 
attorney's fees, incurred by THE FIRM in enforcing of any of the provisions of this 
agreement or any related agreement. If Customer initiates a legal action, regardless 
of form, against THE FIRM, and the customer does not prevail, Customer will 
indemnify TBE FIRM for all costs and expenses incurred by THE FIRM to defend 
itself, including attorney's fees. 
This sample of a standardized customer agreement is based on customer agreement 
form of Robbins Trading Company accessible at, www. robbinstrading. com 
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APPENDIX 3 
E-INTERVIEW WITH THE NULAYSIAN DERIVATIVES CLEARING 
HOUSE BIFID (MDCH) 
This e-interview is a kind of questionnaire e-mailed to the MDCH at the 
address,, sofia@, mdch. com. my and the answers were replied in printed documents by 
Ms Sofia Johan, executive, Strategic Development & Legal Affair, for the MDCH 
on August 5,1999. MDCH is a clearing house for two futures exchange in Malaysia, 
the Kuala Lumpur Options and Financial Futures Exchange Bhd (KLOFFE) and the 
sole Malaysian commodity futures exchange, the Commodity and Monetary 
Exchange of Malaysia (COMMEX Malaysia). As a company limited by shares, 
MDCH is equally owned by these two exchanges. By such ownership structure, the 
board manages to ensure the smooth running and continuing commitment and 
responsibility of MDCH in the fulfillment of its role as a clearing house. 
Therefore, based on such outstanding performance, it is appropriate to 
address the questions to MDCH in order to gain further practical information about 
clearing house; its structure, the clearing operation and its role in guarantee the 
performance of every contractual obligation under the futures contacts that it 
cleared. Upon these aims before hand, the questions were drafted with the emphasis 
given to the operational aspects of a clearing house. The supplied answers had 
successfully fulfilled the objectives of this e-interview. It had finally proved that 
every clearing house does have the same role and functions in clearing operation and 
ensuring the performance of each contractual obligation under the futures contracts. 
The revised questions and answers for this e-interview with the MDCH are 
as follow: 
1. Briefly, please explain the organisational structure of MDCH. 
MDCH is a company limited by shares and is owned by KLOFFE and COMIMEX 
Malaysia who each hold 50% of the total issued shares. MDCH has an authorised 
share capital of RM25 million and its issued share capital currently stands at RM8 
million,. comprising 8 million ordinary shares RMI each. Its board of directors 
comprises: 
1. four directors elected by KLOFFE and COMNMX Malaysia 
2. five directors elected by clearing members 
3. two directors appointed by the Minister of Finance 
The Chief Executive Officer is in charge of daily operations. 
2. What are the requirements to become a clearing member of 
MDCH? 
The operational requirements are: 
membership of an exchange for which NMCH clears 
where necessary, compliance with Futures Industry 
Act 1993 licensing 
requirements 
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derivatives knowledge and experience 
business integrity and financial probity 
administrative and system to maintain proper records and the manage risk corporate power to carry out clearing member activities 
The financial requirements are: 
one-time membership fee of RM50,000 
minimum adjusted net capital of RM50,, 000 or 10% of margins, whichever is higher 
clearing fund condition RM I million in cash 
security deposit contribution of RMI million in cash or irrevocable standby letter of credit (LC) 
the membership requirements are continuing obligations during the tenure of 
membership. Please note that in addition to the fixed clearing fund contribution of RMI million. MDCH can seek a variable contribution from the clearing member based on the proportion of its margin requirements to that of the entire market. The 
clearing member must also contribute another 100% of its fixed and variable 
clearing fund contribution upon MDCH's request. MDCH can also impose higher 
minimum financial requirements on a clearing member if the circumstances require it. 
3. How does MDCH perform the role of third-party guarantor of every 
trade? 
All traded executed on the exchange, or market contracts, are required to be 
submitted for registration with MDCH. As MDCH"s assurance of performance 
commences on registration and only extends to its clearing members, non-clearing 
exchange members who were parties to the market contract have to clear their 
contracts through a clearing member. 
MDCH becomes a counterparty to these contracts upon registration. The process is 
known as novation,, which generally means that an existing is extinguished and a 
new contract is created in its place. In the case of MDCH, the market contract 
between the clearing members are extinguished upon registration and two open 
contracts are created in its place. The open contracts will have ternis identical to the 
exchange contract except that MDCH assumes the opposite side of the transaction 
under each open contract. If A is the buyer and B is the seller under the market 
contract, the resulting open contract will have A as the buyer with MDCH selling to 
it under one open contract, and B as the seller with MDCH buying form it under the 
other contract. 
4. In an event of 'out-trade' (unmatched order), the appropriate clearing 
member must reconcile such trade. What are the steps to be taken for 
reconciliation? 
MDCH only accepts confirmed, matched trades for registration. 
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5. Please explain in detail the operation of daily pay/collect system in connection with settlement positions and margin calls. Please, if possible attach any relevant diagram. 
All open contracts are valued daily against a settlement price determined by MDCH 
at the end of a trading day and the resulting gains or losses are posted to each clearing member's account. The losses must be paid in cash to the clearing house before the start of trading on the next business day. The gains, if still available after deducting other payment obligations of the clearing member, can be withdrawn by the clearing member on the next business day. 
Cash 
The fund transfers between MDCH and its clearing members are conducted through MDCH-appointed settlement banks. Each clearing member can only maintain oen 
settlement bank account,, and MDCH maintains an account at each of the settlement banks. The clearing member, MDCH and the sett 
' 
lement bank enter into a tri-partite 
agreement which sets out the procedures for effecting the transfer of funds between 
MDCH and the clearing member via the settlement bank. An important feature of 
the agreement is the enforcement of strict timing schedules for the settlement of cash 
shortages each morning before trading starts, settlement of intra-day margin calls 
and transfer of excess funds to clearing members. 
Another feature of the agreement is that the clearing member authorises the 
settlement bank to sweep the clearing member's funds into the MDCH account in 
the event the clearing member has a cash shortage and fails to instruct the bank to 
pay before the cut-off times for payment. The bank also has an obligation to notify 
MDCH in the event there are insufficient funds in the clearing member's account to 
meet the cash shortage. To facilitate this arrangement, MDCH faxes details of cash 
shortages to the relevant settlement bank. The relevant clearing members are also 
notified of their cash shortages. 
The clearing member will notify MDCH if it wishes to lodge additional cash or 
withdraw it excess cash by filling out standard operating forms and faxing or 
sending the same to MDCH. The clearing member or MDCH will instruct the bank 
to transfer the funds via the bank's electronic desktop banking system or by fax. 
Collateral 
Clearing members can lodge collateral to cover their security deposit and initial 
margin requirements. Currently MDCH only accepts LCs in RM which are issued 
by approved banks and are in the MDCH pres , cribed 
format. Members can also 
withdraw the LC when it has expired or if they wish to replace it with cash of a fresh 
LC. 
6. What is the method used by NWCH in determining the settlement price? 
As a matter of practice, MDCH will determine the daily settlement price as the 
middle price of the last traded price, bids and offers which have occurred within a 
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certain period of time before market closes. However, MDCH has the absolute discretion to determine the settlement prices at all times. 
The final settlement price of the FKLI contract is determined by taking the weighted 
average of the last 30 minutes of the KLCI, excluding the highest and lowest. 
7. Please explain in detail every default procedures maintained by MDCH. 
The risk management tools of MDCH, insofar as they relate to the rIghts and the 
obligations of the clearing member vis-a-vis the clearing house, are implemented 
through its business rules. Therefore, a clearing member default means both a failure 
to perform the obligations under an open contract as well as obligations under the 
MDCH business rules. Disciplinary and default actions perform the dual role of 
discouraging clearing member defaults in performing contractual and 
membership obligations 
ensuring that a clearing default does not adversely affect the entire clearing 
membership and the market 
MDCH can: 
impose a fine of up to RMI million on a clearing member 
require additional funds to be deposited in the case of a default other than a 
default in payment obligations 
suspend or terminate a clearing membership 
liquidate or transfer open contracts of a defaulting clearing member 
utilise any cash or collateral of the defaulting clearing member to cover its 
obligations 
utlise the security deposit and clearing fund 
In the event of an emergency where there is a threat to the financial integrity of 
MDCH or its clearing mernbers,, MDCH can take special actions such as refusing to 
register market contract or placing conditions on their registration, obtaining 
emergency settlement prices from the exchange, liquidating contracts and obtaining 
additional cash or collateral from clearing members. 
8. Generally, how does MDCH conduct the financial surveillance of the 
clearing members and their positions? 
NMCH monitors the financial position of its clearing members through: 
Financial reporting 
Audits 
Information-sharing 
Intra-day monitoring 
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Financial reporting 
The clearing members submit financial statements to MDCH monthly. These include an ANC statement (prepared according to the business rules), an income/loss 
statement and a statement of client's segregated funds. The clearing members are 
also required to submit their annual audited accounts to MDCH. 
Audits 
MDCH conducts routine and surprise audits of the clearing member's financial 
statements and reviews compliance with the business rules and internal controls. The 
audit team also reviews the clearing member's risk management policies and 
procedures. 
Information-sha ring 
The exchanges conduct audits on their members to ensure compliance with the 
exchanges' business rules and the results of the audits are shared with MDCH where 
it concerns a clearing member. In addition the exchanges are obliged under the 
clearing agreement with MDCH to inform it of the general conduct and trading 
activities of members particularly if the member faces any financial difficulty. 
Intra-day monitoring 
The clearing members' position during the trading day are constantly monitored. 
This enables MDCH to assess the impact of price movements and economic events 
on the adequacy of the clearing members' margins and capital base. 
9. How does MDCH perform the physical settlements on the maturity 
dates of contracts, especially the CPO futures? 
Physical settlement is only carried out on the Crude Palm Oil futures ("CPO") 
contract. The CPO contracts are settled by the clearing members making or taking 
delivery of the underlying in exchange of receiving or paying, as the case may be, 
the delivery amount. A selling clearing member who intends to make delivery shall 
tender to NMCH a signed and completed Notice of Tender together with the 
Negotiable Storage Receipt on any business day beginning from the first up to the 
twentieth day of the delivery month. On the day of tender, a random selection 
process is performed to allocate the obligation to take delivery to the buying clearing 
members having long positions. The buying clearing members who have been 
allocated the tender are notified by MDCH through a Tender Advice. The buying 
clearing member must then make payment of the delivery amount 2 business 
days 
following the day of tender. 
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GLOSSARY 
A. Terms and Phrases of Commodity Futures Trading * 
Arbitration: the procedure of settling disputes between members, or members 
and clients. 
Basis: the difference between the current cash price and the futures price of the 
same commodity. 
Basis risk: the risk of the relative change in the relationship between a hedged 
commodity and the hedge. It is possible for the basis to narrow or widen 
depending upon relative demand for the underlying cash commodity and 
commodity futures. A basis risk shall exist if the position being hedged is not 
precisely reflected or protected by the hedge. 
Bear: someone who anticipates market prices will decline. 
Bid: an expression indicating an intention to buy a commodity at a given price. 
Board of trade: see,, contract market. 
Broker: an individual or a company that executes futures transaction on behalf 
of an association or institution and general public. 
Brokerage: a fee or commission charged by a broker for executing a transaction. 
Bull: someone who anticipates the market prices will rise. 
Buying hedge: buying futures contract in order to protect against possible price 
increase of cash commodity that will be purchased in future. 
The definition and explanation of these terms and phrases are derived from the following sources, 
Gould, Bruce G. The Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Commodity Trading. Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
198 1, Chicago Board of Trade. Commodity Trading Manual, Chicago - Board of Trade, 1994, US 
Feed Grains Council, "Trade Partners in Feed Grains Risk Management, " accessible at, 
www. Rrains, or accessed on 01/08/1998, Inglis-Taylor, Andrew, The Dictionaty ofDerivatives. 
England: Macmillan Press Ltd. 1995. 
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Cash commodity: an actual physical commodity. 
Cash market: a place where the traders buy and sell the actual commodities. 
Clearing: the process by which a clearing house maintains records all trades and 
settles the margins. 
Clearing house: an inner division or separate corporation established by a 
futures exchange to carry the clearing process and margining system, and to 
guarantee daily performance on all transaction. It acts as an intermediary in all 
purchases and sales of exchanged -traded futures and options. 
Clearing margin: financial safeguards to ensure that clearing members' 
perfonnance or on behalf of their clients. 
Clearing member: a member of a clearing house corporation. 
Close: the end of the trading session during which those traders who wish to 
liquidate do so. 
Close out: execution of a contract which will cancel a previous obligation, see 
offset. 
Closing price: the last price paid for a commodity on any trading day. 
Commission: see brokerage. 
Commodity: an article or product traded on a commodity exchange. 
Commodity futures: the contracts whose underlying asset is a physical 
commodity, whether agricultural, metal or oil-based product. 
Contract market: an organized commodity futures market designated and 
authorized by the local authority. 
Contract specification: the terms of the futures contract that mainly specify 
the 
type, grade, quantity and initial price of the underlying commodity. 
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Convergence: a term referring to cash and futures prlces tending to come 
together as the futures contract near to its expiration. 
Customer or client margin: financial guarantees required of any futures trader 
that is deposited with his broker to ensure the fulfillment of the contractual 
obligations. 
Day trader: a trader who enters into a contract and liquidates such position 
during a single day. 
Delivery: the transfer of the cash or physical commodity from the seller of a 
futures to the buyer. 
Delivery month: a specific month in which the delivery of certain commodity 
may take place according to the terms of the contract. 
Equilibrium price: the market price at which the supply quantity of a 
commodity equals to its demand quantity. 
Financial instrument: two basic types; a debt instrument which is a loan with 
an agreement to pay back funds with interest and, an equity security which is a 
share or stock in a company, 
Floor broker: an individual who executes for the purchase or sale of any 
commodity futures on any contract market on behalf of his clients or sometimes 
for himself 
Floor trader: an individual who executes the sale an purchase of a commodity 
futures contract for his own account. 
Fundamental analysis: a method of anticipting futures price movement using 
supply and demand information and other cash market factors. 
Fungibility: the property of interchangeability, identical to and interchangeable 
with another of the same specification. 
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Futures contract: a legally binding agreement made on trading floor of a 
futures exchange in order to buy or sell a commodity sometime in the future. It is 
standardized according to the quantity, quality and delivery time for the 
underlying commodity. 
Futures exchange, market: a marketplace, with established rules and trading 
regulation, where the futures traders meet to trade in futures contract. See, 
contract market. 
Hedging: the practice of offsetting the price risk inherent in any cash market 
position by taking an equal but opposite position in the futures market. 
Last trading day: the final for trading certain futures contract. Any outstanding 
contract at the end of the day must be settled by delivery of the underlying 
commodity. 
Liquidation: the sale or purchase of the same amount and delivery month but 
opposite to an earlier transaction in order to offset the latter position, or, making 
the delivery of the underlying commodity in accordance with the terms of the 
contract. 
Local: an independent futures trader who trade for his own account on the 
exchange trading floor. 
Long: one who has bought commodity futures contract or owns the cash 
commodity. 
Lot: the mimmum contract size in which a futures trader may deal. 
Maintenance margin: a set minimum margin that a customer must maintain in 
his margin account. 
Margin: the amount of money put up by a clearing member with the clearing 
house or,, by a customer with his broker firm to assure contractual performance. 
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Margin call: a request by the clearing house or the broker firm of an additional 
money when account below the maintenance margin level. 
Mark-to-market: the practice of crediting or debiting a trader's account based 
on the daily closing price of the futures contract. 
Market order: an order for immediate execution of a futures contract at the best 
available price. 
Maturity: the period of time during which a selling trader may tender a delivery 
notice until the expiration date of the contract. 
Notice: a slip of paper by a seller advising the exchange and the buyer of his 
intention to make an actual delivery of the underlying commodity. 
Offer: an expression indicating willingness to sell a commodity futures contract 
at a given price. 
Offset: a liquidation of a commodity futures contract by taking a position 
opposite to the initial position. 
Open contract: contract which have been bought or sold and are still 
outstanding and not having been liquidated. 
Open outcry: the method of public auction for making verbal bids and offers on 
the trading floor of a futures exchange. 
Original, initial margin: a set amount of money that the futures trader must 
deposit into his margin account at the time he place an order to buy or sell the 
commodity futures contract. 
Pit: the area on the trading floor where the commodity futures contracts are 
bought and sold. 
Position: an interest in the futures market in the form of open commitment. 
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position limit: the maximum limit by which a trader can hold in the futures 
market. 
Position trader: a trader who either buys or sells commodity futures contract 
and holds such position for an extended period of time. 
Price discovery: the generation of information about the future movement of 
cash market prices through the Ritures market. 
Price limit: the permitted maximum advance or decline of the price of a contract 
in one trading session. 
Scalper: a floor trader who trades futures rapidly in a single trading day in hopes 
of making a series of small profits. 
Settlement price: the closing price or an average of various closing prices of 
any trading day. 
Short: opposite to long, a trader who has sold commodity futures or plans to 
own a cash commodity. 
Speculator: a trader who tries to profit from buying and selling futures contracts 
by anticipating the future price movements. 
Spread: a trading method of simultaneous buying and selling of two related 
markets with the expectation that a profit will be made from the price difference 
between the two when the position is offset. 
Straddle: a type of spread, involves two simultaneous long and short positions 
of two different commodities or of the same commodity but traded in two 
different markets. 
Technical analysis: a method of anticipation of future price movement using 
historical prices, trading volwne, open interest and other trading data. 
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Trading limit: limit on the trading range for a session or limit on the number of 
contracts which any trader may hold. 
Trading session: the trading period for commodity futures contract on any 
trading day. 
Trend: the general price direction of the prices of a particular commodity or 
futures contract. 
Variation margin: additional margin required of clearing members or 
customers of a broker firm in certain situations, such in the case of high risk 
accounts or during the period of great market volatility. 
Volatility: a measurement of the change in price over a given period of time. 
Volume of trading: the number of contract which are sold or bought during any 
trading period. 
B. Terms and Phrases of Islamic Commercial Law** 
Ahliyyab: legal capacity. 
Ajir: a person who provides the service or a hired person. 
Ajlr khaý: a hired person who serves one party only. 
Aa jir mushtarak: a hired person who is ee to serve any party. 
'Aqd: contract or agreement. 
'Arayd: a traditional contract of sale of fresh dates by estimation. 
** Besides this research's own interpretation, the definition and explanation of these terms and 
phrases are derived from the following sources; Cowan, J. Mlton (ed. ). 7he Hans Wehr Dictioncuy of 
Modern Written Arabic. New York: Spoken Language Services, Inc. 3 Id edition, 1976, (AL-) Faruqi, 
Harith Sulaiman. Faruqi's Law Dictionary. Beirut: Librarie Du Liban, 199 1, Bosworth, C. E. et al 
(eds. ), 1he Encyclopaedia of1slam. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995, Institute of Islamic Banking 
& Finance. 
Encyclopaedia of1slamic Banking & Finance. London: Inst. Of Islamic Banking 
& Finance, 1995, 
VOGEL, Frank E. & HAYES, Samuel L. Islamic Law and Finance; Religion, Risk and Return. 
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Bayc: a contract of sale. 
I? am5n: liability or guarantee. 
I)arar: damage or loss. 
Dayn: debt, credit or generic property. 
Fdsid: defective or voidable. 
Faskh: rescission or revocation. 
Fatwd: authoritative legal opinion issued by an Islamic scholar. 
Fu4all: an unauthorized agent. 
Ghalat: mistake or misrepresentation. 
Gharar: risk and uncertainty. 
Ghish: deceit or trickery. 
Ghubn: fraud or swindle. 
Hadith: a binding provision from the statements of the prophet (peace be upon 
him). 
ljaýdh: a type of sale of thing or land which is roughly determined or measured 
by a throw of a stone or a pebble. 
IjawMah: a contract of assigment of debt or obligation. 
Ijilah or 4iyal: justification of rule using a legal device, evasion or stratagems. 
Ijukm: a legal value or a rule assigned to certain object or act. 
lj5b: an offer. 
Ij5rah or isti'jdr: a contract of leasing goods'or hiring services. 
London: Kluwer Law International, 1998, Failaka International, Inc. Glossary of Islamic Financial 
Terms, at, www. failaka. coin/Glossarv accessed on 12/05/2000. 
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ljmd': general consensus or unanimous agreement of all qualified Islamic 
scholars of certain age. 
lkrdh: duress or coercion. 
'111ah: an effective cause, usually an attribute or a characteristic of an object or 
case that forms as a basis of Qiyds. 
'Inah: a contract that involves two sales, a cash sales and a deferred payment 
sale. 
lq5lah: a contract of sale that rescinds a previous one. 
Isfihs5n: a method of derivation of rules by preference in which it allows 
exceptions to a strict general principle or Qiyds in consideration of public 
interest. 
ij Istlir5r: a type of contract of sale that continuous for a specified period. 
lstiýbdb: a method of derivation of rules by assurance of the original status. 
lstiodb: a method of derivation of rules by establishing the public interest. 
Istip5c: a contract of manufacture. 
Kafa-lah: a contract of guarantee or suretyship. 
Kaffl: a surety or guarantor. 
Khiydr: a right of option or a power to annul or cancel a contract. 
Madhhab al-sababi: a method of legislation based on the words and deeds of 
the companions of he prophet (peace be upon him). 
Macdfim: non-existent object of contract. 
Madin: an indebted person. 
Majlis al-Caqd: the place of execution of a contract. 
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M51: property. 
Ma'qiid 'alayh: the contractual object. 
Marhfin: the pledged property. 
Marhfin bih: a debt in a contract of pledge. 
Mariq marao al-maut: a sufferer of terminal illness. 
Maýlabah: public interest. 
Maysir: gambling or games of chance. 
Mu'ajjal: a type of contract of sale in which the price of the object is deferred to 
certain date. 
Muddrabah: a silent or dormant partnership or profit sharing in which a capital 
is provided by a partner and invested by the other. 
Muddrib: a person or an agent who is responsible to carry the investment of a 
partnership. 
Muflis: a bankrupt person. 
Mub5l or mubt5l: a creditor in a contract of assigmnent of debt. 
Mubdl 'alayh: a newly appointed debtor in a contract of assignment of debt. 
Mubil: the initial debtor in a contract of assignment of debt. 
Murtahin: a pledgee. 
Musta'jir: a tenant or a person who is hiring the service. 
Muwdýafah: a contract sale by description without a proper inspection or 
possession. 
Muz5banah: a txaditional sale of non-estimated fruit on the tree in exchange of 
a specified measure of fruit. 
Muziiyadah: a sale by auction. 
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Najash: a practice of a conspiracy in bidding a high price with the intention to 
cause other bidder to bid a higher price and consequently buy the merchandise at 
the said price. 
Qabiil: an acceptance. 
Qiy5s: a method of derivation of niles by analogy. 
Rabb al-m5l: a capital provider or an investor. 
Min: the debtor in a contract of pledge. 
Rahn: a contract of pledge. 
Ra's al-mid: the capital provider. 
RM: usury or interest. 
M45: consent or approval. 
$abiyy: a minor. 
Sadd al-dhardi': a method of derivation of rules by blocking the evil means. 
Sarih: a profligate or a spendthrift. 
Salam: a contract of forward sale. 
Shar' man qablan5: a method of legislation based on the divine rules of the 
previous prophets (peace be upon them). 
Shirkah or sharikah: a contract of partnership or incorporation. 
$Ighah: the forms of an offer and an acceptance. 
Sims5r: a broker or auctioneer. 
Sunnah: the binding words, deeds and tacit approval of the Prophet (peace be 
upon him). 
Tadfis: fraudulent statement or conduct. 
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Talaqq! al-rukbiin: literally means, meeting the riding traders out of town but it 
is referred to as a prohibited practice of purchasing merchandise from an 
innocent trader who has no knowledge about the market price. 
Thaman: the price of the contractual object. 
'Urbfin: a non-refundable deposit money paid to the seller to ensure a 
contractual performance. 
'Urf-. public customs or common practices. 
Wakdlah: a contract of agency. 
Wakil: an agent or representative. 
Waliyy: a guardian for a minor or an impeded or interdicted person. 
Wilayah: jurisdiction. 
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